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TAND MADE THEM BETTER.
tc let you get everything out of your tuner. Perfectly.
Our outpu= stage, or example, features a new
parallel push-pull circuit that reduces total harmonic
distortion to
thar C.1%. Again, well below any th ng you can possibly hear.
To all but eliminate cross -talk, the SA95C011
ccmes with a seoarate power transformer for each
channel, instead of the usual single transformer
for both.
And where some Errps give you two, or three
tone contrcls, the. SA95J011 gives you four. Two for
regular treble antl bass, and two for extended treble
ani bass. They're calirrted in 2 decibel click stops,
which means you have virtually endless variety of
ways to get the most a.Jt cf your music.
But that's orl the beginning. To get the mosT out
of your cartridge, the 9500I1 has a switch that lets
you "tune" the amplifier :c the cartridge manufacturer's optimum capaci:ance. And to get the most
out of your records, our three -stage phono equalizer
fea:ures an Incredibly high phono overload level of
300 millivolts. W th nc more than 0.2 dB variation
from the RIAA curve. So even the most complicated
passage on one o= today's highly engineered records
will sound exactly the v a, it was recorded in the
studio.

.

Obviously, both the SA9500II and the
TX9500II are very sophisticated pieces of
equipment. But all of the engineering skill that
went into making them has also gone into every
other tuner and arrplifier in our new series Ii.
No matter what the price, no matter what the
specifications.
And that's something you don't have to be
an expert to appreciate.
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PIONEER P

WE STARTED WITH THE BE
Lash year, the experts paid Pioneer's integrated
amps and tuners some of the highest compliments

ever.

The challenge was obvious: to build even better
amps and tuners. Amps and tuners :hat would not
only surpass anything we'd ever built before, but.
anything anyone ever built before.
Here's how we did it.
THE NEW PIONEERTX9500II TUNER:
EVEN CLOSERTO PERFECT

When Popular Electronics said our Th9500
tuner was as "near to perfect" as they'd encountered, they obviously hadn't encountered
our TX950011. It features technclogy so advanced, some of it wasn't even perfeced until
this year.
Our front end, for example, features three
newly developed MOS FETs that work with
our 5 -gang variable capacitor give the
TX9500I1 an incredible FM sensitiv ty of
8.8dBf. In mono. In English, this means you
can pull in beautiful FM reception no matter
how far you live from the transmitter.
Where most tuners give you one band
width for all FM stations, the TX9500II
gives you two. A wide band with a surface
acoustic wave filter to take advantage of
strong stations, and a narrow band

with five ceramic filters to remove all the interfere
and noise from weaker ones. (Distortion measured
stereo an one kilohertz is an i (credibly low 0.07% i
the wide band; and C.25% it the narrow band. Bot
well below the threshold of human hearing.)
Whe-e conventional multiplex circuits cut out
some a= the frequencies that add depth and presen
to mus , the multiplex circuit in the TX95001I
doesnt- It features an exclusive integrated circuit
that's far more accurate than anything else around.
Plus a riultipath switch that lets you align your
ante -rra perfectly without ai oscilloscope.
Anc where you amply have to guess about :he
prope- -ecording le' el s off rmost tuners, the TX950
provides you with a tone generator that lets you çr
set the recording levels on your tape deck before
broadst starts.
So ;our tapes cal sound just as clear and
beautiful as your tuner.
THE NEW SA950011 AMPLIFIER:
HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF THE BEST

After building one of the world's best tuners, w
had no choice but ro create an amplifier that coud
match it.
The result is the new Sí,950011. An 80*
watt integrated arm that was designed

SA850011
OU .S. PIONEER ELECTRONICS CORP. 1977
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LAST YEARS REVIEWS
PRESENTED US
WITH AP-DOUGH ACT

TO FOLLOW
"IT CANNOT BE FAULTED:
SA9500 -Stereo Review

NEAR TO PERFECT
AS WE'VE ENCOUNTERED."
TX9500 - Popular Electronics
"CERTAINLY ONE OF THE BEST..
AT ANY PRICE:'
TX9500 - Modern Hi
"AS

Fi
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Actual,
unretouched
photo of an
oscil lograph
test.

The oscillograph you
see is an actual photo
of a high -quality audio
system "playing" a

fingerprint.
You're hearing fingerprints now through
your speaker system.
Instead of the sound
your precious discs
are capable of. And
no vacuum record
cleaner, brush -arm
or treated cloth will
remove them. None.
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D3 fluid-removes fingerprints
completely. Along with dust. And
manufacturing lubricants (added

to make pressing faster) that can
act like groove -blocking fingerprints. All this cleaning without
pulling polymer stabilizers from
your vinyl discs.
DiscwasherrM. The only safe,
effective way to silence the
printed finger. At Audio
specialists world wide.
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About the Cover: The phono cartridge is
the heart of your disc reproduction
system, and good cartridges deserve the
"white glove" treatment. Photo by Charles
P. Mills Studios, Phila., Pa.
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Philadelphia, PA 19108. Telephone: (215) 574-9600. Postmaster: Send Form 3579 to above address.
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The importance of precision in quality control
and accurate playback for analysis
of sound, are the reasons MCA states...

"Stanton

is

totally reliable,we depend on
Inspecting

MCA (Music Corporation of America) is one of the truly
big ones in record production. Quality control in every
aspect of their manufacturing, plating and printing is of
crucial importance. That is why they use Stanton's Calibrated 681 Series, both in their quality control operation
and in their playback for'analysis of audio quality.
They even go so far as to "use the needle to test the
Mother (Nickel)
and it stands the wear"
Throughout the recording industry, both the large and

...

a

it" .

meta! mother in the Plating Department.

the small depend on Stanton for every aspect of the record producing operation. Each of the 681 Calibration Series is
guaranteed to meet its specifications within exacting limits
and the most meaningful warranty possible
individual
calibration test results comes packed with each unit.
Whether your usage involves recording,
broadcast, or home entertainment, your
choice should be the choice of the professionals ... the Stanton 681.

For further information write to: Stanton Magnetics, Terminal Drive, Plainview, N.

...

Y.

11803
© 1977 STANTON MAGNETICS
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If your cartridge is

more than three years old,
don't replace your
stylus!
nothing wose
get us ,.rong. TF e
Lying our records w ti a worn styLis.
And - o oetter way to restD e ,hour cld Jnit too
original glory than a new d anonc.
Dcn
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Leader in editorial excellence

For fabulous
sound...

upgrade
both ends!
Its as simple as AKG.

Start with your records. They are expensive.
Treat them to the tender care of an AKG
PHONOCARTRIDGE. Its patented Transversal single -point suspension provides
greatly reduced mass...thus a minute tracking force. Total performance features such
as: low intermodulation distortion, unexcelled transient response, full frequency
range and unwavering depth (imagery)
perception, place them in a class above
other phono cartridges. There's a
range to choose from. Then...

AKG
CCCUS3CS

finish with your ears. They are discerning
and critical, and will eventually drive you to
AKG HEADPHONES. Why not now? Each
model is bio -acoustically engineered, lightweight, comfortable to wear. Take the
K-240. Its combination of microphone
derived transducers and "passive" dia-

phragms produce sound almost indistinguishable from the "real" thing. The K-140
retains some of the K-240 features and at
a mid -range price, provides hard -to -beat
stereo headphone reproduction. The K-40
is a more economical version of the K-140.
Listen to ours...before you purchase anyone else's. At your local AKG dealer.

...the mark ofprofessional quality

PHILIPS AUDIO VIDEO SYSTEMS CORP.
A NOR -H AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY

91

McKee Drive, Mahwah, N.J. 07430

Service/Warehouse: Rockland

Rd

S

(201) 529-3800

Norwalk, CT 06854

(203) 8138-4836
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Herman Burstein

Impedance Mismatch
My two tape decks have input impedances of 100 kilohms and 50 kilohms. I wish to record radio broadcasts. May I record into the tape deck
using the earphone jack of my transistor radio? I am concerned about an
impedance mismatch.-David Martin,
Q.

APO San Francisco.
A. While don't know the exact impedance of the earphone on the radio
you are using, am quite sure that it is
low compared to the input impedances of your tape decks.
Therefore, you may safely make a connection from the earphone jack to the
tape decks. have done this a number
of times with satisfactory results.
I

ble boost is required. Furthermore, for
low -noise tape the sensitivity of the VU
meter should be reduced about 2 to 3
dB so that it takes a stronger signal to
drive the meter to 0 VU. The proper
calibration of the meter is such that,
using the tape you plan to record on, a
400 -Hz signal causes the meter to read
0 VU when the signal level is such to
produce about 1 per cent distortion on
the tape.

I

I

Re-recording Noise
Q. How many times can sound -on sound recordings be made for one song
before there is a great amount of distortion?-Preston Schaffer, Brooklyn,

N.Y.
A. Distortion does not tend to rise
appreciably with successive sound -on -

sound recordings unless these recordings are made at excessively high
levels. What does tend to go up is
noise-about 3 dB with each recording. Also, there tends to be a progressive loss of treble response from
the earlier recordings.

Tape Calibration
Q. My tape deck has a switch for
changing between conventional and
low -noise tape. As I understand it, the
switch just changes equalization and
doesn't affect the bias. have been contemplating lowering the sensitivity of
the VU meter so that a VU reading of 0
dB would really be +3 dB. I have been
told that I don't really have to drive the
tape with a higher input signal if I adjust the machine for the proper bias ..
but this is not my understanding. Please
clear this matter up. -Thomas Arntson,
1

Static Electricity
Q. A

peculiar problem

has

occured

to myself and two friends in recording
on high -output tape at a high volume
... while rewinding the tape every few
seconds a spark jumps from the reel to
the tape deck. I realize that somehow
there is a static buildup on the reel that
increases until it is large enough to arc
over the machine's ground. What
causes this buildup and do you think
this will cause the metallic surface of
the machine to become pit marked?
What can be done to remedy this situation?-Michael Smith, Middle Village,
N.Y.
A.

cannot give you a specific explanation for the phenomenon you
describe except to associate it with the
tape material and conditions of low
humidity in the tape environment.
doubt that this arcing will cause pit
marks, but it depends on the nature of
your machine's metallic surface. To
alleviate this problem you might try a
ground between the chassis of your
tape deck and earth, or you might try
to conduct the electric charge on the
tape to chassis by mounting a strip of
aluminum or some other metallic foil
so that it contacts both the chassis and
the tape. Also, try increasing the tape's
humidity by storing it for a few days in
a box with moist blotting paper.
I

I

.

APO New York
A. Tape switches generally adjust
the bias in order to give the user a
choice between conventional and low noise tape. Sometimes the switch also
adjusts treble boost in recording. For
low -noise tape, more bias and less tre-

VU Level Settings
Q. What is the proper VU meter setting when recording on a low -noise,
high -output tape and on a standard
tape? If 0 VU is the correct overload
level for standard tape, would +3 to
+6 dB be the proper overload level for
the low -noise, high-output tape?Larry Scherer, St. Joe, Mich.

A. If the record level indicator is
properly calibrated for standard tape,
the maxium indication when recording
should be about 0 VU for standard
tapes and about 2 to 3 dB higher for
the low -noise tapes.

Peak Recording Levels
Q. Can you please give me an idea as
to the relationships between the European CCIR and the American NAB peak
recording levels and the readings given
by the VU meter?-R. Newbury, Ottawa, Ont., Canada
A. In the U.S., the standard NAB
recording level is approximately that
at which a 400 to 700 Hz signal results
in 1 per cent harmonic distortion on
tape. However, the maximum permissable distortion is widely considered to be about 3 per cent and one
would think that the VU meters would
be set to read 0 VU at a signal level
producing 3 per cent distortion, since
this level is about 6 to 8 dB above the
signal producing 1 per cent distortion.
But the VU meter is an average -reading
device rather than a peak -reading one,
and on brief, strong signals it may read
substantially below the true signal
level. Therefore, a margin of safety of
about 6 to 8 dB is provided in
calibrating the VU meter, though it is
generally set to read 0 VU for a signal
producing about 1 per cent distortion.
European practice is to use meters
that, as
understand, are closer to
peak -reading devices than average reading ones. Thus, they could be set
to read 0 VU for a signal that produces
about 3 per cent distortion on the
tape-in other words, for a signal
about 6 to 8 dB higher. Apparently, the
European standard' level (CCIR) hasn't
gone all the way in this respect. They
have, as I gather, elected a standard
recording level about 4 dB higher than
the U.S. one, hence the two standard
levels reconcile within 2 dB-not a
profound difference.
I

a problem or question on tape recording,
write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 401 North Broad
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19108. All letters are answered.

If you have

Please enclose

a

stamped, self-addressed envelope.

AUDIO
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BUY A SCOTCH®MASTER"`CASSETTE
AND WE'LL BET YOU A DOLLAR YOU'LL BUY ANOTHER ONE.
Scotch® MasterTm Cassettes. They're the
line of cassettes with a different tape specifically
engineered for each bias switch position.
And we're so certain they'll deliver true, pure
sound like never before, that we're making
you a very unique offer.
Here's the deal. Buy a Scotch
Master Cassette and mail us proof of purchase
(the word "Scotch" from the insert card)
along with the coupon available in this ad or at
participating dealers. We'll mail you back
a certificate good for one dollar off on anybody's
cassette, redeemable at participating dealers.
That's right. Anybody's cassette.
We're betting that "anybody's
cassette" will be another Scotch Master
Cassette because we know that Scotch Master
Cassettes are an exciting development in
tape quality. And we have the specs to prove it.
But if you don't agree, the dollar is yours
to use for any cassette you think is better.
So take advantage of us.
You've got nothing to lose.
And at least a dollar to gain.

Scotch Master Cassette Offer.
To receive your dollar value certificate, just send this coupon
along with the word "Scotch" from the side panel label of a Scotch
Master I, Master II or Master Ill Cassette package to:
Scotch Master Cassette Offer
1 Industrial Drive, P.O. Box 2880
Maple Plain, Minnesota 55348
A
Name
Address

City

Zip

State

This coupon or proof of purchase may not be mechanically
reproduced and both must be mailed together. Limit one refund
per coupon. Offer expires April 30. 1978. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for refund.
Offer void where prohibited taxed or otherwise restricted by law.
This Mail -in Coupon is not redeemable at your retailers.

3m

//

Scotch

Scotch

90

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE.
THE TRUTH COMES OUT.
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Edward Tatnall Canby

Visions! Practicalities. If in these
last months have written about lightguide communications, the laser disc,
digital audio, even out -front binaural,
then these are areas we must keep tabs
on if we are to have a useful perspective on the present and a feel for the
future. These things offer the possibility, even the certainty, of tremendous
improvements to come. But the present is with us, and it is jammed full of
equal marvels-marvelous because
they are practical
and actually exist,
I

the edges-we couldn't help it. Bandwidth poverty. And yet look what we
have done, even so! That's the triumph
of it. Don't throw out your FM tuners
and your non -light, non -digital hi fi
quite yet. And hang onto your LPs. Or
else you might have some long years of
total silence, before those fancy visions become practical.
As for binaural -out -front, it is not as
visionary as you might think, though in
truth this is one of those intellectual

which is a triumph in
itself. Birds in the
hand! A state-of-theart production amplifier, if you are feeling nowminded, is
worth any dozen
future visions.
And then there are

the

littler

provements
the

imalong

way.

Modest,

unspectacular but
often vital for those
who listen to a lot of
hi fi.
Visions. If
sugrhetorically
gested
that light -guide comI

munication

Audio Surprises

... And then there are the little improvements, love to savor them. My
cyclical home sampling of updated
equipment often brings me pleasant
surprises. With an endless oversupply
of records to be played and a weekly
taped hour of radio program to fill up,
can be very practical in respect to the
equipment I use. The slightest failure
or clumsiness and, especially, any
tendency towards malfunction or
maladjustment can
drive me nuts. As the
woodchuck said,
while eating up my
chrysanthemums, I
have work to do. Let
me get on with it.
Like today, when
in the
last two
minutes of an hourlong radio tape, the
reel support platform on the left side
of my recorder slipped down a peg on
its motor shaft and
the reel suddenly set
up a hideous scraping sound against
the tension arm.
swore so loudly (into
the mike) that
couldn't erase the
sound and had to
cut out a piece of
I

I

I

might

I

the end of
electronics, meant,
rather, the end of exclusively electronic
signal

I

circuitry. The electron is now joined by the photon of
light as a basic communicative entity.
The two techniques, however, are so
closely related that obviously they will
work together, or separately, each to
its own best uses, as in the present
pioneer phone installation. And if enthused over light -wave bandwidth, so
incredibly vast, then could have added that sequential digital techniquespassing those flying bits around in
regular sequences into n different
outlets-will be the normal light -wave
usage, as it definitely is not in much
present standard electronic communication, notably via records and
radio. There, we have long since split
our skimpy bandwidths into simultaneous segments, each under -nourished
and with the barest of margins around
I

I

challenges that just has to be faced up
to, because it is there. Practically
speaking, there is a more mundane
aspect, maybe even for profit. Mind

you, our visual communications
always come to us from out front,
whether for entertainment on stage,
screen, TV, just plain walking around,
or reading the newspaper. So if
reproduced binaural sound, two -eared,
two-miked, can somehow be persuaded to conform to the out -front law of
the two eyes, then we might have
something. My experiments may have
been "pretty primitive" (reader comment) but did it. Why do you think
there is so much expensive work going
on at such outfits as Sennheiser in Germany and JVC in Japan? Shall we say,
I

for potential practicalities?

I

think

so.

tape. It shouldn't
happen! An unwisely
designed set screw, inaccessible
without removing the entire upper
chassis from its box. Please-not in the
middle of a session! tried everything,
just to get those two minutes done and
out of the way-lifting the reel with
my fingers (it slowed down and my
voice went falsetto in the playback),
jimmying the reel holders, bending the
aluminum flanges out of the way-no
go.
ended up with a square of corrugated cardboard cut to fit under the
reel as a temporary crutch, but you
should have seen the skew of the tape
when
finished. Lopsided. But no
I

I

I

scraping.
do not use a home -type turntable
for radio, no matter how fancy. You
can't. For this job you need torque, to
keep the table turning at speed while
I

AUDIO
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Nikko Audio Puts It All Together
for Your Professional Component System
Nikko builds more than outstanding professional components and
separates. And for good reason.
Firstly, we don't think stereo
gear of any sort should be spread

amplifier hos dual filters to eliminate channel crosstalk and improve
stereo separation. Exterior heat
sinks keep the amp running cool,
necessary when it delivers 110

willy-nilly over the studio.
Secondly, we've created these
designer -crafted hand -rubbed
walnut veneer equipment rocks.
And in keeping with our professional attitude, two of the hardwood cabinets are 19 -inch
standard width.
Thirdly, we've mode it possible for you to assemble three
fantastic custom packages to
fit the cabinet of your choice.
End of commercial on

I

cabinets.
We now invite you to read
about a few of Nikko Audio's
newest electronic products.
As with every Nikko Audio
product features abound in
the NT -850 (far top), an AM/
FM stereo tuner.

I

A switchable (normal/narrow) IF band and advanced
circuitry ore employed to insure low distortion, signal

I

stability, maximum stereo

separation and outstanding
reception.
Below the tuner is the NA 850 integrated stereo amplifier. It delivers 60 watts,
continuous power output,
minimum RMS per channel,
driven into 8 ohms from 20
to 20kHz, with no more than 0.05% THD.
Take a hard look at the cabinet below with the
Gamma stereo FM broadcast monitoring tuner. A
simply remarkable product.
It has a switchable wide and narrow IF stage for
low distortion, high sensitivity (1.8µV) and the ability
to pull in distant stations with clarity.
Nikko Audio's ultra -slim stereo preamp, the Beta II,
has both an input equalizer and amp circuit powered
by independently regulated voltage supply to help
eliminate interference distortion. There is no end to
its professional features.
Each dual power supply on the Alpha Il power
I

watts per channel, continuous
power output, minimum RMS into
8 ohms, from 20Hz to 20kHz,
with no more than 0.03% THD.
The heavyweight of the new
Nikko Audio professional gear is
the Alpha basic stereo power
amplifier, shown in the bottom
cabinet.
However, there is nothing
really basic internally about the
Alpha I. It uses o 3 -stage Darlington direct -coupled OCL,
pure -complementary quadruple push-pull circuit, rarely
found on anything less than
exotic amp circuits.
The Alph3 delivers 220
watts per channel, continuous
power output minimum RMS
per channel into 8 ohms from
20Hz to 20kHz, both channels
driven. THD is 0.08%.
The revolutionary Beta pre amp's circuitry consists entirely
of high -voltage FET's. It's a
mate to the Alpha and is DC
and non -coupling for better
frequency response.
The Gamma stereo FM
tuner also appears in the
lower ccbinet below the
Beta stereo preamplifier.
Now, that's enough product
and specs to satisfy the most discerning audiophile
and professional.
Ask your Nikko Audio dealer for a definitive tour
of the new Nikko product line.
I

I

I

NikkoAudio

who take their stereo seriously
Nikko Electric Corp. of America
16270 Raymer St., Van Nuys, Calif. 91406
(213) 988-0105 ©Nikko Audio 1977
For those

In

Canada: Superior Electronics, Montreal, Quebec
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you hold a record on cue with one
finger. Years ago bought a sturdy, old
heavyweight from England, the famed
Connoisseur table and one of the best
of its day; it still works perfectly. Oldfashioned, big rubber rollers driving
the rim, a mechanical gearshift and,
believe it or no, a mechanical friction
system for setting exact speed-which
never falters, even after many years of
service. And the rumble is reasonably
low. Not all genius engineers live in the
present.
But out in my living room, condi-

tions are different, if just as demanding in a businesslike sense. Critical
listening, no background music, unattended, plenty of sustained driving, so
to speak, with frequent lane changesfrom band to band, side to side, album
to album, back to the beginning, back
to the middle, and so on. Handling,
then, is all important for the living
room player, and any little design
clumsinesses or proness to malfunction can be really exasperating. Like
the manual table had for awhile some
years back. It had a new convenience,

I

I

The Distinction Series
Sonic excellence, created by (3 crown

automatic shut-off. Fine-but it would
not allow me to play any inner LP
band. It just grabbed the arm from my
hand, each time tried, and obstinately returned the arm to rest. No
recourse but to play the entire side
from the beginning. Clumsy design.
Things like slow action, variably
wrong drop points (even after adjustment), miscalculated anti -skate (it still
skates), too-light point pressure (correct, but the stylus tends to hop over
small obstructions and land in a different groove), resonances of all sorts
between table, base, arm, cartridge,
I

loose floorboards-all these can cause
.chaos in any active living room. I bless
the table that leaves me in musical
peace. Even if I have to start and stop
the thing by hand.

Floorboard Flutter
Thus, used the original AR manual
table for years for this very reason.
Also, of course, because of its excellent performance characteristics
just so long as
remembered not to
step on the famous "Canby Loose
Floorboard." (It was once apochryphally rumored that an early AR
redesigning resulted from that very
floorboard. never believed it.) When
eventually the little AR motor spindle
was accidentally knocked into a flutter
that made pianos sound like guitars,
took the chance to move on to a succession of much newer tables, out of
sheer curiosity as much as anything
else. To see what had happened in the
I

-

I

I

I

DL -2 Controller (plus power supply and phono pre -amp)
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'
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EQ-2 Equalizer

SA-2 Power amplifier, 221 watts/ch., min. RMS into 82,

The Distinction Series was developed for the
discriminating listener who demands equipment meeting the highest standards of audio
technology. For further information, see
your dealer or write:

Enter No.
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Hz-20 kHz, THD 0.05%

crown
1718 W. Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, Indiana 46514
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meantime.
My very first was a total automatic,
a big change and a real laugh. Say no
more-it is an excellent table, if awfully complicated. It acted up immediately-turned out to have a bent part
inside, nothing serious at all. But what
zany results! I'd show it off (on an old
record) just for kicks. Until two genius
friends came along and fixed it for me.
So help me, here's what that bent
mechanism did. Trip the lever and the
arm rose up majestically, swung over,
dropped the stylus at the extreme
outer edge of the record- then dragged it across the grooves to the middle,
whereupon it lifted up again, high in
the air, and dropped it a second time.
Insane.
Once fixed (the bent part unbent), it
worked like a charm in all its complexity for a long time. Until one day the
machine decided to convert to 45. The
33 speed just wasn't there any more.
Now in any of the old two -speeds or
three -speeds or four -speeds, this would
have been a simple mechanical problem, maybe a stuck puck or the shift
mechanism a bit off. No longer! called in my geniuses but this time they
I
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TRUTH IH
NG
LISTENIN
Call it accuracy.

Or faithful reproduction.
Or flat energy response.
We at AR simply call it

"truth in listening," and when
you think about that you
realize it's what high-fidelity is
all about.
And it's one of the reasons
the hottest new name in
speakers seems to be the one
you've known for so many
years: AR.
Because we've made some
changes, always remembering
that "truth in listening" made
us what we are today.
We've refined
styling.
We've added new
models so that the
ones you see here
cover the market from about
$65 to about $450.
We've improved power handling with revolutionary
liquid -cooled drivers.
And if all this sounds good,
ask about the AR warranty on
performance.
You'll like what you hear,
and that's a promise.
For information and "specs"
pick up our new catalog from
your high fidelity dealer or
write to us at the address below.

A3

WTELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
10

AMERICAN DRIVE, NORWOOD. MASSACHUSETTS 02062

IN CANADA A C SIMMONDS & SONS LTD
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FOR
EVERY

SYSTEM

WORTH
MORE THAN

$500

were baffled. Nothing could persuade
that machine to play at 33. Since was
not about to convert myself to 45, we
shipped it back to its parents.
I

Automatic Accolades

almost all recent tables. Big advance!
Older audio people will recall that
home players used to have fixed (nonadjustable) speeds-and very many of
them ran fast, irrevocably. Whether the
idea was to compensate for wear, do
not know (most wear in mechanical
drive does not affect pitch); more likely, they had to count on a slowing
down under a full stack of records.
Anyhow, this drove my musical ear
crazy and you could often find me
desperately grinding a heavy file
against a motor spindle, trying to
reduce at least one speed to proper
was outraged
pitch. It helped, but
just the same.
I

have never had use for a changer,
not being temperamentally suited to
that kind of programming, but do enI

I

joy an automatic shut-off, if it works.
One of our minor miracles today is
that they do work. Always a clean stop
after the end of the music (some old
ones tripped too soon), and yet it is
astonishingly hard to provoke them into grabbing the arm out of your
manual -play hand, even right to the
have more
last groove. For that,
thanks than for a dozen hier fi
amplifiers. As for automatic turn -on,
that is less vital. After all, am right
there at the table, and it takes but a
moment to start the record manually.
Faster, too.

I

I

I

Synchromesh Speeds
No more. The present modest speed
adjustments are exactly right for tuning, to pianos, other records and whatnot. You don't need much. And it is
reassuring to know you are right on the
beam, via the strobe, when you want to
be right. Really a profound improvement for music.
Finally, think that the synthesis of
the old manual player and the changer
into the modern automatic is a superb
improvement in music -minded handling, with the values of both types
and very few of the old faults. In particular, find it wonderful that on my
present automatic, the Technics
have an unobSL -1350 direct drive,
truded choice to start either all
automatically or totally manuallyand no grabbing of the arm out of my
hand. Pick up the arm off its rest, the
motor starts. Put the stylus down and
the music plays. Beautiful. Or, without
any changes of control setting, flip the
lever and the entire operation is done
automatically. This, after generations
of players that would NOT do it, year
after year, model after model! call
that real progress.
O yeah, briefly one more. That loose
floorboard. At last, it has been tamed,
by those new stubby spring legs that sit
under the four corners of your table,
looking like fat stilts. Or McPherson
struts. They work! Unbelievable. My
Technics has four of them under it and
never skips a groove. After all, what
good is all your fi if your table jumps.
It does happen, and especially in wood
frame houses and most especially in
old ones. They have their vibes, they
shake at very low frequencies when
you walk around, and they can joggle
your table in ways that no human
stylus can withstand, no matter how
nicely tuned and resonated. If your
table is springless, Audio-Technica
sells them, to fit any old table. Get
some springs and be happy.
I
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If you've invested $500 or even $5000 in
your high fidelity system, read on. Because
what we have to say can have a lot to do
with the quality of sound you're hearing.
Unfortunately, one of the most overlooked components in a fine sound system
is the cartridge. And all too often, it can be

the one place where you skimped on quality. (Out of sight, out of mind, as they say).
We sincerely believe that an investment in a Sonus cartridge will truly surprise
you with the way it improves the quality of
your record reproduction. The analytical
quality of the Sonus brings out the inner
voices of complex musical passages clearly
and cleanly. Listening fatigue disappears.
And a Sonus introduces no extraneous
coloration of its own.
But what we're talking about is said
even better by Sonus owners. "Excellent
clarity," "more fulfilling sound," "open, airy
3-D sound," "superb depth and definition,"
"clean, accurate and transparent sound,"
are typical of thousands of enthusiastic
comments we have received from owners
of Sonus cartridges.
Make sure your cartridge matches
up to the rest of your system. Write us for
further information and the name of the
Sonus dealer nearest you.
Manufactured in the U.S.A. by:

SONIC RESEARCH, INC.,
27 Sugar Hollow Rd., Danbury,Conn.06810

I

I

suppose most people don't mind,
am all impatience, just watching
that slow, stately progression of arm
from rest position, out and over, then
down ever so slowly. Like waiting for
an obstinate red light. Silly. But when
the stylus hits the wrong spot, switch
to manual in a hurry. After all, the
automatic makers face big problems in
record variability and so on. And can
think faster than their machines. A major problem in this respect is the rounded slant now built into the record edge
where the lead-in grooves begin. Good
idea; it preserves the main record surface when discs are stacked. But too
many styli, landing on that raised portion, just skitter sidewise downhill and
into the music with accompanying
plops and squawks. Or, if muted, with
missing music. The solution? Use
manual start. Easy.
Two more improvements before
space runs out. am delighted by the
new and easy speed adjustments, complete with strobe, which are found on
I

but

I

I

I

I

I
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Yes, the new Dual 604 is direct drive.

Now lets talk about something really important.
You may have noticed that most turntable stories
begin and end with the drive system. The tonearm is
more or less an afterthought.
But not with Dual. Because the tonearm can make
a big difference in how records sound and how long
they last. Which is why Dual is very serious about
tonearm design and performance. And wny we can
be very serious about tonearms in our advertising.
Let's consider the 604 tonearm.
The straight-line tubular design provides maximum
rigidity with minimum mass. The four -point gimbal
centers and pivots the tonearm precisely where the
vertical and horizontal axes intersect. And the counterbalance houses two specially -tuned anti -resonance
filters that absorb parasitic resonances originating in
the tonearm/cartridge system and chassis.
Operation is semi -automatic, with another unique

Dual difference: the mechanical sensor. Switch it in
and you feel when the stylus is positioned precisely
over the 12" and 7" lead-in grooves. At the end of play,
the tonearm lifts and returns to its post, and the motor
shuts off. Automatically.
Now let's talk about the direct -drive system. It
employs a newly developed DC electronic motor, with
speed regulated by a CMOS integrated circuit and

digital reference circuit. Speed accuracy is within
0.001 percent. Wow and flutter are less than 0.03
percent, rumble better than 70 dB. As with any great
drive system, that's far beyond audibility.
But the important story with any turntable is simply
this. The drive system merely turns the record. It's the
tonearm that plays it.
Dual 604, semi -automatic, less Shan $260. Dual 621, fully automatic plus continuous
repeat, less than $300. Both with base and cover. Actual resale prices are determined
individually and at the sole discretion of authorized Dual dealers.

Dual
For the life of your records
United Audio, 120

So.

Columbus Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10553
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Bert Whyte

In last month's column

I

related how

digital recording technology was the
dominant feature of the 58th AES con-

16

vention. The shock waves of this
development have been reverberating
through every sector of the audio industry. For the next few months, you
won't be able to pick up an audio or hifi publication that doesn't feature an
article on digital recording. In audio
engineering labs everywhere, a
massive rethinking of audio design and
reshuffling of production priorities is
taking place. Even this early in the
game, engineers are beginning to
realize that digital recording is going
to require that virtually every link in
the recording chain be "digitized" if
the full potential of digital recording is
to be achieved.
Sound waves will still impinge on
microphone diaphragms, but the mike
pre -amp will be digital, as will all the
myriad circuits and functions in the
recording console. Digitized signal
processing devices will give recording
engineers undreamed of flexibility.
John Woram, writing in his "Sound waves" column in the Dec. 17th issue
of "Billboard," in a follow-up story on
digital developments at the AES convention, points out the limitations of
present analog equalizers, especially
in the areas of high-level equalized
signals causing tape saturation and
phase shift. He notes that with a digital
equalizer, even the most drastic use of
it will simply change the bit structure
.. "the number stream" ... and level
and phase will not be affected. John
also points out that equipment to
manipulate various psychoacoustic
phenomena of sound localization, including devices like the "bi-phonic"
and "Q-biphonic" processors which
depend on relative phase manipulation, will be infinitely more effective in
digitized versions. It is clear the digital
revolution has begun, and there are
some exciting years ahead as the audio
industry makes its gradual transition to
digital technology. In the meanwhile,
returning to the practical realities of
the present audio scene, here are some
interesting items that caught my eye at
the 58th AES convention.
More and more companies seem to
be getting into the production of
specialized measurement equipment.

ne

Ivie Electronics of Orem, Utah,
created quite a stir last year with the
introduction of their tiny hand-held
audio spectrum analyzer and sound
level meter, IE-10A, and companion IE20A pink noise generator. The IE-10A
shows SPL and full -octave frequency
response with an LED grid with 1-, 2-, or
3- dB display ranges. Up to 140 -dB SPL
can be measured, there is an output for
connection to a scope or a chart
tracer, and the unit is powered by
rechargeable ni -cad batteries. Ivie was
kind enough to send me one of these
units, and have found it invaluable
for many acoustic measurements. Not
the least of which was the checking of
peak SPL in Avery Fisher Hall (Mahler
5th, triple fortissimo, first balcony seat
approximately 55. feet from stage was
102 dB) and Carnegie
Hall
(Shostakovich 7th-"Leningrad Symphony," triple fortissimo, orchestra
seat approximately 65 feet from stage
was 105 dB). Now Ivie has outdone
themselves with the introduction of
their IE-30A Audio Analysis System. It
is somewhat larger than the previous
unit, but at 8 X 3-'/8 X 2-1/8 inches it still

the interaction of equalizer circuits)
which we will delve into in a full
review of this fascinating instrument.
Studio recording engineers, who
must get cockeyed looking at up to 24
VU meters in their multi -channel
mixes, will get aid and comfort from
the new "Vidigraf" bar -graph display
generator, Model 970 from United
Recording Electronics Industries. This
generator operates into any N.T.S.0
standard video monitor, or with an inexpensive accessory, into any black
and white TV set. The generator can
produce 16 or 32 simultaneous VU
channels, with standard VU ballistics
and adjustable 0 VU reference and a
30 -dB dynamic display range. In addition, the Model 970 can give real-time
frequency spectrum display on ISO
2/3rd-octave frequencies. It is possible
to simultaneously display 16 VU channels plus 15 bands of frequency spectrum and one composite level of the
full spectrum as an aid in adjusting
equalization and frequency balance.
One can also display 16 VU channels
plus 16 channels of automation control voltages. The unit has built-in pro-

eminently hand-holdable. The IE-30A
now offers real-time, 'A -octave
analysis from 25 Hz to 20 kHz in 30
ISO bands. Display is via the same LED
grid as on the IE-10A, and the 1/3- octave display can be weighted with "A,"
"C," or flat filters. The sound level
meter portion of the unit now provides
Fast, Slow, Impulse, and true rms Peak
readings. Really outstanding on a unit
of this size is that it has dual involatile
memories that will store or accumulate data (which incidentally will
"remember" data for weeks, even with
the E -30A switched off!) and an "alternate" selector button for comparing
memory data with the real-time
display. The IE- 30A even has a gated mode operational feature which can
sample and store any signal pattern using remote digital commands. Start
and stop times of the sample can be
controlled to help in the analysis of
reflections and room resonances in
time -delay spectrometry. There are
many other features, such as the use of
the IE-30A for equalization and alignment of tape machines (the IE-10A will
do this too, but the 1/3 -octave display
of the IE-30A gives better resolution of

grammable character generators,
which eliminates the need for screen
overlays and masks. Input capability is
from d.c. to 20 kHz, from balanced or
unbalanced sources. The whole idea of
this device is, of course, to help the
recording engineer concentrate his attention to multiple VU levels in a
relatively compact screen area, rather
than have his eyes jumping all over the
usual wide horizontal array of VU
meters on a typical console. With
another new product shown at the
AES, UREI joins Lexicon and Eventide
in offering a digital delay line, Model
927. The device has a 4K by 14 bit
static memory, no pre- or de-emphasis
used, and the dynamic range is better
than 90 dB. While the Model 927 is
primarily for use in sound -reinforcement work, with delay adjustable
in one millisecond increments from 0
to 127 milliseconds, UREI stresses the
application of the unit for simulation
of early reflections to feed into typical
reverberation devices.
Barclay Recording and Electronics,
of Narberth, Pa., one of the most
elaborate hi-fi emporiums anywhere,
run by that affable neurosurgeon Clay

I

is

I
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To obtain superior overall listening characteristics from a

loui

speaker system, it is critical for the sound to progress smoothl}
from bass to midrange to treble. In order to achieve the smoc
possible transition, most designers have purposefully limited
ultra -low bass response.
That's why supplementary subwoofers are becoming increasingly
popular. And that's why you're thinking about a subwoofer.
The no -holds -barred way to extend the range of your system is to
bi -amplify the low end with an electronic crossover and an
additional amplifier.

The problem
The problem has been that this required routing the signal through
circuits which produce electronic distortion, degrading listening
quality.
This problem no longer exists.

The solution
The Dahlquist DQ-LP1 crossover is a simple but elegant solution.
It combines an electronic circuit for the low bass output and a
passive circuit for the frequencies above the crossover point.
Thus, the upper range emerges pure and undistorted, with no
alteration whatever of clarity and depth imaging.
How has the DQ-LP1 been received? Without exception, the
reviews haven't simply been good they've been enthusiastic.
The DQ-LP1 delivers utterly clean performance through variable
frequency electronic low -bass sections with 18dB/octave slopes;
3 cascaded stages, with staggered time-constants for non -ringing,
low phase -shift curves at any frequency setting; completely passive
high-pass sections easily adjustable to give you any desired bass
rolloff frequency, but with no effect on midrange and high frequency quality. The DQ-LP1 features independent adjustments in
each channel to compensate for room placement; separate output
circuits for stereo and mixed center -channel bass modules,
level controls and instantaneous
AB comparison
switches.
Write to

-

us. We'll

send technical information
about the DQ-LP1 and
the less expensive DQ-MX1, a
fully passive crossover. We'll also tell you
about the supplementary subwoofer you ought to be
thinking about our own DQ-1W.

-
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27 Hanse Avenue, Freeport, New York 11520
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Barclay, is a surprise entry into the
measurement instrument sweepstakes.
They were showing their Badap One
Audio Micro Computer for simultaneous peak and average real-time
ana'ycis on a 21 -inch N.T.S.C. color
monitor. The device has an 8000 -bit,
random access memory for multiple
data storage and synthesizes its own
graticules and display labels. Mono
display is standard, with stereo display
optional. Among applications listed
for this prototype unit are Yi -octave
real-time analysis, peak versus average

mixdown

control

display,

tape

recorder alignment, and cartridge and
tonearm alignment.

can't leave this section on
I
measurements without mentioning a
publication that recently was sent to
me. Entitled "Spectrum AnalysisTheory, Implementation, and Applications," issued by Rockland System
Corp., 230 W. Nyack Road, West
Nyack, N.Y. 10994, this is an invaluable
guide for those who are not conversant

with

the
transforms

mysteries

of

Fourier

and spectrum analysis.
Written in a very lucid style with a
minimum of mathematical hieroglyphics, this is the best explanation of
this complex subject I've ever read.
There usually are new microphones
shown by various manufacturers at

WIRES ofs
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who ever heard
a
"Flip -Top Tone Arm"?

Or,

We have! At Keith Monks,
we've created a new technology
that allows our tone arm top
sections to be changed at will.
For the first time, you can
alternate cartridges without
re -mounting and re -balancing.
You see, there are no friction causing lead -out wires from our
top section to our base.
So if you're really choosey
about which cartridge you might
want to use, give yourself

exciting. The low mass, precision
damping, record pampering
cuing, and magnetic anti -skate
features combined with
a suggested retail price of
make our tone arm
$149.95
about the most astonishing
component value in today's audio
market. At any price, we have
surpassed the performance levels
of other tone arms by an audible

-

-

-

difference and that's the
difference that counts.

an instant choice. Buy extra

top sections, pre-mount your
alternate cartridges, and play!
That's why we call it a flip -top
tone arm.
Our flip -top feature isn't
the only thing we're enthusiastic
about. Our other design
accomplishments are just as

You'll

want to
know where

this indispensible
component can be round. That's
easy. See your local Keith Monks
Audio dealer.

KITH l't10r1KS
t
42

AUDIOS LTD

Tiffany Place, Brooklyn, New York,

11231

(212) 596-3460

any AES convention, and the 58th was
no exception. However, things were a
bit different too, as we may be seeing
the beginnings of a trend back to
microphones suitable for the recording
of classical music in the M -S (cardioid
and figure eight) and Blumlein (coincident pair of figure of eight) techniques.
There has been a mini -revival of the
Blumlein techniques in England, and,
in fact, in my recent recording of Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops, did
I

Blumlein experiment.
AKG has plunged rather boldly into
this area. They were showing their
C-424 FET quadraphonic microphone,
which is really two of their well-known
CK-12 units, each providing two cardioid characteristic outputs. One
CK-12 is fixed to the main housing, the
other swivels through 0-180 degrees.
The AKG C-422 FET stereophonic mike
has also two CK-12 capsules, one adjustable to 0 or 45 degrees in reference
to the main housing, the other
rotatable through 0-180 degrees. Each
capsule is remotely adjustable to nine
patterns from omni through cardioid
and hypercardioid to figure eight,
which, of course, allows plenty of
latitude for M -S or X -Y recording
techniques. A unique feature of this
mike is the provision of two LEDs, each
lined up with the inphase axis on each
corresponding capsule, to aid in lining
up the capsules in distant miking situations. Another AKG stereophonic mike
is the C-34 condenser, which is based
on the C-450 modular mike system. As
with the other AKG stereo condenser
mikes previously described, there are
twin capsules one fixed and one
rotatable 0-180 degrees. Here too each
capsule is remotely controlled for nine
different patterns. Rounding out the
AKG line-up of stereo condenser mikes
is the C-33, a fixed cardioid pattern in
each capsule and really a less expensive version of the C-34. When these
new stereo mikes are available, will
do some M -S or Blumlein recordings
with them and report on the results.
Needless to say, as always there are
many new items at an AES convention,
but the digital revolution overshadowed everything, and the items above
a

I

sparked my interest.
It is unfortunate that we will have to
end this report on a tragic note. Dr.
Peter Goldmark, inventor and "father"
of the long-playing, 33% -rpm record
and the guest speaker at the 58th AES
Awards banquet, was killed shortly

thereafter in an automobile accident
on an icy road. Much of what we have
today in the recording business and in
audio is the result of his pioneering efforts, and we can ill afford to lose men
of his stature.
41
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The most

important
piece of auào
equipment

your ever own.
t

1

i

`i

Yours to examine FREE for 15 days.
25 FACT -FILLED CHAPTERS
ARRANGED IN "EASY -TO-FIND"
QUESTION AND ANSWER FORM
Basic Principles of Sound
Acoustics, Studio techniques, and
Equipment
Constant-Speed Devices, Motors, and
Generators
Microphones
Attenuators
Equalizers
Wave Fidters

Transformers and Coils
Sound Mixers
VU and Volume Lndicator Meters
Vacuum Tubes, Transistors, and Diodes
Audio Amplifiers
Disc Recording
Cutting Heads
Recording and Reproducing Styli
Pickups
Magnetic Recording
Optical Film Recording
Mot:on Picture Projection Equipment
Loudspeakers, Enclosures, Headphones,
and Hearing Aids
Power Supplies
Test Equipment
Audio -Frequency Measurements
Installation Techniques
General Information, Charts and Tables

Be our guest. Examine the AUDIO
CYCLOPEDIA free for 15 days. You'll find
out why it is considered the most comprehensive and authoritative book ever written
on the subject. And you'll get a FREE $3.50
bonus book to keep no matter what!
The AUDIO CYCLOPEDIA is literally a one book audio library. It has long been considered "the bible" by amateur stereo buffs
as well as professional technicians. That's
why you'll find it in constant use not on;y in
home workshops and at stereo centers, but
also in recording studios, broadcast booths
and concert halls.
This giant reference book is over 3" thick,

r
FREE -BOOK
FREE -TRIAL COUPON

and packed with 1,757 illustrated pages. It
features 3,645 questions and answers and
a 50 page "instant -find" index for subject
identification. It is truly the big one in audio
electronics and it puts all the information
you'll ever need right at your fingertips,
chapter by chapter.

Send for the AUDIO CYCLOPEDIA today.
If you don't agree that it's the most important piece of audio equipment you own,
just return it within 15 days. You won't owe
a cent. And no matter what you decide.
you'll get a free $3.50 copy of The ABC's of
Tape Recording to keep just for mailing
the coupon.
Yes, please rush me the AUDIO CYCLOPEDIA
(#21455) for my free trial. understand if not
completely satisfied, may return 't within 15 days,
I

I

and owe nothing. Otherwise, it's mine to keep for
only $39.95 plus postage and handling and local
taxes (where applicable).

And, whatever I decide, a copy of "The ABC's of
Tape Recording" (valued at $3..50) is mine heel
Name
Address
City
State

Save postage & handling costs. Full
payment enclosed (plus tax where
applicable). 15 -day return privilege
still applies.
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Zip
Mail to Audel
4300 W. 62nd Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206
A Division of Howard W Sams

CT396
& Co.,

Inc.

Joseph Giovanelli
Ohms per Volt
need a way to find out the ohms
per volt rating of my voltmeter. The
manufacturer is now out of business, so
I cannot
check there.-Michael D.
Snyder, Pittsburgh, Pa.
A. A simple way to determine the
"ohms per volt' of your voltmeter is to
set this meter to its lowest d.c. range
and with another meter measure its
resistance. Should it happen that this
lowest range is one volt, you will have
your answer directly. However, if the
full scale indication is something other
than one volt, such as 1.5 volts, then
divide the resistance by the 1.5 volts.
This will be the answer in "ohms per
Q.

1

volts."
Large Midrange Speakers
Q. Do you approve of a wide- range,
15-in. speaker for use as a midrange
(700

22

to 5,000 Hz) speaker?-Robert

Watson, Dover, Del.
A. In general, would say that a 15 in. speaker used as a midrange unit
would not be acceptable. While it is
true that some 15 -in. speakers will
produce an output up to 5 kHz, this
range beyond a few hundred Hertz
tends to be colored. Smaller cones
vibrate more easily at higher
frequencies, so will work better; also
smaller speakers produce less
"beaming" of the higher frequencies
than a larger one.
I

Record Changer Repairs
Q. I have a problem with an old
record changer.
the platter spins
normally until the record is over, but
the unit does not complete the change.
The platter slows down and stops, then,
given a little push, it begins to turn
.

.

again and complete the cycle. In an
effort to solve the problem, I took off
the platter and cleaned it
I also
cleaned the idler and drive wheel.
When I put it all back together again
and turned it on, there was no difference, it acted the same way. What
can I do?-Doug Stadler, Allison Park,
.

.

.

Pa.

A. What kind of solvent did you use
to clean the parts? Alcohol is probably
the best solvent for this purpose as it
won't damage the rubber parts as
some other solvents will. Clean the
motor shaft "steps" as well as the
inside rim of the turntable and the

rubber drive idler. If this cleaning
doesn't improve the operation of the
changer, very lightly sandpaper the
idler to roughen it up a bit. It is
possible that it has become glazed so
there is insufficient friction to
maintain good drive during the loading
that occurs during the change cycle.
There is also a compound called "No
Slip" which may be used on rubber
wheels to increase friction.
There should be a spring associated
with the idler which pulls the idler into
the space between the turntable rim
and the motor shaft. If this spring is
loose or missing, pressure may not be
sufficient to bring about adequate
drive at the time of increased loading
during the change cycle.
Finally, remove all the old grease
and oil from the changer portion of the
mechanism. Here a more powerful
degreasing solvent, rather than
alcohol, should be used. Clean the
turntable bearing in the same way.

Then,

relubricate

the

entire

mechanism, making sure not to get any
lubricant on either the inner rim of the
platter or the rubber drive pucks.

Component Ventilation
Q. Because the room in which my
component cabinets are located has
relatively poor air circulation,
am
concerned with heat buildup, so I have
hooked up a.c. cooling fans with adjustable bimetalic switches. These are
connected in parallel with an a.c. relay,
which in turn operates the fans. The
1

circuit works fine, however, when the
relay closes unacceptable interference
in the form of "pops" is produced. To
remedy this
have tried to locate a
switch that operates on a.c. which will
close at a preset temperature in order to
eliminate the relay, but with no luck. Is
there a circuit that could be designed
to eliminate the noise? Can you
recommend something neither too
complex nor expensive?-Gary L. Mull,
Morton, O.
A. Generally speaking, most rooms
don't have much moving air in them
and most equipment is designed with
that in mind. Given good ventilation at
the rear of the cabinet (and sometimes
at the bottom), convection will usually
take care of air flow problems. Furthermore, where heat can be a real
problem, there are slow -speed fans
1

which can be left constantly on during
the time when the equipment is
operational so there is never any heat
build up. These fans operate quietly
and will not disturb the listener, and
with such fans there is no need for
complex switching arrangements.
Any fan can be made to turn more
slowly if a light bulb is placed in series
with it. The wattage, of the bulb will
'determine the speed of the fan, the
lower the wattage, the slower the fan
will turn. Because it only requires a
small amount of air to remove the heat
from most equipment, a fan slowed
down in this manner should prove
satisfactory.
Circuitry of the kind you are now
using can be made to perform with a
minimum of interference to your audio
system if a network consisting of a
100 -ohm resistor and a 0.2-µF capacitor
in series can be placed across the
contacts of the bimetal element and
across the contacts of the relay.

Record Care
Q. It is important to me that my large
LP album collection is kept in the best
possible condition. Someone suggested
that the frequent removal from and
insertion of the disc into the record
sleeve is harmful to the disc's surface.
Certainly it would be easier to discard
the paper sleeve and simply slip the
record into the album jacket only. Ease
of handling, however, is not as important to me as proper record care and
handling.-Kent Wingerson, Topeka,
Kan.
A. Don't discard the paper sleeves
which are included with the disc and

album cover. True, there is friction
when the discs are either inserted or
withdrawn, but more friction would
result from the same process with the
album covers. Furthermore, the sleeves
provide added dust protection when
properly inserted at right angles to the
opening of the jacket.
Never touch the surface of the
record with your fingers as oil from
your fingers will be deposited upon the
record surface, which, in turn, will
attract dust to the surface of the
record.
If you have a problem or question on audio, write to Mr.
Joseph Ciovanelli, at AUDIO, 401 North Broad Street,
Philadelphia, Pa, 19108. All letters are answered. Please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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To get a superb performance,

you need a precision machine.
To command a great performance, a cassette shell and
cassette tape must be engineered to the most rigorous standards.
Which explains why we get so fmicky about details. Consider:

Precision Molded Cassette Shells-are made by

1

continuously monitored
injection molding that
virtually assures a
mirror-image
match. That's insurance
against signal overlap or
channel loss in record or
playback from A to B
sides. Further insurance: high impact styrene

parallel

performance.

Perfectly Circular Hubs
and Double Clamp
System-insures there is

that resists temperature
extremes and sudden
stress.

no deviation from circularity that could result in tape

tension variation producing wow and flutter and
dropouts. The clamp weds
the tape to the hub with a
curvature impeccably
matched to the hub's

An Ingenious Bubble
Surface Liner Sheetcommands the tape to
follow a consistent running
angle with gentle,
fingertip -embossed
cushions. Costly lubricants
forestall drag, shedding,

perimeter.

friction, edgewear, and
annoying squeal. Checks
channel loss and dropouts.

Head Cleaning Leader

'Pape- knocks off foreign
matter that might inter-

fere with superior tape
performance, and prepares
the heads for...

Tapered, Flanged

Rollers-direct the tape

from the hubs and program
it against any up and down
movement on its path to-

Our famous SA and AD
Tape Performance-two
of the finest tapes money
can procure are securely
housed inside our cassette
shells. SA (Super Avilyn)
is the tape most deck
manufacturers use as their
reference for the high
(Cros) bias position. And
the new normal bias AD,
the tape with a hot high end,
is perfect for any type of
music, in any deck. And
that extra lift is perfect for
Dolby tracking.

wards the heads. Stainless
steel pins minimize friction
and avert wow and flutter,
channel loss.

Resilient Pressure Pad
and Holding System-

spring-mounted felt helps
maintain tape contact at
dead center on the head
gap. Elegant interlocking
pins moor the spring to the
shell, and resist lateral
slipping.

TDK Cassettes-despite all we put into them, we
don't ask you to put out a lot for them. Visit your TDK
dealer and discover how inexpensive it is to fight
dropouts, level variation, channel
loss, jamming, and other problems
that interfere with musical enjoyment.
Our full lifetime warranty* is your
assurance that our machine is the
in

Five-Screw Assembly-,
for practically guaranteed
warp -free mating of the
cassette halves. Then
nothing-no dust or tape
snags-can come between
the tape and a perfect

machine for your machine. TDK Electronics Corp.,
Garden City, N.Y. 11530. Canada: Superior
Electronics Ind., Ltd.
etr,,I,Pare

AD

TDK.

1-7F

TDK

The machine for your machine.

the unlikely event that any TDK cassette tape ever fails to perform due to a defect in materials or workmanship, simply return

it

to your local dealer or to TDK

fora free replacement.

Enter No. 45 on Reader Service Card
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QSC Electronic Crossover
The Model Electronic Ciossover 1.1
has a fully active high-pass filter, a
constant-phase complimentary lowpass derivitive, a 12 dB per octave
slope, and high -low frequency matching without amplitude and phase errors. The power amplifier circuit
delivers 70 W rms into 4 ohms with
0.25 per cent THD and IM distortion,
and a frequency response of 20 Hz to
20 kHz, ±1 dB. A set of crossover inputs, outputs, and line level inputs
allows the power amp to be used independently, and a d.c. blocking
capacitor is installed on one of the outputs to prevent horn damage to the
speakers from accidental low frequency signals. Price: $278.00.
Enter No. 105 on Reader Service Card

24

Audire
Power Amplifier
The Model Two power amplifier
uses an input stage consisting of a differential amplifier with an input impedance of 24 kilohms, and fully complimentary, direct -coupled outputs. An

The Switcher, the first of two processors, achieves noise reduction by
using the principle that the two side

walls of the groove of a monophonic,
lateral -cut record have identical signal
information but differ in surface noise.
The Blanker unit, the second processor
which institutes blanking of noise transients, is equipped with two Blankers
that can be cascaded in series for
monophonic recordings or be used
separately for each channel of a
stereophonic record, The unit may also
be employed to reduce dropouts in the
reproduction of old monophonic

AES Book
The 300 -page,

October/November
Audio Engineering Society Centennial
publication honors the first century of
sound recording and reproduction. The

SOCIETY

E86IllEERIN6
ÜDIO ACÇS
/ APPUCAY7ONS
AUDIO//

tapes. Price: $1,500.00.
Enter No. 107 on Reader Service Card

Akai
Reel -to -Reel Deck
The Model Pro -1000 is a four -head,
three -motor, 101/2 in., reel-to-reel tape
deck with separate tape transport and
amplifier sections. The transport section features a dual -capstan drive system and three motors. GX glass and
crystal ferrite heads are a half-track
recording and playback head, a fullsubjects covered range from a paper
on Thomas A. Edison through to
microphones, pickups, loudspeakers,
home reproducing equipment, recording techniques, tape cartridges, cassettes and reels, record materials and
manufacturing methods, etc. Price:
$20.00 hardbound, $8.00 softbound.

active circuit protects against overloads and direct shorts. Power rating is
100 W rms per channel, 20 to 20,000
Hz, both channels driven; THD and IM

Enter No. 109 on Reader Service Card
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are 0.05 per cent; hum and noise are
-100 dB, and the damping factor is
150. Price: $450.00.

equipped Dolby B and DNL circuitry; an electronic logic -interlock
system, an automatic tape flow control which switches the unit off upon
tape jamming, automatic end -of -tape
shutoff during record and fast wind, a
three -motor transport system, a switch able MPX filter, mike/line mixing, two
sets of inputs and outputs, a three position bias/equalization
selector
allowing for use of any type of tape,
and a 16 dB gain adjustment which
adapts inputs for low level and
microphone inputs. S/N ratio is 68 dB
IC

Enter No. 106 on Reader Service Card

Packburn Transient
Noise Suppressor
The Model 101 is designed to reduce
or eliminate transient noises in the
reproduction of all types of disc and
cylinder recordings, including those
caused by particles of filler material in
the record mix, dirt, mildew, pits,
bumps, scratches, gouges, and cracks.

Uher Cassette Deck
The Model CG -362 cassette deck
features two noise reduction systems,

track erase head, and a quarter-track,
two -channel playback head. Harmonic
distortion is 0.1 per cent, tape speed
deviation ±0.5 per cent, wow and flutter (at 15 ips) 0.025 per cent W rms.
Price: $1895.00.
Enter No. 108 on Reader Service Card
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You may have seen this machine in a dream. It comes true for substantially under

It

$2000.

takes much more than

an impressive array of features
and numbers to realize a
product of dreams.

Unique to Nakamichi is
technology of the kind that
produced the most advanced and
accurate cassette deck
known to man-the 1000 II.
But it also takes the courage
and vision to risk doing
the dangerously unconventional.
Write for more information:

220 Westbury Avenue
Carle Place, New York 11514

Nakamichi
Products of unusual creativity and competence...
Enter No. 26 on Reader Service Card
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BEST-SELLERS

IN RECORDED
HISTORY.

AKAFs exclusive glass and crystal
ferrite (GX) head is just one reason
AKAI's an industry leader. It's totally
unsurpassed for optimum sound and
wearability...guaranteed for 150,000
hours, the equivalent of playing 24
hours a day for 175 years.
See the 11 AKAI reel-to-reel decks
today. And make recorded history
of your own.

GX-650D

Reel Capacity:

up to 101/2" reel; Tape Speed: 15, 75
and 33/4 ips; Wow/Flutter: less than
0.04% RMS at 15 ips; Frequency
Response: 30 Hz to 30,000 Hz
(± 3 dB) at 15 ips; Distortion: less
than 0.4% at 15 and 75 ips (1,000 Hz
"O" VU); Signal -to -Noise Ratio:
better than 58 dB (measured via tape
with peak recording level of +6
VU); Heads: (3) one GX Playback,
one GX Record and one Erase Head;
Motors: (3) one AC Servo Motor
for capstan drive, two Eddy Current
Motors for reel drive.

GX-270D

Reel Capacity:
up to 7" reel; Tape Speed: 75 and 3%

26

ips; Wow/Flutter: less than 0.06%
RMS at 71/2 ips; Frequency Response:
30 Hz to 23,000 Hz (± 3 dB) at
75 ips; Distortion: less than 1%

(1,000 Hz "O" VU); Signal -to -Noise
Ratio: better than 60 dB (measured
via tape with peak recording level
of +6 VU); Heads: (3) one GX
Forward Playback, one GX Reverse
Playback, one combination GX
Record/Erase Head; Motors: (3) one
AC Servo Motor for capstan drive,
two Eddy Current Motors for reel drive.

with FeCr tape, wow and flutter are
±0.15 per cent rms, (±0.20 per cent
DIN); frequency response (MPX filter
out) is 20 Hz - 18 kHz for FeCr or Cr02
tape, and 20 Hz - 14 kHz with Fe20,
tape. Price: $945.00.
Enter No. 110 on Reader Service Card

Inovonics
Acoustic Analyzer
The Model 500 is a self-contained,
a.c. battery -operated, one/third octave
sound level and reverberation time
analyzer. In the real-time mode, it
displays wideband or weighted sound
pressure levels from 25 Hz - 20 kHz. In

the RT,o mode, the unit displays
reverberation time up to 10 seconds
with 10 mS resolution for either 15 or
30 dB decay. It also features a built-in
pink noise generator, a keyboard control panel, two independent memories,
data and oscilloscope outputs, and a
choice of microphone or line input.
Price: $2750.00
Enter No. 111 on Reader Service Card

Pioneer Turntable
The Model PL -518 direct -drive turntable is constructed with a solid particle -board base and patented foot insulators to help eliminate acoustic
feedback, along with a fiber headshell
to help eliminate resonances above 75
Hz, and a platter mat whose outer

4000DS MkII Reel
Capacity: up to 7" reel; Tape Speed:
75 and

3% ips;

Wow/Flutter: less

than 0.12% WRMS at 75 ips; Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 23,000
Hz ( ± 3 dB) at 75 ips; Distortion:
less than 1% (1,000 Hz "O" VU);
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: better than
56 dB (measured via tape with peak
recording level of +6 VU); Heads:
(3) one 1 -micron gap Playback head,
one Record head, one Erase head;
Motor: 4 -pole induction motor.

edge is 0.3 to 0.5 mm higher than the
center to provide greater stability for
warped records. The tonearm has a
die-cast base, oil -damped cueing, a
spring operated anti -skate mechanism, and two machined ball -bearing
assemblies for smooth movement and
sensitivity in the horizontal plane. The
S/N ratio is 73 dB, and wow and flutter
is 0.03 per cent. Price: $175.00.
Enter No. 112 on Reader Service Card

You never heard it so good.

Infinity
Speaker System
The Quantum Reference Standard
(QRS) loudspeaker system combines a
six -ft. dipole line source, electromagnetic induction tweeters, a new
dipole electro -magnetic induction midrange driver, and a 15 -in. (38 -cm) Infinity/Watkins dual -drive woofer. It stands

three-ft. wide, and two -ft.
deep. The new mid -range driver
utilizes an aluminum ribbon bonded to
a light -weight plastic membrane and
suspended in an intense magnetic
field. The three mid- range drivers are
arranged in a vertical line source five
ft., six in. high, and less than one in.
wide, providing uniform sound dispersion, and having a radiating area for a
low- frequency cut- off of 100 Hz. Each
QRS speaker uses 20 EMIT tweeters, 13
forward facing and seven rear
mounted. The woofer cone, treated
with damping materials, deadens
spurious resonances and increases the
cone's opacity. Biamplification is required for these speakers, and suggested use is 150 watts minimum per
channel for bass, and 100 watts
minimum per channel for the high frequency. Frequency response is 18 Hz
to 32 kHz, ±2 dB, and horizontal
dispersion is -2 dB, ±60 degrees.
six ft. high,

Price: $6,500. 00.
Enter No. 113 on Reader Service Card

Heveatex Vinyl Foam
This perforated vinyl foam ceiling
and wall cover is used for the reduction of sound from 100 to 88 dB at 1

kHz. The pressure sensitive, peel-away

backing, in beige and black, is
available in '/. in., 1/2 in., and 1 in.
thicknesses. Price: 1/4 in. $1.50 per sq.
ft., 1/2 in. $1.65 per sq. ft., and 1 in.
$1.80 per sq. ft.
Enter No. 114 on Reader Service Card
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THE TAPE THAT'S

Too GOOD FOR MOST
EQUIPMENt
Maxell tapes are
no one gets into our
OUR TAPE COMES WITH
not cheap.
manufacturing area
A BETTER GUARANTEE
In fact, a single reel until he's been washed,
THAN YOUR
TAPE RECORDER.
of our most expensive
dressed in a special
tape costs more than
dust -free uniform and
Nothing is guaranmany inexpensive tape vacuumed.
teed to last forever.
recorders.
Nothing we know of,
WE CLEAN OFF THE
Our tape is expenexcept our tape.
CRUD OTHER TAPES
sive because it's
LEAVE BEHIND.
So our guarantee is
designed specifically
After all the work
simplicity itself: anyto get the most out of
time you ever have a
we put into our tape,
good high fidelity
we're not about to let it problem with any
components.
Maxell cassette, 8 -track
go to waste on a dirty
So it makes no
tape recorder head. So or reel-to-reel tape, you
sense to invest in
we put special noncan send it back and
Maxell unless you have abrasive head cleaner get a new one.

Our guarantee even covers acts
of regligence.

sounds at your nearby
audio dealer.
(Chances are, it's
what he uses to demonstrcte his best tape
decks.)
":....

I

equipment that can put

No other tape starts off by cleaning off your tape recorder.

it to good use.

on all our cassettes

THE REASON OUR TAPE
SOUNDS SO GOOD IS
BECAUSE IT'S MADE SO
CAREFULLY.

HEARING.
and reel-to-reel tapes.
You can hear just
Which is something no
how good Maxell tape
other tape company
bothers to do.

Every batch of

magnetic oxide we use
gets run through an
electron microscope.
Because if every particle isn't perfect, the
sound you hear won't
be either.
And since even a
little speck of dust can

put a dropout in tape,

I

Every employee, vacuumed.

You'll be surprised
to hear how much more
music good equipment
can produce when it's

GIVE OUR TAPE A FAIR

equipped with good tape.

OUR CASSETTES
ARE PUT TOGETHER
AS CAREFULLY AS
OUR TAPE.

maxellM1A35-90
toe
Sounc

Other companies
are willing to use wax
paper and plastic rollers in their cassettes.
We're not. We use
carbon -impregnated
material. And Delrin
rollers. Because nothing
sticks to them.
A lot of companies
weld their cassettes together. We use screws.
Screws are more
expensive. But they
also make for stronger
cassettes.

Recording

f -1
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Maxell Corpora tl on of Americo, 130 West Commer.:ial Ave., Moonachie, New Jersey. 07074.

Enter No. 23 on Reader Service Card
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_ne stop position.
The K7II also speaks for
tself with Dolby Noise Fbduction

ònt-loading
tte deck is s own best
spokesman.
Switch t on, and that disciplined Sony engineering will
come through loud and clear.
And no wonder. Sony's
been making tape recorders for
30 years. And today, we're still
pushing back the frdntiers. The
K7II shows how.
Its transport mechanism is
a DC servo-controlled motor, with
a frequency generator. It emits a
signal which is relayed to electronic circuitry that locks in the
tape movement exactly.
Our heads are ferrite -and-

S'stem" Large, profeonally
calibrated VU meters. Three
LED's for oeak level indication_

i

ferrite. And they're Sony's own
formula-we don't buy them, we
use our heads and make them.
You'll also find a directcoupled head -playback amplifier.
This means we've eliminated the
middleman-the coupling capacitor-from the signal path. You
get your sound direct, with minimum distortion.
Another reason the K7II is
the logical choice: our logic controlled feathertouch push -buttons
actually go from fast -forward, to
rewind, to play, without going

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

There's also bias and
equalization switches for standard, Ferri -Chrome and Chromium Dioxide tapes. In fact, with
nine possible combinations, any
tape possibility of the future can
be accommodated.
Along with the K7II, Sony
offers a complete line of cassette
decks, including the K4 and K3.
So if you're intrigued by
quality that speaks for itself, get
down to your Sony dealer and
check these new cassette decks.
Before they're all spoken for.

But it won't be silent for
long. Because the moment you
record on one of our blank tapes,
that quality will make itself heard.
Witness our Ferri -Chrome
cassette.
Everybody knows that
ferric -oxide tapes are ideal for
reproducing the low frequencies.
And that chromium dioxide is
ideal for the high frequencies.
As usual, Sony wouldn't
settle for anything but the best
of both.
And as usual, Sony's engineers solved the problem. With a
process that allows a coating of
chromium dioxide to be applied

over a coating of ferric -oxide.
Our two coats are leaving
other brands of tape out in the
cold. Because Ferri -Chrome
boasts shockingly low distortion
and startling dynamic range.
Now one reason Sony's
tape engineering is so advanced,
is that we're the only people in
the world who make tape, tape
heads, and tape recorders. We
learn a lot that way. And we
share it by talking to ourselves,
before we talk to you.

Of coure, in addition to
Ferri -Chrome, Sony nakes a
complete line: Chrome, Hi -FidelLow Noise, Elcaset and
Microcassette.
Sony's been making tape
for 30 years.
So when it comes to
answering the tough questions
about the manufacture of tape,
no one fills in the blanks like Sony.
ity,

SONY

)c 1978 Sony Corporation of America, 9 West 57th Street. New York, NY 10019

Enter No. 42 on Reader Service Card
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TWO
Irving

P.

LEADERS LOST

Tushinsky

"Fantasia" and in "Vera Cruz," starring
Gary Cooper and Burt Lancaster. Five
years later, in 1957, the company
became the exclusive U.S. distributor
for all tape products of Sony Corp.,
and two other brothers, Nathan and
Fred, entered into the emerging audio
home entertainment enterprise.
Superscope acquired the Marantz
Co. in 1964 and today-having earlier
commenced a phase -out process in its
distribution of Sony products-the
company manufactures and markets
throughout the world both Marantz
stereo high-fidelity components and its
own line of Superscope audio products.
A tireless and enthusiastic worker,
as well as a hobbyist-he was widely
known for his large and unique collection of classic automobiles, in addition
to his fondness for boating-Mr.
Tushinsky also possessed one of the
world's most precious collections of
musical instruments and was recognized as a distinguished sponsor of both
artistic and charitable causes as
reflected by his membership in the
Young Musicians Foundation and his

receipt-along with
the City
Award.

Irving P. Tushinsky, Executive Vice
President and Director of Superscope,
Inc., passed away following an illness
of several weeks. Mr. Tushinsky, who,

with

Joseph, founded
Superscope in 1952, was born in Cincinnati in 1912. The family moved to
St. Louis in 1921, and, following
graduation from high school, Mr.
Tushinsky was awarded a four-year
his

brother

music scholarship to the Univ. of
Missouri. He subsequently joined the
Mutual Broadcasting Network as a
studio musician and later moved to
Southern California where he was
employed with the Metro-Goldwyn Mayer studio orchestra.
In 1952, Mr. Tushinsky joined his
brother, Joseph, in the development of
an anamorphic lens process which
became known as Superscope. This
wide screen process, one of the first in
the industry, was used in such lavish
film productions as Disney's reissue of

of

his

Hope's

brothers-of
Humanitarian

Dr. Peter C. Goldmark
Dr. Peter C. Goldmark, President
and Director of Research of Gold mark
Communications Corp., was fatally injured in an automobile accident on a
Westchester, N.Y., highway during the
first week of December.
Dr. Goldmark retired as President
and Director of Research of CBS
Laboratories and Vice President of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., on
December 31, 1971, having joined CBS
in 1936 as Chief Television Engineer.
Born in Budapest, he studied at the
Univ. of Berlin and the Univ. of Vienna, where he earned his Ph. D. in
Physics.
Holder of some 160 patents, Dr.
Goldmark is widely known for his creation of the long-playing phonograph
record and the first practical color
television system, along with his work

in

communications in space. He was

responsible for the development of the
high -resolution readout and ground
recording system used in the United
States Lunar Orbiter Space Program.
The development of the long-playing record in 1948 literally created a
new industry in the field of home
entertainment. The LP 331/3 rpm record
made it possible to present on one
record long classical compositions as
well as the scores of Broadway

musicals without interruptioneliminating the frequent record -chang-

ing requirements of the 78.
The original field sequential color
system developed by Dr. Goldmark
pioneered the use of closed-circuit
television and is becoming increasingly prevalent in medical education and
clinical diagnosis. His field sequential
system-used in the first successful
color television broadcast on August
27, 1940, from atop New York's
Chrysler Building-has been shrunk to
a fraction of its original size by

modern technology to make possible
the spectacular color television broadcasts to earth from the moon's surface
by the Apollo astronauts.
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Will the real
B.B.King

please stand up.
LB. Kin; reproduced by

B.B. Ki -g Uwe.

What the legendary B.B. kings rapid guitar
picking style did fcr players like Eric Clapton,
Mike Bloomfield and Alvir Lee is music
history. He fatherei a generation of
blues -influenced rock guitarists.
But what B.B. King is dons, with Technics
Linear Phase Speaker Systems is making
another kind of history. Hi-fi history.
Look at the waveforms. On the eft is
C.B. King playing lie. On the right is the
same music reproduced by Technics Linear
Phase SB -70)0A.

It's hard to tell the difference. And that's
cur Joint. Technic' Linear Phase

S3 -7000A.

controlled crossover network that not only
compensates for the time delays caused
by different frequencies but simultaneously
corrects any acoustic differences in the
drivers. And finally by staggering each driver
unit fo' the optimum acoustic position.
Technics Linear Phase 3B -7000A, SB -6000A
and SE -5000A For music tiat sounds as it
was originally played.

;

Technics

Speaker Systems are the first
speaker systems with not only a
wide frequency response but
also flat amplitude and complete
I nearity. And that makes them
the first speaker systems capable

of reproducing a rrusical waveform that's virtually a mirror
image of the original.
How did we do it? First by
conducting exhaustive amplitude
andphase studies in acoustica ly
perfect chambers. Then b`r
developing a unique new phe-

t

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Professional Series

by Panasonic

Enter No. 47 on Reader Service

C 3rd

Dear .
editor

The
Anillo Urifle
Ls growing.

Comments on Greiner
the time this ad is first seen in
print, the fifth issue of The Audio
Critic should be on its way to more than
6000 paid -up subscribers. Every day of
the week, 15 or 20 and occasionally
even 30 'new subscriptions come in from
serious audio enthusiasts all over the
world. Since The Audio Critic didn't
even exist a little over a year ago, there
must be a reason for this explosively
affirmative response.
There are, in fact, several reasons. One
of them is undoubtedly the basic editorial
format of The Audio Critic: the longest,
toughest, most persnickety equipment
reviews in the business, illuminated
by in-depth explanatory articles and uninterrupted by advertising of any sort.
Since The Audio Critic derives no advertising revenue from either manufacturers
or dealers, no one can stop it from puncturing the most inflated balloons or from
limelighting deserving newcomers that
rock the boat.
A further reason is The Audio Critic's
32
unique combination of hypercritical
listening evaluations and sophisticated
laboratory tests. For example, a recent
survey of 15 speaker systems showed an
undeniable correlation between impulse
response and audible accuracy. Another
survey delved deeply into the cartridge/
arm/ turntable relationship and analyzed
the astonishing difference made by even
slightly incorrect and 100% correct playback geometry. Detailed instructions to
achieve the latter were given.
And then there's The Audio Critic's
special writing style, which substitutes
large doses of irreverent humor for the
usual cultist pomposity.
The Audio Critic is published at intervals averaging two to three months
(that's twice or three times the actual
frequency of the "undergrounds") and is
available by subscribing to six issues for
$28, first-class mail only. (No Canadian
dollars, please!) For overseas airmail,
add $5. No single copies are sold for any
reason whatsoever, but the unused portion of canceled subscriptions is refundable on request.
We strongly suggest that you begin
your subscription with Volume 1, Number
1, in order to own a complete set and be
thoroughly familiar with our approach.
If you wish, however, we'll start you with
any issue you specify.
Send $28 for your
first six issues today
to The Audio Critic,
Box 392, Bronxville,
New York 10708.
By

Au lo
Critic

Dear Sir:
The article by R.A. Greiner in the
November, 1977, issue of Audio, "Amp
Design and Overload," is quite interesting. While the article makes a
number of quite valid and very important points, there are a number of
issues on which comment is ap-

propriate.
Inasmuch as Prof. Greiner has referred to my work, his interpretations
should be viewed in the proper context. They are not, for several reasons.
Reference 7 cities the initial two parts
of a four-part series on slew -induced
distortion (SID), which appeared in
February, 1977. Therefore, many of the
comments in the text relevant to THD
tests (i.e., Figure 5) are off base, simply
because they have already been
answered(1.3).

The third part of this series "Transient IM tests for SID" (1) was not
referenced and discussed, and it makes
points which are certainly germane to
Greiner's discussion. The work of
coauthors Mark Stephens of Sound
Technology and Craig Todd of Dolby
Labs sheds highly important light on
the efficacy of the sine -square test for
TIM (2) and correlates results of this
form of test with the THD and twotone IM methods.
Without going too deeply into the
many issues involved, it can be stated
that the results of this work and further
studies (3) generate very serious questions as to the validity of the open loop bandwidth criteria (Greiner, rule
3b Pg. 60) and reference (2) Our tests
show that TIM or SID performance is
relatively independent of the amplifier
open -loop bandwidth as long as a
minimum slew rate criteria is satisfied.
In one specific instance an IC op -amp
shows superlative results for TIM and
THD tests with a 20 Hz open -loop
bandwidth, but a 10V/µS slew rate.
It is not apparent to me how an
open -loop bandwidth of less than 20
kHz can in itself cause distortion, if
amplitude clipping and slew rate
limiting are avoided. In fact, many
measurements have been made to test
for such distortion, with results thus
far always indicating slew rate as the
dominant frequency dependent non linearity. would like to see some test
I

results which support the open -loop
bandwidth criteria, as independent of
slew rate. Could it be that rule 3 should
really say "the open loop large signal
bandwidth," which then specifically
qualifies it to mean slew -limited bandwidth? Our work has shown that a safety factor of 4 or more is justified here,
not just as an equal bandwidth.
This is not to say that such a large
open -loop, small -signal bandwidth
would not be a valuable asset; to the
contrary. In practice, however, such
wide open -loop bandwidths are highly
uncommon, and if you apply the
criterion generally to the whole audio
signal chain, the result is an impossibly
large requirement for open -loop bandwidth by the time the signal reaches
the power amp (1MHz!). This is
because the required open -loop bandwidth increases for each stage, and
there are usually at least three of them
in the path.
It is unfortunate that Greiner has
not, in his attempt at a "unifying" article, made use of all the information
available. Perhaps if this had been
done, some of his skepticism as to the
validity of THD tests for SID detection
would not be so apparent. Also, Part IV
of reference (1) includes an interesting

correlation

of

electrical/audible

results, while reference

includes

a

References
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Todd, "Transient IM tests for SID,"
JAES preprint [Feb., 1977]. "Slewing Induced Distortion in Audio Amplifiers,"
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And from Madison ...
Dear Sir:
am sorry that Mr. Jung is upset that
did not reference Parts III and IV of
I

I
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(3)

theoretical prediction of SID performance. Both of these may have influenced some of the comments in the
article.
Walter G. Jung
Forest Hill, Md.
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Announcin
a ne
coi Pnonen
d
from Garrar

Having minimizec the distortions
caused by rumble, wow and flutter, our
engineers turned to the most Disturbing
distortions of all those in the phonogra 3h record itself.

The Music Recovery Module
Here is the solution: a component that electronically identifies and filters the pops,
clicks and scratches before they reach the
listener's ears. What cones through
is the music and on_y the music.

that's

-

The way it works.

The Music Recovery Module eploys an ingenious
patented detector which is programmedm to recognize the
waveform of a noise impulse (pop,
click or scratch) and activate an electronic
control to suppress the noise to far be low the level of the music. A "bucket
brigade" provides a .7 millisecond
c elay
which
1 the noise i o
pulse is suppressed ...long before you hear it.

iniportant

recor

phonogrtimuringe

asWhat it will do for you.

The Music Recovery Module will c.eepen your enjoyment of records the prime source of music in
the home. It will "renew" your older records. It
will even make your new records sound better.
Visit your Garrarc dealer for a dramatic
demonstration.You'll hear why the Music
Recovery Module belongs in your system. If you'd like complete information,
write: Garrard, Dept. C, 100 Commercial Street, Plainview, N.Y 11803.

-

is to tape.
Garrard.
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his articles on distortion in operational
and II were
amplifiers. Only parts
available to me in Spring of 1977 while
was revising my paper for Audio.
made reference to the first two parts
because thought they were an important contribution to finding good ways
to measure slew induced distortion in
amplifiers. have now had a chance to
review the final parts of this work and,
as said in the Audio article, this work
is quite convincing. Mr. Jung and his
colleagues have carried out an immense number of measurements and
shown good correlation of these
measurements with listening tests. It
certainly looks like their technique can
to select operational
be used
amplifiers for various uses.
My skepticism of the technique
relates only to the question of how this
measurement technique, or any other
for that matter, can be related to a
detailed understanding of the actual
internal mechanisms that cause the
distortion. It is possible that the
overload mechanisms may be slightly
different, or occur at a different point
in the circuit, in power amplifiers as
compared to operational amplifiers.
Thus, would like to see these same
techniques applied to a large variety
of power amplifiers which are used
under load conditions that approach
real loudspeaker loads.
It seems quite possible that the
same measurement techniques will
give good results for power amplifiers
and that this test should be applied
more widely. In any case, Mr. Jung's articles should be required reading for
amplifier designers, manufacturers,
and audiophiles alike.
With reference to rule 3b in my
can only assume a
Audio article,
misunderstanding of it by Mr. Jung.
The conditions for application of rule
3b are stated in the parenthetical
sentence following it. did, of course,
mean the bandwith under large signal
or full power conditions. This rule is
rather difficult to follow since it has
implications not only for individual
parts of a system but for the system as
a whole. The rule, as stated, does
guarantee that there will not only be
no slew rate limiting but that there will
be no internal overdrive within the
feedback loop. It is possible to not
follow this rule exactly if the internal
active stages in the amplifier have
good amplitude headroom and if the
high frequency content of the program
material is not too great.
All in all, would consider my attempt to show that essentially linear
I

I

I
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measurements, and concepts, can be
made to correlate well with non-linear
measurements and phenomena to be

supportive of the work of Mr. Jung. For
too long writers have implied that transient measurements somehow had no
relation to steady state measurements
when in fact they do. While this relationship gets more diffuse as the nonlinearities get very large, we would not
usually want to drive an amplifier
much beyond its linear output capacity in any case.
In summary,
find no major
disagreement with Mr. Jung on either
the validity of his method of measurement or his desire to sort out the status
of the many amplifier types available.
I

R. A. Greiner
Professor Of Electrical Engineering
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin

R.F.

Interference

Dear Sir:
A problem of growing concern to the
serious audiophile of today is the radio
frequency interference being picked
up by high -quality audio equipment.
Although the problem is often caused
by an improperly or illegally operated
transmitter, or by "interference prone"
audio equipment, it is usually difficult
to enforce either legal or technically.
proper operation of most private
transmitters or enlist the help of the
transmitter operator in dealing with
the situation (If the operator can be
located at all). This is especially true if
the transmitter is located in a moving
vehicle.
It does not seem fair to require the
audiophile to modify his expensive
equipment to free it of interference
from such transmitters, especially
when the modification may very well
cause a noticeable deterioration of the
frequency response, phase response,
etc. of the audio system. However, in
the case of an impossible to locate
offending transmitter or if the operator
is reluctant to co-operate, modification of the audio equipment may be
the only reasonable solution for the

audiophile.
a situation a switchable
device would be highly
desirable because any adverse affects
of the filter on the sound of the system
need only be endured when the offending r.f.i. is present, and said adverse
affects on the sound will almost certainly be less annoying than the r.f.i.
itself.
Walter M. Scott Ill
Knoxville, Tn.

In

such

filtering

(Continued on

AUDIO
Enter No. 12 on Reader Service Card
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Music
you never

knew was there.
Thews are probably beaus' ul
mtt ïcai _taccages en many cfyour
records rnatyouive never her'C.
And Yoir never will, unless your
cartridge is sensitive enoug)a to
clearly reveal all the subtle hat
moues within the audio speceun
lodayr

t

and -direct to

clisctechnology has raised t
quality of dis: recording to -iew
state of the a-t.You need a cartridge
thatdors justice to thes
r_cordite ankDC cartri With
an AD cartridge, you
the state of the art has be n nought
almost to the state of perfecioa.
Lots known by audiophiles
for incredibly pure sound repro ducion. ADC carnid es have also
proven their amazingly lcw record
wear. This year, they have even
surpassed themse.ves.
First, there's the rem<.rkklc
new Z -M with tie unique
ALIPTIC stylus It combines the
better aereo
on of the
Zr

.

elliptical styLis shape with the
onet, lewet yvearing, tirt_ical
nearing Ladies of the Sh b to shape
As a result, sound reproduction is
completely oansparent
clean.
IndK ids al instrument p.acxment
is more easily identifiah.e.And
frequency response is ruler flat±ldR

to20khzand±l'2dR
It tracks

2.6 kHz.

at' i to 1',;tgran-A.

[hen there's the new XLM
MK Ill with the same reduced
mass, tapered cantilever but with a
true elliptical shaped nt_de
diamond tip. It has 50% bwer
mass than our previous,! lowest
mass XLM MK I1. It tracks at
3/4-11/2 grams.
The QLM 36 MK Ill with the
innovative Diasa elliptical nude tip
also has excellent frequency response, wide separation. and an
incredibly clean sound. k also
tracks at 3/4-11/2 grams
ilae OLM 34 MK Ill offers
_- aL_°m,_:.cksas low as
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

gram with flat response
out to 20 k lz±2c3B.
the OLM 32
1

MK
-4
gram elliptical
with great sound,
Ifs one of the best
budget ell ticals would.
And ideal for autc matie
changers. she Q L M 3D
MK Ill is a 3-5 gram
conical stylus that's c' mpatible wi h a wide range
of stereo equipment.
The ADC cartridges.
Think about it. You
dort even
ow what you're
knprobably
missing.

A ßSR C Cu Pam

Audio Dynaoiüti C otpSxauan
Pickett Ch;trEt RO
New Milford. ConitiS677f
Enter No 5® on Readit Service Card
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TRtTíSMISSIOTI LITItS
& SIGTIñL DISTftIBUTIOTI
M. J. Salvati
There are several reception problems that can occur whether you have
the crudest antenna system possible or
one of the best. In fact, the first problem to be discussed, overload, may
actually be aggravated by a good

antenna!

close fo an extremely powerful station,
attenuation cannot be used. If the
powerful local station is more than 5
MHz away from the desired station in

frequency,

a

simple tuneable rejection

filter can

be used. The Jerrold RFT -300
(Fig. 2) and Radio Shack 15-1145 are

Overload
This is the result of too much signal
for the tuner to handle under certain

36

reception conditions. In the competition for the consumer dollar, tuner
manufacturers engage in a "numbers
race" in regard to tuner sensitivity.
This is not their fault, since consumers
feel a tuner is inferior unless it boasts a
sensitivity figure below two microvolts. Yet, over 90 per cent of the purchasers of such tuners do not need this
much sensitivity. In many cases, this
high sensitivity works against them
when a tuner is operated in a highsignal metropolitan environment. This
is because the design techniques for
high sensitivity and those for low crossmoldulation susceptibility (resistance
to overload) are quite dissimilar.
When local stations are the ones you
want to hear, overload is easily solved
by inserting an attenuator in the cable,
preferably near the tuner input. The
RMS Electronics CA -1121-20 barrel attenuator (Fig. 1) is ideal, as its fittings

Fig.

1- RMS CA -1121

barrel attenuator.

permit it to be installed without an extra cable. The amount of attenuation
required depends on the signal level,
although 20 dB is good as a starter and
will do for most cases. An additional
20 -dB attenuator can be connected for
the rare case where the signal level is
enormous and the tuner particularly
susceptible to overload.
If you want to hear very weak (distant) stations and you are located very

2- Jerrold RFT -300 notch filter.
very low priced filters that produce
over 22 -dB attenuation at the trap
center frequency. These devices are installed in parallel with the 300-ohm
antenna terminals. For installations using cable, disconnect the cable from
the tuner's 75-ohm input and connect
the cable to the 300 -ohm input through
a balun. The rejection filter is then
connected across the tuner's 300-ohm
input terminals in parallel with the
balun.
If the weak distant station and
powerful local station are very close in
frequency, the trap cannot be used. (It
is not selective enough to attenuate
the strong station without also attenuating the weak one.) The only
recourse in this case is to use the directional properties of a high -gain,
narrow-beamwidth antenna (on a
rotator, of course) to null out the
powerful local station while boosting
the level of the weak distant station.
By careful positioning of the antenna
via its rotator, you can reduce the
pickup of the local station by 15-30 dB,
depending on the null characteristics
of your antenna. Hopefully this will
reduce the local signal below the
troublesome level.
Fig.

CB Radio Interference
CB radio is the major cause of FM

radio interference because of the
number of CB transceivers in operation. With simple tuners, the interference mode is usually cross -

modulation (via front-end overload). A
high-performance tuner may have stations near the upper edge of the FM
band blacked out by 4th harmonic
radiation at 108 MHz if the antenna of
an ordinary CB transceiver is located
next to the FM antenna. However, if an
illegal power amplifier is used by the
CBer, interference can occur even with
considerable distance between the
antennas.
An FM antenna will pick up the 4th
harmonic of a CB signal as readily as it
will pick up a 108 MHz FM signal.
Directionality is the only means of
discriminating between the CB and FM
signals, so an FM antenna with a high
front-to -back ratio and deep side nulls
is needed. The antenna is oriented to
reject the CB harmonic and/or increase
the FM signal. (Suitable antennas were
mentioned in the first part of this
series.) Best interference rejection occurs when the direction of the CB
signal is at or near a right angle to the
FM station; then the CB signal will
disappear in the null typically occuring
at 90° or 270° while the FM station is
picked up at full strength.
Once radiated, CB harmonics cannot be eliminated other than by the

antenna

"trick"

just

DIO
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described.

However, if you can locate the offending CB transmitter, the harmonic radiation may be eliminated at the source.
A good low-pass filter installed on the
output of a CB transceiver will usually
solve this problem. The Electronic Specialists FLCB-LP (Fig. 3 top) is inexpensive and installs directly on the
transceiver output jack. It will provide
about 50 -dB attenuation at 108 MHz.
The Channel Master 5272 (Fig. 3 bottom) is more expensive but was
measured to have over 70 -dB attenuation at 108 MHz in the author's tests.
This filter also produced incredibly
high attenuation of the 2nd and 3rd CB
harmonics (which may be ruining your
TV reception!). A short jumper cable is
required with this filter.
Harmonic energy escapes through
the line cord of some transceivers and
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CAN YOU TELLTHE EXPENSIVE IMITATIONS
FROM THE AFFORDABLE ORIGINALS?
When Phase Liisar introduced the first
real high-pOw
high-fidelity amplifier
in 1971, the phiosophy of audio component cesicn was abruptly changed.
Almost overnight Phase Linear became
synonymous w th high -quality, higntechnology, h ch-powered high-fidelity.
The ent re audio ndustry was forced to
take notice.
Most Hi -R companies hac not expected
high power to tecome generally accepted
as the opt mur rnears of achieving sonic
realism. Siudcenty companies found
themselves sperding large amounts of
money n R&D Ergineering, and
Marketinc in s very short oeriod of time.
Who do you
nk picks up the tab?
Contrary to what some manufacturers
would like you tc think, H -Fi companies
are not philantiDpic organizations. They
can t absorb the cost. This rapid expenditure of money ust be factored into the

ti

r

retail price of the componeit.
The result?
Yzui pay a higher price. You most certainly
receive :he performance as advertised
by these expensive imitaticns But you
also pay a "aenalty:'
Tace a good look around the next time
you visit a high-fidelity store. You II see
a tit of motels on the shelf. All sizes.
Al shapes. All colors. All costing more
'han the original.
The Phase _inear 700 started it.
Slice we started it all, we were able to
acvance in an orderly, cost-effective
manner, and improve on our original
technology There's no tab to pick up
No penalty to pay.
The result is the Phase Linear
Series Two.
The line is highlighted by the new Dual
500. rated at over 500 wat -s per channel,
w th distortion at an increcible 0.09%.

Designed to handle speaker impedances
down to 2 ohms, the Dual 500 easily
adapts to rugged processional use, or
demanding home applications. A selfcortained, thermally activated coo ing
system, combined with an instantaieous
LED display incorporating built-in output
clicping indication, alcws for presse
power control. Eectionic energy limiters
and independen- fus.ng of the power
supply prevent tie possibility cf
damaging overloads
Affordable Technology
This same dedicatior towards exceptional
performance. design aid affordability is
found in each Ser es Two Power Amplifier. From the "14lowat:: to the full,i
complementary Dutput. BI-FET process
and high -loop gain technology cf the
Phase Linear 20J -Serias Two. there is
an affordable original that easily fLlfills
your most demaiding -equiremen:s.

.,Qe:,,,rä.

,

Pl1t'

"'Meer'

'

Dual 500 -Series Two

700 -Series Two

400 -Series Two

200 -Series Two

PER CHANNEL*

505 WATTS

360 WATTS

210 WATTS

120 WATTS

intermodulation Distortion
(60Hz: 7kHz = 4:1)

0.09% MAX

0.09% MAX

0.09% MAX

0.09% MAX

Signal to Noise Ratio
(IHF "A")

110d8

110dB

110dB

110dB

Residual Noise (IHF "A")

120uV

120uV

120uV

120uV

Forced Air Cooling

YES

OPTIONAL

OPTIONAL

NO

Suggested Retail Price

$1349.95

$879.95

$599.95

$399.95

OUTPUT POWER

Optionally available in Standard E.I.A. rack mount configuration. Solid Oak or Walnut side panels optional.

*Output Power Minimum RMS perehannel into 9 ohms from 20Hz-20.000Hz with no more than 0.09% Total Harmonic Distortion

e..Wade=7-/Z7letWc,e
THE POWERFUL DIFFERENCE
MADE IN U.S.A. DISTRIBUTED IN CANADA BY

H

ROY GRAY LTD AND IN AUSTRALIA BY MEGASOUNU PTY. LTD
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BEST

SUPPORTING
ROLE BY A
TAPE RECORDER.

TEAC equipment was
used in the production of

To film

special sound
effects-lasers, light sabres,
starships and the voices of
C3PO and R2D2. TEAC...
just like you get at a hi-fi
specialty store.

components-a TEAC

A TEAC can help you
explore the outer limits
of your imagination, too.

makers, music
professionals, broadcasters,
audio-visual experts-even
manufacturers of other hi-fi
is

a

working tool they depend
on to capture and reproduce sound perfectly.

Case in point: Star WarsrM
the greatest fantasy movie
ever made.

Star

WarsTM

SPECIAL
STAR WARSTMOFFER
With the purchase of any
TEAC open reel tape

And whichever TEAC you
choose, you can be certain
it will perform for a long,
long time. Because they're
made for people who can't
afford less.

recorder, we'll give you
a commemorative set of
Star WarsTM tapes. These
specially packaged open
reel tapes are a limited
edition and are not for sale
anywhere. They include the
music, sound effects and
narration from the film. Your
TEAC dealer has all the
details but the offer expires
April 30, 1978, and is void
where prohibited by law.

© TEAC 1978
© Twentieth Century -Fox Film
Corporation 1978

TEAC.
First. Because they last.

TEAC Corporation of America 7733 Telegraph Road Montebello, CA. 90640 In Canada TEAC is distributed by White Electronic Development Corporation (1966) Ltd.
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is radiated by the house wiring. A
power -line filter installed between the
transceiver's power cord and the a.c.
outlet will prevent this. The Vidaire
Electronics CF -5 (Fig. 4) is a low-cost
filter that provides over 40 -dB attenuation to the 108 MHz harmonic. The
Radio Shack 15-1106 will do likewise.

SUPER STRENGTH TV I FILTER
FILTERS OUT TELEVISION INTERFERENCE ITVII
PASSES CB FREOUENCIES AND ELIMINATES

UNDESIRABLE CB HARMONIC FREOUENCIES

Note that the RMS CA -2600F and Jerrold T-4040 (Fig. 5) are combination
high-pass filters and baluns; they
match coax to the 300 -ohm antenna
terminals as well as filter. All of these
filters did their job well in the author's
tests and measurements.
If the FM stations have adequate
signal strength, add attenuation to the
transmission line with a 20 -dB barrel
attenuator, such as the RMS Electronics CA -1121M-20 (Fig. 1). This device should be connected between the
coaxial cable and the filter (a 75 -ohm
input unit) or balun. This may reduce
the combined level of the FM signal
and interference below the level that
causes cross -modulation. If the FM
signal is not strong enough to do this,
replace the existing FM antenna with
one of the very high gain and directional models mentioned in Part I. The

Take a close
look at a better
record cleaner.
Audio Technica
AT6002

(84x enlargement)

This is an A -T scanning electron microscope
photo of the dirt that must be removed if your
records are to sound clean. It's dirt that is
falling on your records even as you listen.

3-CB low-pass filters; top,
Electronic Specialists FLCB-LP;
bottom; Channel Master 5272.

Fig.

COLOR
Ywpg-TERFERENCE

CB radiation may be picked up on
the FM transmission line rather than
the antenna. If the FM twinlead passes
close to a CB antenna, replace the FM

kr

ELIMINATOR

11001. OM

rä:

ut

J
(169, enlargement)

receiver's twinlead (or even standard
coax) with one of the foil -and -braid

coaxial

cables or foil -shielded
twinleads recommended in Part II.
Because some CBers use illegal
power amplifiers, sufficient fundamental (27 MHz) signal may squeeze
through a low-cost FM receiver's input
circuits to overload the r.f. stage. In
this case, one of the filters specified in
Table of this part of the series should
be installed. CB fundamental filters
are available in a variety of styles and
impedances. Most of them are inserted

Fig.

4-Vidaire CF -5 line filter.

directionality will also improve the
signal-to-noise ratio (specifically the
FM signal -to-CB fundamental ratio).

Our unique carbon fiber brush sweeps
each groove literally hundreds of times as
the record plays, just before the stylus
touches the groove. The carbon fiber brush
helps conduct static charges away, making
groove cleaning easier. And the incredibly
small 6 micron diameter reaches deep into
the groove for the smallest particles.

However, since this is an expensive
step, it should only be tried if you are
desperate (and wealthy).

I

between the transmission line and the
receiver input terminals, but the Jerrold CBT-300 and Radio Shack 15-1146
are notch filters that are simply connected across the receiver input terminals in parallel with the antenna
leads or balun. (Except for the lack of a
tuning knob, these notch filters look
just like the Jerrold RFT -300 in Fig. 2.)
Table

I-CB Fundamental

Output

300

300

75
75

AUDIO

300
75

Model

Vidaire CBF-6
Jerrold CBT-300
Radio Shack 15-1146
Jerrold T-4040
RMS CA -2600
Winegard HP-2700
RMS CA -2700F

March 1978

While FM receivers are supposed to
be inherently noise immune, they do

respond when the interference is
strong enough. Receiver manufacturers acknowledge this fact via the
impulse -noise suppression circuits that
appear now and then in the more expensive models.
Fortunately, if the interference is
strong enough to be picked up on a
modern FM tuner, it means the noise

(844e enlargement)

Immediately behind the brush, our velvet
pad captures and holds dust particles as
you play. And moisture released from an
inner reservoir helps to dissolve stubborn
deposits to prevent static build-up.

Filters.

Impedance

Input

Electric Motor Interference

Insertion Loss vs.
Frequency
27 MHz
100 MHz
47 dB
27-36
27-36
42
45
33
29

0.1 dB

0.0
0.0
0.6
0.5
0.1

0.2

This 4 -way attack on dirt (brush, pad,
liquid, and conductive path to ground) is
uniquely effective. For proof, clean a record
with any other system. Then "play" it with
the AT6002. You'll find dirt removed by the
AT6002 that was left behind by other
cleaners. Try it today. ,.ust $9.95 at all
Audio-Technica dealers.

audio technica.

eINNOVATION a PRECISION

o

INTEGRITY

AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., INC.
Dept. 38A
33 Shlawassee Ave.
Fairlawn, Ohlo 44313
In Canada: Superior Electronics, Inc.
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ase announces a new

product concept:

source is close by. It might be your son
or daughter using a 1000 -watt hot

Build A
Speaker Peak Power Indicator
Almon Clegg*
The speaker power indicator
described here is intended to be used
as a loudspeaker system accessory
rather than an amplifier facility. It is
not uncommon for amplifiers to have
LED indicators built into their front

Manager,
Audio Engineering Dept.,
Technics by Panasonic,
Secaucus, N.J.

42

-10DB

-3DB

0DB

panel to indicate the amount of instantaneous power being supplied by the
amplifier. By merely watching the
LEDs as music is playing, it is easy to
see the demands of the music signal
and level upon the power amplifier.
Unfortunately, the more likely position
for a typical listener is facing the front
of the listening room with his eyes
toward the speaker system. Should the
amplifier be located on the side or rear
of the room (which is a more likely

location), the listener would be unable
to observe the power indicating lights.
Thus, the idea of an indicator up
front where the speakers are always
located was born. Secondly, the idea
of associating the power with the
speaker system, rather than the
amplifier, makes good sense since it is
often the case that the amplifier is
capable of producing much more
power than the speaker is capable of
safely handling. Therefore, with this

Technics
by Panasonic
-10DB

-3DB

D
0

50W
100W

AUDIO
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Super fidelity receivers need
Sansui super fidelity loudspeakers.
When Sansui developed the first true super fidelity receiver line, we also developed a complementary line of
super fidelity loudspeakers. It's the SP -X series, capable of delivering the full musical potential and sound excellence of
our new receivers, cleanly and without distortion.
The Sansui SP -X loudspeakers are all highly efficient. The top -of -the -line SP -X9000 delivers a sound pressure level of
100dB/w/m. We've also provided for big power handling capacity up to 220 watts.
To complement the extremely wide frequency response of Sansui's great DC amps and receivers, we created
speakers that reproduce the very lowest frequencies and all the important highs with astounding clarity. Tie SP -X9000 4 -way
system includes a huge 16" woofer for richest bass; an 8" mid -range for strong presence; two horn -type tweeters;
and a pair of carefully -matched horn supertweeters.
The SP -X loudspeakers, including the SP -X9000 (at a suggested retail price of
only $350), SP -X8000, SP -X7000, and SP -X6000, are enclosed in stable,
resonance -free cabinets of simulated walnut grain, and come with a
hand -rubbed Kumiko grille of genuine Japanese Cypress.
To hear the superior sound of Sansui super fidelity, visit your local franchised Sansui
cealer today.

-

The Sansui SP-X9000's.
wpr

***

4..
44**

t

4*.tal
4,
SANStN ELECTRONICS CORP.
WoodsideNew York 1137/ Gardena, California 90247
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO.. LTD Tokyo, Japan
SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S
Antwerp, Belgium
Enter No. 37 on Reader Service Card
,

,
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Canada Electronic Distributors
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i3ecause
music is

mostly

transients.

system, the user can easily see when he
is overstressing the speaker systems.
Thirdly, since a pair of wires is already
connected to the speaker system, it
would be highly desirable to power the
LED circuit from the speaker line to
avoid the necessity of running any additional circuits from the amplifier on
an a.c. outlet.
The speaker peak power indicator
described here is designed to in-

corporate the above mentioned
criteria. Furthermore, it utilizes only

$90.00
suggested list

Our 282-Q cartridge.

4-f

From the attack of an organ
note to the bite of a plucked string,
music is mostly transients: sudden
bursts of sound at all frequencies.
On a stereo record, transient signals
define the characteristic attack and
decay of musical sounds, differentiating one instrument from another.
Until Micro -Acoustics' direct coupled design (U.S. Pat. No.
3952171), all high-fidelity cartridges
concentrated on tracking ability:
maintaining contact between stylus
and groove at low forces, for minimum record/stylus wear. This reduces transient ability because un-

resistors, diodes, and zener diodes, in
addition to the LEDs. To understand
how the circuit works, refer to Fig. 1.
The diode bridge allows either a
positive or negative signal to excite the
LED. The dropping resistor R., divides
the voltage against R2. Since there are
three forward diode junctions to overcome, approximately 1.8 V is required
at the division point of R. and R2 to
cause the LED to become excited. The
unilateral zener (or two zeners in
series) merely limits the maximum
voltage applied to the diode bridge
with R3 acting as a current limiter to
keep the LED from being over dissipated.
Z., and R3 are chosen to allow the
LED to go to full brightness at about 3

iiia

Micro-Fcoustics

below 0 dB. Figure 2 shows a
schematic diagram for a three LED
system where 0 dB, -6 dB and -12
dB are displayed for three power levels
of 50,100, and 350 watts as selected by
A
a switch.

Parts List
112

W Resistors

-100 ohm
3-120 ohm
1 -150 ohm
1 -220 ohm
1 -390 ohm
2-470 ohm
1-560 ohm
-680 ohm
1

1

12-General purpose silicon diodes,
such as

1

N4001

Zener Diodes

3-5.1

V, 200 mW unilateral (or six
each, 5.1 V, 200 mW conventional
zeners)

IN

LED

3-30

sient ability, but greater wear.
Unlike these single -pivot cartridges, which maximize one ability(
Micro -Acoustics' 282-e has twin
pivots optimized for both abilities.
Resulting in superior transient and
tracking performance from one
cartridge on all records, including
warped discs. Performance totally
independent of tonearm cable capacity or preamp input impedance.
Visit your MA dealer and let
your ears convince you. Or use our
unique test record for evaluating
and comparing cartridge tracking
and transient ability.Just send $5.00
fora postpaid copy or write for free
information. Micro -Acoustics Corporation, 8 Westchester Plaza,
Elmsford, N.Y. 10523. In Canada,
H. Roy. Gray Ltd., Markham, Ont.

additional bridge circuits for different
power levels will show the power levels

Diodes

der -damped moving assemblies
tend to remain in motion, impairing
clarity and definition. On the other
hand, earlier cartridges with stiffer
stylus assemblies had better tran-

dB after the LED first becomes visibly
excited. This makes for an effective
way to view the relative power being
fed to the speaker. The average
brightness is a function of power input
and tells the listener that he is hitting
the speaker "hard" when it flickers to
full brightness.
By adding a switch and different
values of series resistance to R1, it is
easy to make the LED come on at
many different power levels. Adding

mA jumbo red (Lafayette, Radio

Shack)

-

1
Diagram of the basic circuit for
the speaker power indicator.

Fig.

Fig.

2-Schematic diagram for the unit shown,

a

three LED system with power

levels of 50,100, and 350 watts.

loon

390g

(100W)

(50W)

SI

(350W)

470S1

47011

120u

12041

220

ISR

Sl

5.1V
D

D

-12dB

-6dB

0dB

"Because good tracking isri t enough"
c

1977.

Micro Acoustics Corporation.
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The sound
of FXcellence.
From Fuji.
Fuji, the world-renowned maker of premium
video tape and the superior FX audio cassettes,
has developed two new FX formulations.
The new FX-I pure ferrix cassette is the finest
normal bias cassette tape available today. It
offers expanded wide dynamic range and excellent signal -to- noise ratio. FX-I is completely
compatible with all cassette machines including home, portable and car stereo units.
The new FX-II Beridox cassette is the finest
high bias cassette available today. Its unique

formulation is derived from Fuji's many years of
video tape experience. It has unmatched high
frequency response, extremely low noise and
distortion. FX-II is completely compatible with
all cassette machines which have high bias
capability.
Once you try the new Fuji FX-I or FX-II cassette, you'll never buy any other brand of cassette again. The sound is that much superior.
Available at fine audio dealers everywhere. Buy
Fuji FX cassettes today.

The new FX-I and FX-II

SUPERIOR

NORMAL

BIAS,

120

=rlbFHlp4

CASSETTE
FINE GRAIN

EMEG'UIN

F URE-FERRIX

cd22El1E O
bnbE 6EttflX

prign 111

CASSETTE

Ea

yrvr BItl2' R0`2

Cba!t

F.G

cl iç

MAGNETIC TAPE DIVISION
FUJI PHOTO FILM U.S.A., INC.
Empire State Building/New York,
Enter No.

15

N.Y. 10001

on Reader Service Card
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Richard

C.

Heyser

Surely the end product of audio
technology is the listening experience.
We must never lose sight of this fact.
No matter how exotic our instrumentation, no matter how impressive our
mathematics, it is what we hear, not
what we measure or compute, that is
the final arbiter of audio quality.
But this does not mean that we
should turn away from technology
when attempting to assess or improve
audio equipment. It means that we
should become more aware of the
proper role that is played by instruments and mathematics. For it is
still the sole dominion of technology
to give us objective and repeatable
measures of our gradual climb toward
perfecting audio systems. And until
that day when we can quantify human
experience and emotion, it is still our
standard of improvement.
Yet we face a dilemma in modern
audio technology: Our measurements
do not always correlate with what we

"hear." Are the measurements
wrong?

there something
perception
which transcends our
technology?
Is

in human

Are there "hidden variables" that we
overlook? Or are we fooling ourselves
by creating a mystique of the golden
ear? Whatever your personal views on
this matter, there is one thought
would like you to ponder. ..the effect
that modern sound reproduction
strives to achieve is the creation of an
acceptable illusion in the mind of the
listener.

commercial enterprise, involves art
well as science...psychology as well
physiology.

a

as
as

I

Illusions
It takes no small amount of intestinal fortitude to stand up and tell
an industry striving for technological
perfection that what we are really trying to do is create an illusion. Yet that
is the inescapable conclusion to be
drawn from analysis of our present
situation.
Almost without exception, the
physical sound field in a listening environment could not in any way be
created by actual sound sources
located where we perceive them to be.
There can be no stage -center vocalist
located between our stereo loudspeakers and 10 feet behind a back
wall. There can be no string section
stage -left and 30 feet back. Yet that
may be the illusion we perceive from a
good stereo reproduction. We fuse
these illusions from two discrete sound
sources plus internal reflections in our
listening environment.
The physical sound field which a
modern sound reproduction system
creates is definitely not congruent
with the apparent sound field
which we hope the listener perceives. What a listener "hears" is
not a reconstructed hologram of
a live performance. Instead he
is subjected to a carefully
contrived sound field which
is intended to stimulate a
specific type of perception.
The listener is not a dupe
in this circumstance, but is
a willing participant who
will often knowingly reject
interfering sensory cues
that would otherwise
damage the illusion.

Hearing
Vs. Measurement
AUDIO

The enhancement of this illusion, as

March 1978
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Ingredients of Listening
Consider the ingredients of this
listening experience. Let me define
perception as the awareness of the
world about us which we gain principally through sensory experience.
While the sensory stimulus may be the
result of independent processes, the
perceptual image which we fuse from
these senses is combined within the
higher levels of the mind into an interrelated structure. Sensory imagery involves a multi -dimensional structuring
in which ordinary physical space comprises only part of the dimensional
frame of reference against which we
form perception. This perceptual structuring is based on physical and emotional experience and is such as to
align the majority of sensory experience at any moment with a consistent world -picture in our minds. The
perception of sound involves more
than just what we "hear." It is a
holistic experience that involves not
only the other senses, but past experience and present emotional state
as well.
Not all of the sensory stimuli or prior
experience need necessarily agree in
order for us to form a perceptual image. Consider the art of a ventriloquist.
Through manipulation of acoustic,
visual, and associative relationships, a
ventriloquist can project an illusion
quite inconsistent with reality.
suspect that a ventriloquist would find
it difficult to confuse a blind person.
This deception, which we find so
entertaining, indicates a deep structural compatibility within human
perception. Not only can we cope in a
world which presents us with a continuing barrage of sensory stimuli, some
of which can be misleading, but we
can willingly "shut out" certain cues in
order to enhance our perception.
These are things that I, as a reviewer,
form a
must recognize whenever
I

I
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value judgment on the listening
qualities of a product.
On a survival level, the structuring
of perceptual cues should relate to
physical reality. A cave man would
have been easy prey for a tiger which
was seen on the left, heard on the right,
but could bite him from the rear. We
align our perceptual cues into a meta framework which have referred to as
a "rightness of perception." But on a
more leisurely level, otherwise significant structural cues can be slotted into
a
lower hierarchical level of importance to perception. The world -image which we fuse in our perception
may seem quiet real to us, but it does
not necessarily coincide with ingredients of a physical reality.
I

words such as furry to complain about
the imperfections he perceives. The
result is an industry split right down
the middle, with math and fancy test
instruments on one side and
dissatisfaction expressed in flowery
rhetoric on the other side.
Both sides of this controversy have
been squared off against each other
for at least 50 years, and neither will
give an inch to the other.
It is my opinion that before we can
try to answer the question "why can't
we measure what we hear?" If we do
not know what we are trying to do,
then how can we expect to know how
to do it better?

use.

Not A Hologram
The often overlooked art of recording lies in knowing how to structure the
acoustic cues so as to enhance either
the illusion of reality or the evoked
emotional experience. Simply sticking

microphones in a place where recordings are to be made will not do it if we
want the proper listening experience
from our present reproduction
technology.
must point out that it is
theoretically possible to record a
dynamic diffraction pattern of an
acoustic performance-a hologram.
Some day we will do that, but it is not
what we now record. We do not record
a hologram; we do not even pretend to
record a hologram. Nor do we even
pretend to play back a reconstructed
holographic sound field. Yet, submit,
much of the hoopla of present audio
component measurement technology
is based on the assumption that we
listen to a reconstructed hologram.
The component designer who, in
good faith believes he is thoroughly
measuring the performance of his product, tacitly assumes that perfection is
a reconstructed hologram. He then
compounds this problem by using
distortion measurements which are
based on linear mathematics (I will
have more to say on this important
matter at another time). When a nontechnical listener hears this product as
part of a modern sound reproduction
system, he may perceive an unpleasant
warping of the illusion. It is distorted
experience. The
as a perceived
designer is enraged that his productwhich measures double 0 nothing per
cent "distortion" can be perceived
right through the much higher
measured distortion of other components. Obviously, in the technologist's eye, the non -technical
listener is a freak to be ignored. Particularly, since this listener uses weird
I
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We align our
perceptual cues

into a
metaframework
which
have referred to as
a "rightness of
perception."

I

-

not mean that at all. As a matter of
fact it directs us back toward
technology of a much higher level.
Consider this: Our entire multibillion dollar sound reproduction industry depends, in one way or another,
on the observation that most persons
will experience the same type of illusion if subjected to the same type of
stimulus. Stereo would have been a
total flop if the illusion of lateralization and depth were a random occurrence among the listeners. In other
words, there is a commonality of structuring which shows the promise of being analyzed by a higher level of
technology than that which we now

submit that what we are trying to
do in today's technology is provide a
I

particular type of listening experience
under the limitations imposed by our
ability to recreate a physical sound
field. A great many years from now we
will be able to record and reproduce
an acoustic hologram, assuming that
this is what the listener wants.

Meta -Language
Once we recognize that the actual
sound field in a listening enviroment is
not identical to the sound field which
we may perceive, we get a whole new
perspective on the problem of being
able to measure what we hear. It is the
illusion of reality, not the reality itself,
that we must measure.
Now, know that such a statement
may turn a lot of people off, but do not
be misled by any emotional reaction to
my observation that the listening experience involves the structuring of an
acceptable illusion by means of artfully contrived sensory cues. This does
not mean, as pointed out earlier, that
we must abandon technology. It does
I

I

This higher level of technology
might serve as a meta -language which
we can use to translate between certain objective and subjective descriptions of the same event. And isn't that
really what we want to do if we are to
correlate what we measure with what
we hear?

Language of Perception
Let me pursue that particular point a
little farther. If human perception is
structured in the manner indicated
earlier, then any attempt to convey information about personal impressions
of a perceived experience might use
terminology dependent upon that
structure. The language of perception
may depend upon inter -sensory
analogies of form. We might describe
our impressions of a sound in terms of
shared experiences of sight, touch,
taste, or smell, as well as sound.
A language capable of conveying information about our perception may
be syntactically structured to evoke
the appropriate sensory imagery. Seen
in this light, the symbolic, often
flowery, terminology of subjective
audio begins to make a bit more sense
I

(no pun intended). There is a language
here, and words such as sharp, bright,
and furry do convey meaning at an experiential level.
But if this language of perception is
based on structural rules derived from,

or consistent with, physical experience, then there is a conceptual
link with objective measures of the ingredients of that physical experience.
But, let me come at this from another
direction. If, as Einstein cautioned, it is
the theory which decides what we can
observe, then the frame of reference
establishes the form which that theory
will take. When two observations are
related to the same event but use different frames of reference (such as our
perception of a measurable sound
field) then there is a conceptual link
between these frames of reference if

AUDIO
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A dollar says Sound Guard®
keeps your Bach, Blues and Boogie
perfectly preserved.
Audio experts have called our Record Preservation
Ki= "the best thing for records since vinyl:'
Now Sound Guard will pay you $1y to
prove the strength of their judgement.
Simply purchase the Preservation Kit
from your audio or record dealer and
send us the coupon below with proof of
purchase. We'll send you your dollar.
Independent tests prove records
-played 100 times show the same absence
of surface noise and distortion, when regularly
treated with Sound Guard, as a new record
played once in "mint condition:'
Sound Guard protection lasts. However, this
offer ends July 31, 1978. So dont delay.

Sound Guard® keeps your
good sounds sounding good.
preservative-Sound Guard cleaner-Sound Guard Total Record Care System.
is Ball Corporation's registered trademark.
© Ball Corporation, 1978. Muncie, IN 47302
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Super Cables for
Super Sound

the observations are internally self consistent.
If we "hear" the same sort of thing
every time we listen to the same set of
physical stimuli, then, somehow, the
measurements are related to what we
hear. But that relationship is never a
congruence when the frames of
reference are not congruent. It is a
foolish person who will draw conclusions about the "audibility" of certain
technical flaws in the physical
reproduction based on limited "listening" tests and ignorance of the possible differences in the frames of
reference.
The first step we must take in quantifying perception is to learn the cipher
.of its language. But we must do more
than just compile a dictionary of
terms, because such a list of terms will
remain a book of "seven seals" unless
we try to understand the structure to
which this language is applied-the
frame of reference.

-

Not all audio connecting cables are
AudioSource
created equally
LC -1 cables are in a class by themselves.
24 -carat gold-plating on
spring loaded RCA type
phono plugs at both
ends provide

maximum

capacitance design` is ideal for use with
CD -4 and moving coil cartridges, while integrated ground wire eliminates hum. LC- I cables are
highly flexible and ruggedly constructed their entire
length of 1 -meter (39 -inches).
LC -1 audio
Your sound system deserves the best
cables from AudioSource.

electrical con-

ductivity.

RF

shielded,

low

-

"35 Pirofarads

LC-1 Audio Cables at $8.95 each.

Please send

Total

Add postage and handling of $1.50 (each).

$1.50

(California Residents add 6% sales tax.)
Offer expires June

TOTAL_

1978

1,

or money order

I enclose check

Charge my BankAmericardiVisa

Master Charge
Expires

Account No.
Signed

Mail LC -1 Audio Cables to:

Altered Awareness

Name

There is a final point would like to
address in this brief discussion. The illusion which we strive to achieve in the
mind of the listener does not have to
be an illusion of physical reality. The illusion can be that of an emotional experience based on a frame of reference
in which the ingredients of physical
reality are of minor importance.
No two persons need necessarily
have identical frames of reference for
perception. Indeed, our individual
frame of reference can evolve and
change from one time to another and
from one situation to the next.
This altered awareness may be the
result of a deliberate act on the part of
the observer, or it may evolve quite
subconsciously as a result of experience, training, or even emotional
state.
present this conclusion with no inI

Address

City

Zip

State

Place this coupon in an envelope along with your remittance and mail to AudioSource, lifts Chess Drive, Foster City,
Calif. 94404. Orders received will be processed immediately, however, please allow three to four weeks for delivery.
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CASSSETTE-TAPES
AMPEX C-90 3 pk/w stackette
BASF Studio C-90
Fuji FX C-90
Maxell LN C-90
Maxell UD C-60
Maxell UD C-90
Maxell UD C-120
Maxell UDXL 1 or 2 C-60
Maxell UDXL 1 or 2 C-90
Memorex C-90 3 pk
Scotch C-90 3 ph
Scotch Master 2 or 3 C-90Sony C-99
TDK D C-60
TDK D C-90

$4.99 for

3

C

80
2 80
99
93
2

1

1

2 84
3 84
2 47
3 47
99 for 3
99 for 3
3 29
79

5
4

... ORthey

violins/cello/piano, variable chorusing,

1

1

.

14

keyboard split, synthesizer interface,
variable sustain controls, jacks for foot
controls, dual violin/cello mixers,
separate mixable piano output, stereo
string & computer interface options.

1.56

TDK D C-180 (180 minutes)
TDK AD C-60
TDK AD C-90
TDK AD C-120
TDK SA C-60
TDK SA C-90

2
1

2
3
1

2

88
62
40
30
98
88

REEL-TO-REEL
Maxell
Maxell
Maxell
Maxell
Scotch
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4 64
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TDK L-1800 (180011
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AMPEX 382 8T 90 min
Maxell LN 81 90 min.
Memorex 2 pk 90 min
Scotch 2 pk 90 min.
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99
3 99 for 2
3 99 for 2
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Music World

MAIL ORDERS: For shipment within 48 hours send
money order or certified check. Two weeks delay
on personal checks. Please add $2.50 per order for
shipping & handling. N.Y.S. Residents add tax. NO
C.O.D.'s.
AI.L TAPES 100% GUARANTEED
Minimum Order 12 Tares

Write for prices on other tapes
Enter No. 19 on Reader Service Card
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tent of becoming embroiled in
philosophical discussions of: "What is
reality?" or "How do know that you
I

major chord as hear a C major chord?" Instead, am sticking my
neck out and presenting certain
technical interpretations drawn from a
transformational geometry based on
the concept of frame of reference.
This structure of perception or conscious awareness, or whatever you
choose to call it, is all too frequently
overlooked when we consider the
superficial technical aspects of audio.
But these things are there when we
really strive to understand what it is
that we are attempting to do in
audio-when we realize that the end
product is the listening experience. Ltl
hear

a C

I

I

Bra Ljud means good sound in Swedish.
Read how we accomplish it at Sonab.
A quarter century ago, Stig Carlsson, the

famed Swedish acoustical designer, came
to grips with the problem of good sound
reproduction by conducting hundreds of
studies, laboratory measurements and
functional tests.
Carlsson's work resulted in new
loudspeaker designs. Until this time,
loudspeakers had been the weakest link
in the chain of sound reproduction. But
Sonab's multi -directional (patented
Ortho-acoustical) loudspeakers changed
all that.
With the birth of Sonab, Europeans
became acquainted with Carlsson's
design concept of stereo speakers with
multi -directional sound distribution for
realistic reflected sound and true music
ambience that fills the entire listening
area.

Sonab doesn't stop at speakers. All
Sonab electronics are built in the finest
tradition of Swedish craftsmanship in a
modern factory in Lovanger village in
Northern Sweden.

Our Swedish receiver tunes in
American stations.
Simple is better, therefore, the more
thought out the design, the fewer controls
the design demands for its own sake.
Sonab's R4000-3 is an FM stereo receiver
simple in both function and design. The
listener can rapidly select four FM stations

with pushbuttons. Another unusual
feature is an active volume control which
provides perfect sound over the entire
register, even when volume is reduced
(inherent noise is also reduced). Another
example of Sonab workmanship is
reflected in the C-500 stereo cassette deck
shown in the system photo.

The benefits of multi -directional
sound. Stand anywhere and listen.
Carlsson found speaker elements and
their relation to the wall behind them is
of utmost importance. If the treble
elements are 16 inches or more from the
wall, high frequency sounds become
disassociated from the speaker.
The low and middle registers are clearest when these elements are nearest
the wall. Carlsson measured the
whole flood of sound, both direct
and reflected. This is the essence
of the Carlsson principle.
There is another important difference to Sonab speakers: The
left-hand speaker is a mirror
image of the right-hand one.
They are not mono speakers.
They are a matched stereo pair.
Built in pairs. Tested in pairs.
Sold in pairs.
The enclosures are solidly
braced to remove any unwanted
reverberation, and every
loudspeaker must pass
through five quality control stations before it is
shipped. Sonab speakers
are available in various
speaker configurations
incorporating the Stig
Carlsson Orthoacoustical principle and
in a choice of walnut,
rosewood or black lacquer veneer
finishes.

controls and it's also shock and
vibration -proof.
The manual belt -driven, two -speed
turntable produces low wow and flutter
through the use of a 24 -pole synchronous
motor with a constant speed, low rumble
factor. It even has a built-in spirit level
and is supplied with a hinged dust cover.

Our R3000 FM stereo receiver
puts you into control.
At Sonab, the R3000 FM stereo receiver is
designed to give you control of how your
music is going to sound. In addition to
having all the technical features and
specifications required for the finest stereo
reproduction, the Sonab R3000 has four
separate volume, balance and tone
controls. There's a volume control with a
loudness function which offers the best
listening result even at low volume levels.
It also has both a tone balance control and
a separate bass control that lets you easily,
and in a musically correct manner, choose
the tonal quality you want. They let you
not only regulate the balance between the
bass and treble but also the mid -register to
increase presence. You can compensate for
shortcomings in program material, for
deviations in loudspeaker response curves,
for room variations.

The warranty is transferable.

Our turntable is not just a piece of
furniture.
The Sonab 67S turntable has all the
necessary technical features and highly
distinctive styling. It has easy to work

Since Sonab takes pride in building
speakers and electronics, we warrant the
product not the purchaser.
Now that you've read the Sonab story,
we invite you to listen to the results at a
Sonab dealer. You will also receive a copy
of Sonab's booklet, "Enjoying Music at
Home."

-

A

reflection of good sound
from

onab

1185 Chess Drive
Foster City, CA 94404

(415) 574-2591

Enter No. 40 on Reader Service Card
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Cascode operation results in an
impression of a dynamic range capability
considerably beyond what the rated power would suggest.
Nelson Pass*
Lowering distortion in power circuits
without compromising their transient
a primary problem
designers of audio power
amplifiers. Until fairly recently, the
favorite technique for removing distortion components in linear amplifiers
was to cascade many gain stages to
form a circuit having enormous
amounts of gain and then using
negative feedback to control the
system and correct for the many errors
introduced by this large number of
components.
While the sum of these components'
distortions may cause large complex

response remains

for
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1-Characteristics of

tion

Distortion

(TIM).

As

this

phenomena has been well described
elsewhere, it will be sufficient here to
point out that two solutions to TIM

`Threshold Corp.
Sacramento, Cal.

Fig.

nonlinearities, the correspondingly
large amounts of feedback applied are
generally more than equal to the task
of cleaning up the performance with
only one trade-off-the high frequency performance of the system.
Because each amplifying device also
contributes its own high frequency
roll -off, and because the sum of many
of these roll -offs creates a complex,
multi -pole phase lag, a system using
large amounts of negative feedback
tends to be unstable at high frequencies, resulting in phenomena popularly
referred to as Transient Intermodula-

problems exist. The first solution is to
not require any high frequency performance of the circuit, that is, not to
feed it high frequency signals it cannot
handle. While this solution works very
well for many operational amplifier
applications requiring only low frequency performance, it is judged to be
unacceptable in high-fidelity applications where frequency response is required beyond 100 kiloHertz. Although
human hearing is generally very poor
above 20,000 Hertz, ultrasonic frequency roll -offs produce phase and
amplitude effects in the audible
region; for example, a single pole
(6dB/octave) roll -off at 30 kHz produces about 9° phase lag and 0.5 dB
loss at 10 kHz. The effects may be sub -

Fig.

an ideal tran-

2-Actual

transistor

charac-
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HITACHI

The New Leader
In AudioTechnology
.........
3NEA0 SVS1EM

...introduces the uniqu
Rai' 3 -head system cassette deck
for no -compromise performance.
Hitachi's RGP system employs 3 -heads for the
same reasons professional reel-to-reel recorders
do. The record and playback heads have separate and optimum gap widths which significantly
extend both dynamic
range and frequency.
The RAP 3 -head system
also lets you monitor
while recording. All three
heads are contained in
one unique housing to
eliminate azimuth and
height problems.
R&P 3 -head system
cassette decks are just
one example of Hitachi's
leadership in audio tech-

nology. Class G amplifiers, power MOS/FET
amplifiers, Uni -torque turntable motors, and (o)
gathered -edge metal -cone speakers are just
When a company cares,
some of the others. There's a lot more. Ask your
it shows.
Hitachi dealer.

HITACHI

Audio Component Division, Hitachi Sales Corp. of America, 401 West Artesia Boulevard, Compton, CA 9022C, (213) 537-8383
Enter No. 18 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

OnlyJVC offers a built -ín
graphic equalizer for more
flexible control of the

ire audio spectrum.
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7

One of the very special features
you'll find in our three top -of -the -line
JVC receivers is our exclusive SEA
five -band graphic equalizer. It
replaces conventional tone controls
to give you more flexible control over
every segment of the musical spectrum, from low lows to high highs.
(And our JR -S100 ll and JR -S200 II
offer the same professional -style
slider tone controls.)
Our JR -S300 ll, JR -S400 II
and JR -S600 II give you another
exclusive feature: you can switch the
SEA equalizer section into the tape
recorder circuit, so you can "EQ" as
you record, just like the pros do.
JVC's superb Mark II
Professional Series receivers give
you so many useful features. Like
separate power, tuning and signal
strength meters, a team of triple
power protection circuits, and more
power than ever before (our
JR -S600 II offers 120 watts/channel,
RMS.* And carries a price of $660,**
for example).
Once you've seen the thongs we
build in, you'll wonder why others
leave them out.
JVC America Company,
Division of US JVC Corp., 58-75
Queens Midtown Expressway,
Maspeth, New York 11378 (212)
476-8300. Canada: JVC Electronics
of Canada, Ltd., Scarborough, Ont.
Enter No. 20 on Reader Service Card
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ohms, both channels driven from 20Hz to 20kHz, with no more than 0.08% total harmonic distortion.
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"Approximate retail value.
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3-Operating region of

a

4- Cascode operation of transistor
Q, by the common -base connection of
Fig.

class -A

amplifier.
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tle, but their audibility is undesirable
in a piece of equipment whose performance is judged by its neutrality.
Because of this bandwidth requirement, designers of state-of-the-art
amplifiers are turning to the other solution; simple circuits having few amplifying devices and relatively low open loop gain. The simplicity and low gain

allows the circuitry to respond to
signals very quickly, thus eliminating
transient problems, but it does so at
the expense of higher harmonic and intermodulation distortions.
Because these distortions are more
"musical" (having low orders of har-

monics

and

intermodulation

sidebands), they are less offensive than

Q2.

effects, whose high order
sidebands bear less resemblance to the
naturally occurring harmonics in the
music. Musical or not, the lower order
harmonics and sidebands still deserve
to be removed, and the attention of
the best designers has turned to removTIM

ANYONE PREPARED
TO SPEND $2000
ON A PAIR
OF LOUDSPEAKERS
WILL BUY
MODEL 105'S ONCE

THEY'VE HEARD
THEM.
KEF, the pioneers in computer-aided loudspeaker design, set themselves the target of
removing all colouration and distortion, and presenting the best possible stereo definition,
at a realistic concert -hall level.The result is the Model 105, now available from
your local KEF dealer.
Distributed in the USA in conjunction with Intratec,399 Jefferson Davis
Highway, Arlington, Virginia 22202. And in Canada by Smyth Sound

Equipment Ltd.,595 Parc Industriel,Longueuil,Quebec J4H 3W.
KEF ELECTRONICS LTD., MAIDSTONE, KENT, ENGLAND.
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5- Region of cascode operation.

Fig.

6- Effective

characteristic

of

cascode operation.
ing the distortions in the individual

amplifying devices themselves, instead
of applying corrective feedback to the
system.

Altered Gain
To understand the approach to this
problem, it is first necessary to note
that all distortions arise when the gain

of an amplifying device is altered. A
perfectly linear device has a transfer
curve which is a perfectly straight line.
Any deviations (distortion) from this
straight line is the result of a gain factor which varies depending upon the
operating conditions. In real life, the
gain of a transistor, tube, or FET
changes as the voltage across the

device changes and as the current
through the device changes. As these
conditions fluctuate, the device
generates distortion, but if we hold
these conditions to a constant, the
device becomes distortionless. Figure 1
is a characteristic curve of an ideal
distortionless transistor, showing absolute linearity under all conditions,

Faster than

Three nanoseconds. That's the
time it takes for light to travel three
feet. Imagine a phono preamp that
can respond to a signal in this time.
That's AGI's new 511A. So close to theoretical perfection, its
performance has been termed "impossible" by some.
With an incredibly high two volts at its phono input, the
511A's rise and fall time is less than 10 nanoseconds (scope
trace below)-over 10 times faster than any other. And that's
just for starters. Combine this with a circuit whose distortion
is so low, it requires special techniques to measure it

(typically in the .000X range). And
whose noise is less than the thermal noise of a cartridge. No other
preamp combines these important
features. An example of AGI's innovative engineering.
And there's another feature you won't find anywhere else.
A full warranty. That cemonstrates the kind of confidence
we have in the 511A.
It's about time there was a high speed preamp. Fcr fast
information, write to us directly, or visit your AGI dealer.
There you'll have plenty of time to make a fast decisicn.

a speeding input

250 volts/F s phono slew rate
Excellent RFI rejection without RFI

filters that load the cartridge
Sockets for phono cartridge
loading capacitors
Can drive long cable runs without
high frequency loss or distortion,
so power amps can be located
near speakers for reduced speaker
wire losses and improved
damping factor
Computer correction of volume
control for precise tracking
Extended low frequency response
for ultra -low phase shift and
minimum audio time delay
One hundred hour preamp burn -in
before final testing

..4.

5

billiontfs

of a second

Left trace input, right output

ON

AUDIO GENERAL
Dept. A-3, 1631 Easton Road, Willow Grove, Pa. 1909C
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- Emitter-follower operation.

whereas Fig. 2 is the characteristic
curve of an actual transistor. Notice
that the spacing between the parallel
lines is unequal, reflecting gain
changes with different currents
through the transistor, and that they
are curved off the horizontal axis,
showing gain changes dependent on
the voltage across the device. As the
transistor wanders through these
regions in reproducing the audio
signal, its gain alters, causing both har monic and intermodulation distortion
effects. If we can limit the region of
operation on this curve, particularly to
the area away from the boundaries,
the distortion will be significantly
reduced.
Recently, the most effective method
employed for reducing distortion
without feedback has been the use of
class -A operation, in which the amplifying devices are idled at very high currents, keeping the transistor in a region
on the curve where the nonlinearities
are less spectacular, as shown in Fig. 3.
While the characteristics of the transistor are less than perfect, the distortions within the boundaries shown are

Fig.

8a-Oscillator residual distortion

components.

-

+5V

- 5V

-15V

-15V

Fig. 7a

OUT

15kHz

Fig. 7b

- Cascode-emitter follower.

relatively mild as compared with the
more abrupt gain changes outside of
the dotted lines.
Cascode Operation
At great expense of efficiency,
class -A operation reduces nonlinearities due to current fluctuations
through the transistor. However, it
does not affect nonlinearities in the
transistor due to voltage changes.
There is a method for eliminating such
nonlinearities called cascode operation, where the voltage across the transistor, tubes, or FETS is frozen at a constant value, completely eliminating
voltage -induced distortions. In the
case of transistors, the gain device can
be operated in common -emitter or
common -collector modes that utilizes
a second transistor in the common base mode whose emitter is connected
to the collector of the gain transistor,
as in Fig. 4. Having essentially unity
current gain, extremely wide bandwidth, and no distortion, the common base device shields the gain transistor
from voltage changes in the circuit.
Figure 5 shows the operating boun-

8b-The output of the emitter follower operation.
Fig.

daries of such

system, where the
is frozen to a constant. Figure 6 shows the effective
transfer characteristics of such a
system, and we see that it more nearly
approximates the curves of the ideal
a

operating voltage

transistor in Fig. 1.
A graphic demonstration of the effectiveness of such an arrangement is
clearly illustrated by the spectral
analysis of a class -A emitter -follower
operated without feedback. The circuits in Fig. 7 a & b were operated at 15
kHz at ±5 volts. The spectral analysis
of the outputs of each circuit are
shown in Fig. 8 a, b, & c, where the vertical scale is 10 dB per division (80 dB),
the horizontal scale is 0-100 kHz at 10
kHz division, and as can be easily seen,
the cascode operation of the same
transistor under otherwise identical
conditions results in the reduction of
distortion from several per cent to the

residual of the test setup.

Increased Bandwidth
Besides eliminating voltage caused
nonlinearities, cascode operation can
yield an additional benefit in increased

8c-The output of the cascode
emitter -follower.
Fig.
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bandwidth. Because the collector -base
voltage is held constant, there is
minimal charging of the collector -base
junction capacitance in the transistor.
Eliminating the effects of this internal
lag capacitance allows higher frequency response, thus cascode circuitry is
commonly found in ultra -high frequency amplifiers and wide bandwidth
oscilloscopes where response is required beyond 100 megaHertz.
Cascode circuitry has also found its
way into preamplifier circuitry as
manufactured by Dayton -Wright,
Paragon, DB Systems, and Audio
Directions among others.

current sources, '11, 12 seen near the
negative supply rail. Output current
gain is supplied by the complementary
common collector darlingtons formed
by Q5-8, and Q9 and Q10 are the common base transistors which hold them
at constant voltages. V1-5 are constant voltage sources ranging from two
to 10 volts. The voltage sources on the
cascode circuits can be generated by a
number of arbitrary means, including

Used
loudspeakers

zener diodes, resistors, or even batteries.
Because voltage -induced nonlinearities take the form of "compressive" intermodulation, it was not

09

Q3

Q2

05
07

Q4
IN

QI

OUT
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Every Allison speaker system you buy
as new has actually been "used" for 20
minutes to a half hour. Spending this
much time on our test program gives us
the confidence to publish a most complete set of specifications for our products, and to provide a full warranty that
every one will meet those specifications within ±2 dB for at least five
years.

Q8
Q6

OIO

Fig.

9- Basic

configuration of the

cascode power amplifier.

With all these factors in mind, and
noting that the output transistors in
power amplifiers would enjoy the
beneficial effects of cascode operation, we recently undertook the design
of a cascode audio power amplifier
(patent pending) where the gain stages
and emitter -follower output stages are
operated at constant voltages. The
conceptual schematic of such a device
can be seen from Fig. 9, which serves to
illustrate the use of cascode operation
on both the common -emitter voltage
gain stage and the common -collector
output stage. In this circuit, Q1 is the
input transistor, held at a constant
voltage by Q2. Q3 and Q4 form the
cascode common -emitter, voltage -gain
stage which generates the full voltage
swing of the amplifier. Both parts of
the circuit are biased using constant
AUDIO

surprising to discover the sonic effects

of utilizing cascode operation
throughout a power amplifying system
corresponded to an impression of a
dynamic range capability considerably
beyond what the rated power would
suggest. This effect is pronounced at
high transient levels and imparts

a

sense of effortlessness in the reproduc-

tion of demanding material.
While the distortion characteristics
of a fully cascode amplifier are not
equivalent to those obtained through
class -A operation, the lack of signal
compression produces a subjective
"ease" to the reproduced sound that
closely approximates that of the

smooth

nonlinearities

which

characterize class-A operation and are
achieved without the cost penalties attendant to a class -A output stage.
lal

March 1978

To that end, we manufacture all our
drivers and crossover networks ourselves. (Most of our competitors do
not.) We test every driver and every
crossover board (not just a random
sample) to a set of close -tolerance
standards. Only those that meet the
standards are installed in cabinets.
Then every completed system must
pass another long series of performance tests, before the cabinet gets
its final coat of oil finish, a careful
visual inspection, and is packed for
shipment.

We don't have to guess what's inside
our shipping cartons. We know. If you
too would like to know, we'll be glad to
send you our free 10 -page catalog on
request. It includes complete specifications and a statement of Full Warranty for Five Years.

ALLISON ACOUSTICS
7 Tech

Circle, Natick, Massachusetts 01760
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Equivalent
Mass I
ac

near
Roger Anderson*

Rare is the audiophile who has not
encountered a quantity known
variously as "equivalent mass,"
"effective mass," "tip mass," or some
similar combination of words in the
specifications for a phono pickup
cartridge. The context in which this
term is used shows that "smaller is
better," but no one has bothered to
either explain or define the quantity.

60

From the figures which are sometimes
quoted, it seems that this confusion
may sometimes be intentional, since
an absence of formal definition would
permit each user to define it to his own
advantage. This article will look at the
basic idea of equivalent mass and
show how to calculate a number
consistent with the basic concept.
Additionally, equivalent mass analyses
of several popular pickups will be
presented.

One may wonder why there should
be such great concern over

mass-

especially fractions of one milligram,
which is about the weight of '/,6 inch
square of magazine paper. The reason
lies in the fact that the maximum

driving

force

available

from

a

phonograph record groove wall cannot
exceed 0.7 times the stylus force
without losing contact between the tip
and groove wall (see Appendix I). At
high frequencies, much of the force
required from the groove wall is
needed to vibrate the mass (or weight)
of the particular moving system of that
pickup.
Imagine a weight as in Fig. 1 (say 1
lb.), hanging from a long string. Now
move the weight back and forth over a
fixed distance (6 inches, for instance).
For a one -second oscillation, only a
mild force is required, but the
maximum force required will be in
direct proportion to the square of the
number of oscillations per second. In
other words, 100 oscillations per
second will require 10,000 times more
force, than one oscillation per second.
Consequently, forces which are insignificant at one frequency may well
overwhelming at a higher
be
frequency. The maximum force (F)
required to oscillate a mass with
simple sinusoidal motion may be
calculated from the formula:

(1)
F = KMaf2
where: f equals oscillation/sec, a
equals total amplitude, K equals
constant, and M equals mass.
This formula gives the force
required when the force is applied
directly to the weight. However, the
force requirements may change
drastically if a mechanical system is
interposed between the driver and the
weight. Figure 2 shows the weight
driven through a lever system whose
own weight may be ignored for this
initial analysis. At point 1, the mass
obviously looks to the driver like 1 lb.,
but the situation is more complicated
at point 2. We can analyze point 2 by
rearranging formula 1 above:
F

Kf2a

M

Let us designate conditions at point 1
the subscript ,, then

with

F1

M'

Kf2a,
using subscript 2 at point 2,
F2

M2Kf2a2
=
Since we are dealing with the same
units and frequency at both points, K
and f will be the same. Because F is
transformed by a 2:1 lever, F, will be 1/2
of F, and a
will be twice a,. Sub2

stituting:
F,
M2

2

Kf2a,

1

F,

4

Kf2a,

is M,; therefore M2 =

but

4M,.

i

*

Assistant Chief Engineer
Shure Brothers, Inc.
Evanston, III.
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After you've studied, shopped and compared,
your reasons for selecting the STA -2000 receiver
become obvious. We designed it ourselves and it
comes direct from our own factory to deliver quality beyond reproach. Look at the acclaim or,
better yet, ask someone who owns one, and you'll
see how we succeeded. Its fine styling and precision controls are apparent. But the real story is in its

circuitry
the extra -low -noise phono stage
the sensitive dual -gate MOSFET 4uner with PLL.
Visit your nearby Radio Shack for a copy of the
reviews and hear for yourself what all the excitement's about. And see how far $499,95* can gol
The Realistic 2000. 75 watts per channel,
minimum RMS at 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with
no more than 0.25% total harmonic distortion.

"noise figures rivaling those of many
a separate (preamp) ... If any part
approaches over -achiever status,

"separation at mid -frequencies was
an incredibly high 54 dB ... usable
(FM stereo) sensitivity point was
reached with a signal of only 5.0 µV
... excellent basic
circuit design"

it is the power amplifier
controls are unusually
flexible"
}-ig' Fidelity Magazine,
.b ch 1977

...
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,

,

.
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,
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March 1977
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These two credit cards
honored at most Radio Shacks.
* PIce may vary at individual
stores and dealers.
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Consequently driving the mass
through a 2:1 lever decreased the apparent mass to 1/4 its former value.
Thus, the geometry of a moving system
has a profound effect on the apparent
mass presented at the driving point.
In practical structures, the mass of
any levers must also be considered.
The moving system of a phono pickup
will typically consist of a metal tube
with a diamond tip at one end and one
or more transducer elements at the
other end, all supported in a pivot arrangement. This structure seems quite
complex to evaluate.

Ip

= 0.00005235 gm cm2
where: d=distance from the
center of gravity to the pivot.
The total moment of inertia is the
sum of the above:
It

Shank

2-The oscillating

mass

with lever

How is Equivalent Mass
Calculated?
consider an
As an example,
aluminum tube typically used for a

Fortunately, this situation was investigated long ago by mechanical
engineers who determined that the
property of a rigid body to react to
rotary motion is expressed by a
number termed the "moment of inertia." This quantity is determined by
subdividing the body into many small
parts, multiplying the mass of each
part by the square of its distance to the
pivot, and adding all the resulting products. It is apparent from this definition that the mass of a concentrated
body having the same reaction to
rotary motion (moment of inertia) as
the original rigid body may be
calculated by dividing the moment of
inertia by the square of the distance
from the pivot to the driving point.
This mass of an equivalent concentrated body is termed the equivalent or
effective mass of the original body
referred to the driving point. In the
case of a phono pickup, the driving
point is the stylus, and the pivot is the
center of the elastomer bearing or the
flexible portion of the tie wire.
Thus, the quantity originally known
as the "equivalent mass of the moving
system referred to the stylus tip" has
become "equivalent mass," "tip
mass," or just "mass," and has lost
much of its precision and usefulness in
the process.

+

Ip

= 0.00006599

tip -to -pivot

distance

squared:

drive.

AMPLITUDE

lc

stylus

the

Fig.
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=

The equivalent mass contribution at
the stylus tip is found by dividing by

2

TOTAL
OSCILLATION

= Md2 = 0.0005194 (0.125)2 (2.54)2

stylus cantilever member (shank)
shown in Fig. 3.
The first step is to find the area of
cross section which is done by subracting the area of the inner circle from
the outer:
A = ir(R2 r2) = 0.0000534 in2.

-

where R = outer radius = 0.009
in. and r = inner radius = 0.008 in.
The volume is obtained by multiplying
the area by the length:
V = AL = 0.0000534/0.220
= 0.00001174 in3.

where:

L=

length

Converting to metric

(1

in.= 2.54

cm):
Vcm3 = V(2.54)3 = 0.0001924 cm3

.

The mass is found by multiplying the
by density (density for

volume

aluminum is 2.7 grams/cm');
M= Vd = 0.0005194 grams.
The moment of inertia, I,, about the
center of the body is now calculated
using reference formulas found in
mechanical engineering books. The
American Institute of Physics Handbook gives the following equation for
a hollow cylinder about its center of
gravity:

=0.000185 grams = 0.185 mg
is
Each of the quantities in Table
calculated in the same manner, with
I

the exception of the stylus tip, which
may be added directly.

Results
In Table I, the equivalent mass
analysis is shown for four popular
phono pickups. A is a moving -iron
type, B is a moving -magnet type, C is a
dual moving -magnet type, and D is
also a moving -iron type. Comparison
öf the last two columns emphasizes
the fact that the mass (as would be
¡treasured on a scale) is quite different
from the equivalent mass. For instance, a ranking in terms of mass
would be D lowest, then A, and B, with
C heaviest at about two times greater
than D. However, the equivalent mass
ranking would be B lowest, then A,
then C, and D. D is more than twice the
equivalent mass of B! Consequently,
impressions of relative size or
measurements of mass can be quite
misleading when compared to the
equivalent mass, and this is well
known by most pickup designers. The
individual contributions of the component parts of each structure are also
tabulated, both in equivalent mass,
and as a percentage of the total.
This parts breakdown illustrates
some surprising facts. By intuition, one
might expect that the transducer element (magnet or armature) would contribute a large part of the total
equivalent mass since it is made of
heavy material, but this is not the case

3-Typical

Fig.
z

=

4(3

+R2+r2)(2.54)2

Meq = Ií/(0.235)2 (2.54)2

stylus

a

0.220

CENTER
END

PIVOT
AXIS

STYLUS
END

MAGNET,

*

MATERIAL -0.018 DIA. ALUMINUM TUBE
0.001 WALL
*FORMING TUBING DOES NOT CHANGE MASS
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for

o.12s

= 0.00001364 gram cm2
using the values shown above for M, L,
R, and r.
However, the pivot is actually 0.125
in. from the center of gravity, so an additional quantity must be added:

shank

assembly.
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In the Black II
-

Performance, beauty, quality
three attributes
that have always been the hallmarks of SAE products. SAE systems in the past have had them, this
system's predecessor had them, and the new In
The Black system has them and much more.

The 2200 Stereo Power Amplifier with fully complementary circuitry delivers 10G Watts RMS per
channel from 20-20K into 8 ohms; at less than
0.05c4 Total Harmonic Distortion, from 250mW
to full rated power.

The 2900 Parametric Preamplifier offers our new
flexible parametric tone control system, full dubbing and tape EQ. New phono and line circuitry
results in unparalleled clarity and definition with
distortion of less than 0.01(,7( THD & IM.

The 8000 Digital FM Tuner ha' linear phase filters,
phase -lock multiplex, and of course, our famous
digital readout tuning indicator system.
Combine these products togetFer and you have
a system that ensures superior performance in all
areas, excellent control flexibility, and the sonic
quality that is typically SAE.
1,0303$3031/1.1...31,113_
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For Complete Information Write:

Scientific Audio Electronics, Inc.

P.O. Box 60271 Terminal Anne<, Los Angeles, CA 90060
Enter No. 35 on Reader Service Card
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EQUIVALENT
MASS
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Fig

4- Trackabilits

characteristic of the V15 Mk III phono cartridge.

ty should match the theoretical line on
the trackability graph.
Of course, the gap between the
theoretical line and the measured performance represents the extent to

other

which

other

which
of the four structures. Furthermore, the type with the greatest
equivalent mass contribution from the
transducer element is a moving -iron
type, where the magnetic field is supplied by a stationary magnet.
In the three other types, B, C, and D,
the largest single contributor of
equivalent mass is the shank, perhaps
suggesting that further reductions
might be possible in this area. The
shank, rather than the transducer principle, might be seen as the most
limiting present problem since it is
common to practically all pickups.
It is also interesting to note that the
diamond tip contributes only 6 to 10
per cent of the total, and that the
diameter of the tip influences this
equivalent mass much more than the
length.
Now that the definition and distribution of equivalent mass has been
in three
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discussed, the item which remains is its
significance. It is apparent that the
equivalent mass is a calculated, not a
measured parameter, since it does not
lend itself to direct measurement. How
can this number be related to a
measured parameter of performance?
The answer can be found in the
tracking ability curve of the pickup
(trackability for short). This curve is
shown in Fig. 4 and is determined by
finding the velocity at which the
pickup mistracks for each frequency
of interest. The curve thus defines the
boundary between the operating and
mistracking area on the curve. From
Equation I and Appendix I, we can construct a line on the trackability curve
which represents the theoretical
trackability of an equivalent concentrated mass. That is, if the pickup had
no mechanical characteristics other
than its equivalent mass, its trackabili-

STYLUS
FORCE

SF

0.707

mechanical

characteristics affect the performance.
Predicting the performance of a
pickup from equivalent mass figures
ignores the substantial difference between simplistic theory and delivered
performance. A measurement of track ability, on the other hand, is a statement of delivered performance which
involves no wishful assumptions.
Equivalent mass is an abstract concept which may, nevertheless, be
calculated in a straightforward and
well-defined manner and is easily
distinguished from "mass." It has been
periodically abused due (I suppose) to
ignorance or poetic license, however,
the equivalent mass is only one factor
among many which determines the
high -frequency performance of a
pickup.
Therefore, the answer to the original
question "Equivalent Mass-Fact or
Fiction?" must be an emphatic "Yes!" LIi

When a stylus tip interacts with a groove, two reaction
forces are generated at the two points of contact. If either
of these forces becomes zero, the tip looses contact and,
therefore, positive guidances and mistracking results.
Therefore, for the case of 45° modulation, dynamic forces
greater than 0.7 times the stylus force will cause a reaction
force to become zero. Vertical and lateral modulation may
be resolved into simultaneous 45° modulation components,
and each component examined to test for the 0.7 F criteria.

Appendix

0.707

mechanical

characteristics influence the performance of the pickup. Incidentally,
the frequently observed effect of a
flexibility in the drive system is to
cause a resonance to appear which
decreases the actual trackability!
The calculated equivalent mass
forms a simplified reference point on
the high -frequency tracking performance of the pickup, and the difference between this idealized
reference and the measued track ability is an indication of the extent to

S F

Appendix II
a concentrated mass may
calculated from the Newtonian relation:
F = ma/980,000
where: F equals the force in grams, m equals the mass in
milligrams, and a equals the acceleration in cm/sec'.
However, in sinusoidal motion,
a = 2/rfv
where: f equals the frequency in Hz and v equals the velocity in cm/sec.
F is supplied by the groove wall and is limited to 0.707 of
the stylus force SF.

Substituting: 0.707

The theoretical trackability of

be

Solving for

v: v

SF = 2irfmv/980,000
= 110,272 SF

fm
Example: The V15 Type III has an equivalent mass of 0.34
mg. What is the trackability of this concentrated mass at 1
gram stylus force?
_ 110,272 x 1
32.43 cm/sec
10,000 x .34
This point is plotted on the graph in Fig. 4. When the frequency is doubled, the trackability is halved, and vice versa.
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As you would expect from LLB,
our new R-1050 tuner/amplifier
"is no mere rim-of-the-mill receiver."
When LUX Audio entered the U.S. audio
scene in 1975, we brought with us a wirldwide
reputation for excellence. But since we also
brought only our separate amplifiers and tuners,
relatively few audiophiles could enjoy :he special
qualities of LUX performance.
Now, everyone who would like a LUX
tuner, preamplifier and power amplifier-on
a single chassis-can have them just that way.
We choose to call these new models "tuner/
amplifiers," although you probably think of
them as "receivers." What's more imp3rtant is
how Hirsch -Houck Labs described the R-1050
in Stereo Review:
"Given its features, appearance and
performance, this is no mere run-of-the-mill
receiver.... The excellent audio-distortion ratings
...obviously place it among the cleanest of the
currently available receivers...every aspect
of the receiver's operation and handling was
as smooth and bug -free as its fine appearance
would suggest."
Typical of the circuitry and features that
result in such fine performance are these: a
dual -gate MOSFET front end for high sensitivity,
and a special linear -phase filter array for
high selectivity, low distortion and wide stereo
separation. The preamplifier section has a
two -stage direct -coupled amp for accurate

RIAA equalization and a good phono overload
capability. And the power amplifier is directcoupled DC, in a true complementary symmetry
configuration, for excellent transient and
phase response.
Operating features include a six -LED peak
level indicator for each channel; tape -to-tape
dubbing with simultaneous listening to other
program sources; turn -on time delay speaker
protection plus automatic overload shutdown.
The sound of the R-1050 has been
appreciated as much in England as here. For
example, the British magazine HiFi at Home
said: "...treble quality was light and delicate,
something LUX engineers always seem to
achieve... bass output seemed pler tiful and
strong, as is often the case with eno-mous, low
impedance power supplies."
If we've encouraged you to experience the
sound of a LUX tuner/amplifier, your next step is
to visit one of our carefully selected dealers.
We'll be pleased to send you the names of those
in your area.
Luxman R1050: 55 watts per channel, THD 0.05%. Suggested pr ce.
$595. Other Luxman tuner/amplifiers: R-1040, 40 watts per channel.
THD 0.05%. Suggested price, $445. R-1120, 120 v-atts per channel.
THD 0.03%. Suggested price, $895. (Power ratings are minimum
continuous output per channel, with both channelsdriven
simultaneously into 8 ohm loads, from 20 to 20.000Hz, and no
more than quoted total harmonic distortion.)

LUX Audio of America, Ltd.
160 Dupont Street. Plainview, New York 11803
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Equivalent Mass Comparison
Total
Magnet/
Arm.

Shank

Stylus

0.121
0.031

0.160
0.022

0.021

0.001

Mass -mg

0.0035
0.020
Mag. Alloy
4.8

Moment of Inertia
x 10-4 gm cm'
Equivalent Mass -mg
% Equivalent Mass

-`r

Structure
A

Inches

L

OD
Wall
Offset

Dimensions
Inches L
OD
Wall

0.080

0.153

Aluminum

Diamond

0.47

0.04

0.53
0.35
62.5

0.259
0.17
30.3

0.04

0.56

7.2

100%

0.070
0.030 sq.

0.220
0.018

0.030
0.006

0.100
0.014
0.065

5.31

0.001

0.135

0.235

Material

Alnico

Aluminum

Diamond

Beryllium

Mass -mg

8.26

0.52

0.037

0.467

0.258
0.072
21.4

0.66
0.185
54.8

0.037
11.0

0.153
0.043
12.8

Dimensions
Inches L
OD
Wall

0.062
0.016

0.025
0.008

0.035
0.082

Offset

0.274

0.015

Moment of Inertia
x 10-4 gm cm2

Equivalent Mass -mg
% Equivalent Mass

C

Mass

0.008

0

Offset

66

Equiv.

Mass

Dimensions

Material

B

Other

Total

0.052

0.280 tapered
0.0235/0.017
0.0015
0.120

Material

Alnico

Aluminum

Diamond

Plastic

Mass -mg

1.63

1.01

0.05

6.9

0.322
0.067
11.5

1.9
0.391
67.4

0.05
8.6

0.35
0.072
12.4

9.28

0.337

100%

11.22

Moment of Inertia
x 10-a gm c m 2

Equivalent Mass -mg
% Equivalent Mass

D

0.58

100%

Dimensions
Inches

0.255

Material

0.110
0.038
0.002
0.020
Mag. Alloy

Mass -mg

Moment of Inertia
x 10-a gm cm'
Equivalent Mass -mg
% Equivalent Mass

L

OD
Wall

Offset

0.031
0.0015

0.022
0.0087

0.163

0.282

Aluminum

Diamond

3.26

1.57

0.05

0.33
0.0644
8.6

3.25
0.633
84.7

0.05
6.7

4.88

0.747
100%

NOTE: These calculations are based on dimensions which involve estimation
and should be considered approximate.
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Introducing the Koss Theory of
loudspeaker design and the three new
Koss CM speaker systems that prove it.

0 197:

Here for the first time is the culmination of a worldwide search for the ultimate in loudspeaker design
within the limitations of today's technology and
within affordable price restrictions. Indeed it represents a breakthrough in loudspeaker technology

of such significance that it heralds the second
major revolution in loudspeaker design.
By utilizing a complex series of audio engineering formulas and the precise knowledge of computer science, Koss engineers are now able to
derive and produce the optimum system parameters for any loudspeaker. The incredible result of
this engineering achievement is the new Koss CM

be Corp

1010, 1020, and 1030 loudspeaker systems. Each

represents the ultimate speaker system available
in its price range. And each represents a listening
experience you'll have to hear to believe.
Ask your Audio Dealer to let you hear this new,
incredibly beautiful, Sound of Koss and to show
you how the Koss Theory of loudspeaker design
has created a whole new generation of loudspeakers. And if you'd like to have our full -color brochure telling all about the Koss Theory, write for
it, c/o Fred Forbes. Once you've heard these revolutionary new loudspeakers, we think you'll
agree: hearing is believing.

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
IDSS CM
hearing is believing'"
KOSS CORPORATION, 4129 N. Port Washington Ave., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
Koss International/London, Dublin, Paris, Frankfurt
Ar eterdam
Koss Limited/Ontario
Koss K.K./Tokyo

Enter No. 75 on Reader Sarvice Card
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Audiophiles who frequently find themselves "back of the box,"
capitalizing on the flexibility and features of modern high fidelity components,
are all too familiar with the humble patch cord -and with

The Perils Of Patchwork
Clyde

J.

Schultz*

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

often considered a "poor
cousin" of the affluent audio

Too

system, the patch cord can be
the weakest link in an otherwise
powerful and responsive electronic
network. When it's handled frequently
or roughly, it can malfunction, causing
signal losses, exasperating on/off
operation-and even short circuits, if
incorrectly matched.
So, unless you're a compact owner
and are quite content just to plug it in
and turn it on, it behooves you to know
something about the construction,
operation, and matching of patch
cords-and to equip your music room
and portable recording kit with the
rudimentary adapters and connectors
to handle any problems that may (and

probably will) arise.
Basically, a patch cord is a length of
cable with connectors at both ends
designed to complete a circuit and
carry current or a signal from one component function to another. The connectors used for over 90 per cent of
patch cords are: 1) phone plug (Y -in.
finger dia.), 2) miniature phone plug
finger dia.), 3) subminiature
(9/64 in.
phone plug (0.097 -in. finger dia.), and 4)
phono plug (%rin. finger dia.). Occasionally other terminations are used,
such as spade lugs, alligator clips,
stripped -and -tinned leads, and banana
plugs. Each common termination is
described in the illustrated Glossary
which accompanies this article.
Though it probably cannot ruin your
audio system (unless you have a
shorted speaker circuit), a poor,
defective, or inadequate patch cord
can diminish your high frequency
reception, compromise your system's
performance, prevent your using it to
full advantage-or ruin a perfectly
good evening.
Because audio connectors, it seems,
follow their own corollaries of Murphy's Law, for example:

"Anything that can go wrong with
an audio connector usually

will."

"Any patch cord on hand
inch too short."

an

And it's not until you reach the most
important passage of your favorite

Chicago, III. 60630

AUDIO

Rags and Patches
The fact is, there's no such thing as a
"bargain" patch cord. As is often the
case, bargain prices in connectors
usually indicate corner-cutting in
manufacture. Though two connectors
may look identical, it's trouble -free
operation over the long run that
counts. Cheaply made plugs may
operate well in a "static" mode, but
pulling, twisting and frequent handling
can mean breakage, short circuits, and

frustrating, intermittent operation.
Displaced tips or poor concentricity
can mean shunted jacks that won't
open. And the junction between cable
and plug is the most susceptible to
malfunction and the weakest point in
"throw -away" cords.
It's difficult to judge quality in products you normally cannot inspect
because of blister packaging, but
among the features you should look
for (or ask about) are 1) positive strain
relief, 2) a soldered or crimped bridge
sleeve, 3) one-piece molded cable
assembly and, 4) shielding, where required.
Keep in mind that each feature requires additional production steps,
and therefore adds to finished product's costs, but it's an investment that
will prove well worth the extra few
cents.

construction is not enough,
however. You also must make
sure the cord matches its appliuality
cation in such areas as capacitance and
impedance. Here again, the salesperson and product catalogs will be of
assistance, though specialty cables,
such as low capacitance, probably will
be clearly marked on the package
itself.

Capacitance Impedance
is

"You never have the right cord or
connector with you when you're away
from home-or when the audio stores
are closed."

*Vice President
Switchcraft, Inc.

symphony or the critical point in a
recording session that these rules seem
to come into play. At this point, you
would be willing to pay any price for a
better connection and regret that it
was here, of all places, that you decided to save a few dollars.

Capacitance is the measure of the
amount of electrically separated
charges a device (such as a patch cord)
can store in the insulator between two
conductors, when a given voltage is
applied. It's commonly measured in
microfarads (µF) or picofarads (pF).
Too -high capacitance can mean the
loss of high frequencies, particularly
with high impedance circuits and long
cable runs.
And in CD -4 "discrete" four -channel
systems, where frequencies up to as
high as 45,000 Hz are critical, lowcapacitance cables (about 15 pF per
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foot or

50 pF for a 1 -meter cord) are a
must.
Impedance is another factor to be
considered in selecting a connector, to
be sure it's matched to audio levels involved. Impedance is a measure of a
circuit's opposition to the flow of alternating current and is expressed in
ohms. When it's important to an audio
connection, as in microphones or
speakers, it will be specified by the

manufacturer.
High -impedance circuits themselves
can act like microphones, picking up
and amplifying stray signals from
within or outside the system and introducing interference in the form of
noise and hum. Here, low capacitance
is important, but proper shielding is an
even greater necessity. Shielding also
is important in protecting against radio
frequency interference (r.f.i.), which
seems to be increasing daily as more
and more citizens band radios take to
the airwaves.
For

microphone connections,

specify a twisted pair of cables
with good shielding (at least 90
per cent). This, in turn, requires connectors with at least three terminations
(including one for the ground shield)
and fully shielded housings.
With a high audio level (not impedance) outputs such as speaker connections, hum and noise are usually no
problem. Current-carrying ratings,
however, may be. With a 100 -watt
amplifier, rms output can be as high as
30 volts at 3.5 amps, with much higher
peaks. At levels like these, arcing can
occur at connector contacts and introduce noise, so phono connections
area poor choice for speaker applications; they simply are not designed for
these levels.
For most speaker applications, a
simple twisted pair or parallel two -

conductor cable is usually adequate,
since shielding is not required. Number
18 or 16 gauge lamp cord is even
suitable, but preferably with spade lug
or banana jack terminations.
Phono pickup cables require limpness and flexibility to eliminate "pull"
on the delicate tracking mechanism,
and require shielding to eliminate hum
pickup from nearby 60 -Hz components. To be sure, always follow the

manufacturer's

recommendations

when replacing phono pickup cables.
Between preamp and amp, the leads
are usually short, so resistance is not
critical, but shielding and capacitance
always are. How much shielding is
"enough?" This will vary geographically (as in high CB -use areas) and with the
totality of your system. The best test,
of course, is to plug it in-then if you
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encounter hum, noise, or r.f.i. you'll
know more shielding probably is required.
There's a trade-off between total
shielding and flexibility at this stage of
development. Belden, for example,
sells a 100 per cent shielded cable, but
it's very rigid and totally unsuited for
microphone use, where movement is
important. On the other hand, it may
be just the thing for amp-preamp connections where cable flexibility is not
nearly as critical.

Combinations and Permutations

70

At first glance, the variety of audio
connectors on display at your stereo
outlet or catalog seems bewildering,
and usually is enough
to send the budding
audiophile running for
salesperson. But
a
there's good reason
for this seemingly
endless proliferation
of patch cords and attachments.
A prime factor in
their design and construction is "idiot proof" operation. An
array of connector
sizes and designs, together with color coding, theoretically prevents one
from inserting a plug in the wrong
jack-with possibly disastrous, and
certainly non-functional, results.
Technically, one plug/jack style
could handle all of the outboard
demands of an audio system. The
history of connector design since
World War II is one of increasing
specialization and, particularly,
miniaturization.
The DIN (European) design made its
appearance just before the War, and
the phono plug was introduced (along
with the 45.-rpm record) shortly
thereafter. Since then the trend has
been shrinking size, as the demand for
compactness and portability has increased. Today, most commercially
available connectors are variations on
only three or four types, as the glossary
that follows this article should make
clear.
Wby not standardize? First,
there's really very little need
for it, if the audiophile will
learn the ABCs of connector language
and logic. Second, adapters are readily
available to "marry" any two types.
And, third, the enormous amount of
hardware already in use would make
changing over a slow, painful, and
perhaps impossible job.
There has been some movement
recently within the Electronics In-

dustry Association to standardize
dimensions within the various categories, but even here progress is slow,
despite the worthiness of the goalsproper mating, better connections, and
greater interchangeability of components.

The Complete Circuit
After questions of suitability have
been answered by identifying the correct terminations, length, and electrical characteristics that you need for
your particular application, it's time to
ask the most important question:
"How about quality?" We've all heard
stories about the spacecraft or
airplane that was mysteriously

sabotaged-by

a

washer or 94
screw. Sound systems
124

operate
"weak

ciple

on

the

link"

prin-

just

like

other systems, and
performance equals

only

the

"worst

case" ability of the
most inferior component. And an inferior
component can as
easily be a cheap
an imperfect amplifier

sertion/withdrawal life is the measure
of how well a patch cord will perform
a few years in the future, when you've
finally installed your system "for
good"-after plugging and unplugging
every connection who -knows-how many -times. It is a function of internal
and external cable strain reliefs, extra strong molded construction, and other
features that would not be apparent
off -the -shelf with even the most
sophisticated test equipment. The best
measure of this quality is a reputable,
manufacturer's name on the package.
Top features include extra -long
handles for ease of insertion and
withdrawal and minimum strain on
internal connections. (Let us say here,
since it hasn't yet been mentioned
explicitly, that one should never put
any strain on the cable; always pull
only upon the plug.) Special construction, such as right-angle plugs for
cramped back -panels, color -coding for
easier -to-follow rat's nests, specific
lengths to minimize clutter, all are
benefits that come with a premium
patch cord. And patching is one place
that seeming aesthetic considerations
like neatness and proper length also
affect ultimate performance by
minimizing interaction between signal

patch cord as
capacitor.
Electronic designers choose parts
based on "cost/benefit ratio." Simply,
this means spending what is reasonable for the necessary desired level of
performance; no more-and certainly
no less. Audiophiles who have been involved with electronics for a while and
experienced salespeople can regale
you with stories of plugs that stayed in
jacks when cables didn't stay in the
plugs, intermittent open/closed circuits that would give Sherlock Holmes
nightmares, CB reception on hi-fi
systems when they were turned off
(caused by cabling), and many other
practical examples of the perils of
patchwork. Less dramatic, but even
more insidious, is the very subtle and
almost undetectable degradation of
ultimate sound quality that can come
from inferior connectors and cables.
All it may mean is that the extra
$150.00 you spent on your system in a
burst of enthusiasm was wasted
because the added performance you
bought is negated by patch cord caused sound quality reduction.

and power cables.

Relieving the Strain

Special adapters, such as "Y"
adapters, headphone -to -speaker-terminal connectors, remote headphone
control centers, and so on will greatly
expand both the possibilities and
performance of your system.

Some of the specific advantages
that are yours with a quality patch
cord have to do not with the connector
or cable alone, but with their in-

tegration.

For

example,

in-

ultimate guide should be to
choose exactly what is right and
needed for your particular job.
The discussion of insertion/withdrawal
life, for example, wouldn't apply to the
assembly of a compact, where connections are made just once, usually
for the life of the unit. The value of
high -quality patch cords becomes
more evident with a component
system, where components are
rearranged, replaced, and moved, and
mechanical flexibility is a decided
1rhe

asset.

For the Odd Couple
Adapters are available in most
configurations for the connection of
unmatched terminations. For example,
DIN connectors on some European
equipment, microphone connectors, or
other terminations may not match
your equipment. Rather than splicing
on a new connector (time, troubleand impossible on borrowed equipment), the correct adapter ensures

of all connectionsincluding ground/shield conductorsthrough the circuit.

continuity
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ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL

THOMAS A. EDISON

GUGLIELMO MARCONI

They took away your privacy.
and g ave you the world!
The evolution of communications from the wireless
to mass media. Here is the whole story.
No. 608, THE FABULOUS PHONOGRAPH. The
phonograph, the gramophone, the victrola, the hi-fi, the
stereo ... whatever its name, it has succeeded in bringing
the miracle of sound to millions of people and profoundly
influencing the life-style of entire generations. Here is the
whole event-filled story of the phonograph's first century.
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No. 609, FROM TIN FOIL TO STEREO. Here is the most
comprehensive and best -illustrated story of the phonograph.
This book has become the "bible" for serious scholars of
the technical and legal aspects of the development of the now
mammoth audio-visual industry as well as a boon to
phonograph buffs and collectors the world over.
No. 613, AMERICAN BROADCASTING. This unique
source book provides a comprehensive description of
broadcasting in America from its pre -history days to the
present. It is the most up-to-date, complete and accurate
single volume on the development of television and radio
now available.

r

CLIP AND RETURN TODAY

Yes...

Name (please print)

Please send me the book(s) I have checked.
Enclosed is my proper remittance for $

Address

I understand that if I am not fully satisfied I may
return my selection(s) in undamaged condition
within 10 days for a full refund.

City/State/Zip
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

No. 608, THE FABULOUS PHONOGRAPH
(softback), $6.95
D No. 609, FROM TIN FOIL TO STEREO
(softback), $9.95

No. 613, AMERICAN BROADCASTING, $26.50

Book and Learning Systems Division
North American Publishing Company
North American Building
401 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia, PA 19108

Audio Magazine is published by North American Publishing Company, leaders in editorial excellence.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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Most adapter problems can be
solved by a "basic" kit such as Switch craft model 331AP1, which it is
estimated, will handle 90 per cent of
the most common patching problems.
The kit is especially valuable to field
recordists who have to make quick

connections to unknown equipment
for temporary use. Of course, for more
permanent work, one should always
obtain the correct patch cord at the
beginning.
When you choose the proper patch
cord, your reward will be freedom

from the concern that anything is in
the way of optimal performance by
your system. That trouble -free performance will continue for a long time,
during which you'll be able to do
exactly what you bought your system
for, Enjoy it.

GLOSSARY

The plug has a single solid center post
and four spring -like outer pieces which
compress on insertion into the plug
and form a large, high-pressure contact
area. Some banana plugs "nest" for
multiple connections. Some banana
jacks also have a screw collar for bare
wires or spade lugs. Their most

Closed

Adapter A device which converts one
type of connection to another. For
example, a phone plug to phono plug,
or microphone plug to phone jack. An

frequent audio use
connections.

extremely wide variety of adapters is
available; many are incorporated into

highly

reliable

molded

cable

assemblies.

ar»

<:

i,;r

_

zm;,t,
Kit

An

assortment

for loudspeaker

Battery Connector Electrical connector provides power supply connections for battery operated devices.
For use with 9-volt transistor batteries,
the connector contains a male and
female, connector that snaps onto
mating battery terminals.
Posts Screw -down connectors which accomodate bare wires
or spade lugs, frequently for speaker
connections. They are sometimes combined with banana jacks as a
"universal" connector.

Binding
)
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Adapter

is

of

adapters designed to anticipate the
needs of audiophiles or recordists to
make a variety of connections quickly
and conveniently.
Spring-loaded metal jawed clips with serrated inside edges
for grasping a single bare wire or

Alligator Clips

terminal; generally used for temporary

Attenuation The decrease in amplitude of a signal during its transmission from one point to another.
Usually expressed in decibels (dB).
Banana Plugs and Jacks A female
receptacle and male plug capable of
reliably handling rather large currents.

speakers to a set of earphones when
the earphone plug is inserted in the
earphone jack. When the earphone
plug is removed, audio is

automatically

reconnected

to

the

speakers. Three -conductor jacks may
also have a shunt on the ring spring.

Connector, Multi -Pin This audio
connecting device has two or more
pins/contacts inside a metal shield
body. Insertion is snap -lock, with a

Bushing The mechanical element of
a jack usually attached to a panel. It is
typically threaded, and held in place
by a threaded nut or trim ring. The
bushing also serves electrically as part
of the sleeve circuit.

Cable An assembly of one or more
conductors, usually within a protective
jacket. Conductors are insulated from
each other, and one conductor is often
a shield formed of metal braid which
encloses one or more other insulated
conductors. Size of conductors (single
or stranded) and size of insulation, as
well as method of cable construction
vary widely according to application.

Capacitance
test connections. They may be bare or
insulated with a flexible boot; some
designs have a pin for piercing insulation.

Circuit Phone Jack Phone
jack with a shunt spring connected to
tip. The shunt opens the circuit when a
plug is inserted, and the shunt closes
when the plug is removed. Shunts are
used to switch audio connections, such
as to divert the audio signal from

The property of storing

release clip on the female. Both male
and female halves are available for in line and panel -mount use. Most

frequent application is for microphone
use in professional applications.
Single -Contact Microphone A coaxial connector with
external threads for tight screw -on
connection, which contains a single

Connector,

electrically separated charges when
potential differences exist in conductors separated by an insulator.
Low-capitance tonearm and patch
cord wiring is required in CD -4 phono
systems, where very high audio
frequencies are used.
Clamp, Cable A mechanical device
which holds a cable and prevents
twisting, pulling and straining from
damaging or separating internal

connections of conductors
connector terminals.

from

center contact. It is usually used with
microphones,and the entire body acts
as a shield when attached to coaxial
cable.

Dielectric The insulating material
that separates the conducting parts of
a

plug or jack.
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BEYOND DIRECT DRIVE:
THE FISHER LINEAR MOTOR TURNTABLE
BOTTOM VIEW OF PLATTER

The direct drive turntable was
a great advance in record playing precision. But, Fisher has now

taken turntable technology a
major step further with the MT6225
Linear Motor turntable system.
Conventional direct drive systems do a great job of reducing
rumble. Butthe small diameter and
relatively few poles (usually 12 or
16) of the motor result in low torque
and a distinct "cogging" tendency that can make them susceptible to wow and flutter.
The Fisher linear motor, by contrast, uses 120 poles and a unique
3 -phase electronic drive system
that produce a perfectly timed
sequence of closely overlapped
drive impulses. So, cogging is, for
all practical purposes, eliminated.
And wow & flutter are held to an

incredibly low 0.03%

WRMS.
Speed control in the MT6225

is

accomplished via special feedback sensing coils that operate on
the same magnetic poles that
drive the platter, ensuring instant
response to transient loads and
long-term speed
accuracy within
0.5%. Both 33 and 1414e
45 rpm speeds are independently
adjustable over a ±3% range,
and may be set exactly with the

.,

built-in stroboscope.

--

120 pole
permanent
femte
magnetic band.

dust cover.

TOP VIEW OF BASE
Drive signal generator sensing coils
Electromagnetic
drivers and
servo-speed
control
sensors.

Spindle

The tonearm of the MT6225

is

as

advanced as the drive system,
and features an extra -long
low mass tubular arm
balanced both
vertically and
laterally.
Mounted in a

J
-/

cueing and automatic shutoff are
provided, plus a Reject button
that returns the arm and stops the
turntable at any time during play.
The MT6225 is mounted in a
heavy, beautifully finished base
equipped with a hinged, tinted

,

'J,e

low -friction gimbal assembly
and equipped with calibrated
anti -skating, the arm tracks even
the most delicate audiophile cartridges with ease. Viscous damped

Considering the extremely high
performance and "beyond stateof-the-art" engineering of the
MT6225, you might easily expect to
pay S400 or $500 for it. But Fisher
ingenuity (born of 41 years refining
the high fidelity art) enables us to
offer it at a price below that of
many turntables that don't perform
as well: $200*. The same linear
drive system with a slightly different tonearm is available in the
MT6224, priced at S180*.
Only Fisher could go beyond
direct drive, and still stay within
reason.
See the sensational linear drive

turntables and other fine Fisher
turntables priced from 8130* at
selected audio dealers or the
audio department of your favorite
department store. For the name of
your nearest dealer, call toll -free:
1-800-528-6050, ext. 871 anywhere
in the U.S. (in Arizona, call toll -free:
1-955-9710, ext. 871).
*Manufacturer's suggested retail value. Actual
selling price determined solely by the individual Fisher dealer.

FISHER
The first name in high fidelity.

MT6225
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Now...
3009 Series III

Crimp

A method of securing a wire

hollow termination by
compressing the terminal around the

within

a

Crimped bridge sleeve

a'~`°1i.um
wire. Crimping makes an excellent
mechanical and electrical connection.
No solder is used for crimping.

DIN Plugs and Jacks Miniature
(Deutsche Industrie Norm) European
plugs and jacks with a number of pins

for

some components (such as
microphones) and their cables when
the value is critical. Also sometimes
known as the "load" on a circuit or
audio device. Expressed in ohms.

Insulator Any part of a plug, jack, or
cable designed to prevent the flow of
an electric current. Insulation must be
sufficient to isolate the highest current
level that will pass through the con-

ductor

(see

Dielectric).

Inductance

The

property

The female component of
plug/jack combination, which
generally panel mounted.
Jack

and contacts. The number of circuits
are from two through six.

Spring -metal clips
used mainly for breadboarding or
experimentation. They can accommodate a variety of singleFahnestock Clips

including

terminations,

conductor

bare wires, and hold
securely yet temporarily.

of

a

component or circuit which opposes
any change in an existing current.
Inductance is expressed in Henrys.

Jack, Phone

a

is

A two- or three- con-

ductor connector, originally developed for audio connection. It may be
open -circuit or closed-circuit, and may
also have isolated switching circuits as

conductors

The portion of a plug that
protrudes from the handle and is inserted into the mating jack. Contains
the tip and sleeve elements (and the
ring element in a 3 -conductor plug),
plus insulators for separating these

Finger

74

Tip

Because of its long insertion/withdrawal life, the phone jack
is usually used for headphones in
audio applications, as well as highimpedance microphones. Sometimes
called a commercial phone jack.

well.

Sleeve

Miniature Phone A scaled down version of the phone jack, the
bushing I.D. is 9/6, in. as opposed to'/.
in. for the standard phone jack/plug. It
Jack,

Ring
Standard phone plugs
have Y, -in. dia. fingers; miniature
phone plugs have %6/ in. dia. fingers;
and subminiature plugs have 0.097-in.
dia. fingers.

conductors.

reference
common
connection point, such as a chassis of
an electronic device, a shield of a

Ground

A

coaxial cable, or
connector.
Write to Dept 1446, SME Limited
Steyning, Sussex, BN43GY, England
Exclusive distributors for the U.S:
Shure Brothers Incorporated
222 Hartrey Avenue
Evanston, Illinois 60204
andin Canada:
A. C. Simmonds and Sons Ltd
975 Dillingham Road
Pickering Ontario, L1 W 3B2

a

metal body of

typically used in portable, battery powered equipment. These jacks are
usually two -conductor types.
is

Jack, Subminiature Phone

This tiny

jack mates with a plug with 0.101 -in.
finger diameter, and is used in ap-

4.

a

plications where space is at a
premium. Usually a two -conductor
Handle

type.
Also known as an RCA
jack, this two -conductor connector has
a Y. in. -dia. bushing I.D. (nom.), and is
a favorite for connections to and from
Jack, Phono

Handle The metal or plastic shell
which fastens to the main body to form
a completed plug. Protects internal
terminals and cable clamp.
Impedance Opposition to the flow of
changing current. Values are specified
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ALL THREE -HEAD CASSETTE DECKS
LET YOU HEAR AS YOU RECORD.
OURS LETS YOU RECORD PRECISELY
WHAT YOU HEAR.

.'i

PLAY HEAD

with Dolby, you can also
tape monitor with Dolby, so

PLAYBACK EQ AMP

Ì

PLAYBACK
DOLBY

e

RECORD HEAD

'

E RASE

HEAD

41i

RECORD
DOLBY

.INPUT

J

RECORD EQ AMP
BIAS

16.1

OSC.

TAPE

DOUBLE DOLBY SYSTEM

Three -Head Design with Double Dolby.*
Not all three -head cassette decks are created equal.
Some manufacturers have designed their decks with
separate erase, record and playback heads primarily for
convenience. So you can tape monitor as you record.
But our new KX-1030 uses separate heads
primarily for performance. Each designed with
the optimum gap to record or play back sound
more accurately.
As a result, the KX-1030 has a frequency response of 35-18,000 Hz(±3 dB using Cr02 tape.)
And to let you take full advantage of the
separate record and playback heads, the
KX-1030 has a Double Dolby* system with separate circuits for the record amplifier and the
playback preamplifier. That way, as you record

BIAS ADJ

you hear the sound precisely
as it's being recorded.
The KX-1030 also has a Variable Bias Adjustment Control
and a built-in oscillator, so you
can adjust the exact bias for
the type or brand of tape
you use.
We also built in a number of
other features like MIC/LINE
mixing, memory rewind and a
peak indicator.
But as good as all this
sounds, wait until you hear the
price. Because at $375.00,**
no other comparably priced
cassette deck can match
the performance and
features of our new
KX-1030.

%

LEFT

rl

'

-+- RIGHT

O
osc

Variable Bias Adjust

compensates for tape

differences.

Of course the only way you're really going to
appreciate the KX-1030 is to visit your Kenwood
dealer. Once you do, you'll be convinced:
Performance, convenience, and value set the
KX-1030 apart from all the rest.
*Dolby is the trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
**Nationally advertised value. Actual prices are
established by Kenwood dealers.

KENWOOD
For the Kenwood

dealer nearest you, see your yellow pages, or write, KENWOOD, 15777

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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Broadway, Gardena, CA 90248

turntables. Its design is coaxial,
providing shielding for low-level
signals when connected to coaxial
type cables and phono plugs.

Complete bodyl handle
Molded in place

Molded Cable Assembly An integral
patch cord with connectors and cable
fused together in one piece for added
reliability, strength, and durability.
Assemblies are available in a variety of

lengths, colors, and terminations to

fit

particular applications.
ally
two- or three -conductor audio connector, used to mate
with a phone jack. Comprises a body,
handle, and finger assembly. (Some
types have a cable clamp inside the
handle.) Finger normally has 1/4 -in. dia.
Sometimes called a commercial phone
plug. Phone plugs are normally used as
terminations on the end of cables.
Plug,

Phone

A

Plug, Miniature Phone A scaled down version of the phone plug, usu-

a

two -conductor type, which
a miniature phone jack.

mates with
Finger dia. is

%4

in.

Plug, Subminiature Phone An even
smaller version of the phone plug,

usually

a

two-conductor type, which

mates with a subminiature phone jack.
Finger dia. is 0.097 in.

Open -Circuit Phone Jack A phone
jack where the tip (and ring, if used)
does not have shunt springs.
Resistance The non-reactive opposition to the flow of direct or alternating
current. Heat is produced when current flows through a resistance. Conductors have a low resistance; insulators a very high one. Expressed in
ohms.

Shielding A metal covering on a connector, or wire braid or wrap around a
cable used to prevent undesired radiation, hum, or signal pickup.
Spade -Lug A U-shaped terminal
which is usually crimped on a bare

76

wire and attached to a screw terminal
or binding post. It is superior to bare
wire connections because it prevents
damage of the wire; most frequently
used for speaker connections.
A non -conducting (insulating)
jack element used to separate and
electrically isolate the conducting
elements of a phone jack.

Spacer

A superior TUNER on its own separate chassis
A superior PREAMP on its own separate chassis
A superior POWER AMP on its own separate chassis
These add up to three individual & discrete components perfectly
molded into one integrated receiver, the TR 2075 Mk II, maintaining the
specifications & characteristics that are normally associated with such
components, and challenging systems costing much, much more.
In addition, the TR 2075 Mk II offers features available on no other
receiver at any price: Pushbutton diode mode selection for silent, positive
program switching. A mini -recording studio function that allows tone &
filter controls to be switched into the Tape 2 output, plus fade between
Phono & Phono 2. Seven different protection circuits. And much more.
See the entire receiver line: 4
models offering the most advanced features & performance
in their class. For your nearest
Tandberg dealer, call toll -free
800-431-1506, or write: Tandberg
of America, Inc., Labriola Court,

Strain Relief A cable clamp or other
device used to prevent mechanical
twisting and pulling from disturbing
the electrical connections within a
plug.

Stripped -and -Tinned Leads Wires
with insulation removed around the
conductor at the end. Wire is then
solder coated (this makes stranded

1

Armonk,

N.Y.

10504.

TANDBERG

wires stiff). Stripped -and -tinned leads
are ideal for making wire connections
to screw terminals, and solder lugs on
phone plugs, phone jacks, alligator
clips, banana plugs and jacks, etc.
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INPUT SELECTOR

METER

MEMORy

;COUNTER RESET

10FF .CN

1VU

1LINE

TAPE TIME

SMIC/DIN

DOLBY NR (MPX)

s Dr1 IMPX

TOFF

ON)

Tr,

LH BIAS FINE

u e arriing
from AIWA

(%)

With tt-e AD -6550's unique new Remairing Tape
Time Me-e -you never haie to worry about
running ciJtof tape in the middle of recordinc your
favorite nL sic. In the past you monitored your
tape visuE IIy and hoped that the musical passage
and tape .riculd finish together. Now, this extremely
easy to usée indicator gives you plenty of warning.
It shows you exactly how many minutes remain on
the tape. Sc that when yot. record the "Minute
Waltz" it .r.icn't end in 45 seconds.
LH BIAS FIN= 1%)

Bias Fine Adjustment

toc

But :here's a lot mo-e to the
AD -65.50. AIWA has included
a Bias Fine Adjustment knob

.

.d

'

90
'Dolby is

a

Tra f

.

110

Wow and Flutter: Below 0.05% (WRMS)
The>D-6550 cassette deck achieves an
inaudib e wow and flutter of below 0.C5% (WRMS)
thancsto a newly designed 38 -pulse FG s.ervo
motor and AIWA's special Solid Stabilized
Transport (SST) system. And because we use
Dolby' we also improve the S/N ratio to 65dB
(Fe -0-;. So you can listen to the mt,si2. instead of
tape hiss.
The AIWA AD -6550.
Be forewarned.

Q IWA'
AIWA

that permits the fine tLning
of frequency response to give
optimum performance of
any brand of LH tape en the
marke-.

ark of Dolby Labora

c

OM=

UM

WO 113,

go as

ries, Inc.

?istributed in the U.S. by: MERITON ELECTRONICS. INC., 35 O.ford Drive, Moonachie, N.J.
Distributed in Canada by: SH=IRO (CANADA) LID.
Enter No.

3
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Armstrong Model 625 Stereo FM Receiver

78

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
FM Tuner Section
IHF Sensitivity (75 ohms): 1.5 µV (14.7

dBf).
Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 14 kHz

(-3 dB).

THD: Mono,
0.2 per cent.

1

kHz, 40 kHz deviations,

SIN @ 100 µV (100%

Modulation):

65

Capture Ratio: 1.75 dB
Stereo Separation @ 1 kHz: 40 dB
38 -kHz Rejection: 65 dB.

Amplifier Section
Power Output: 40 watts per channel
continuous, into 8 ohms, 20 Hz to 20
kHz.
Rated THD: 0.18 per cent.
IM Distortion @ 35 watts: 0.08 per

Image Rejection: 50 dB.
I.F. Rejection: 100 dB.
AM Suppression: 50 dB.

cent.
Frequency Response: Phono, 20 Hz to
20 kHz, ±1 dB; High Level, 20 Hz to 25
kHz, ±1 dB.

Selectivity: 56

Damping Factor: 50.

d B.

d B.

The very good looking Armstrong 625 stereo FM receiver
tested for this report is part of a family of products
distributed in this country by the Sindell Organization, of Los
Angeles. The British firm of Armstrong Audio Ltd., located in
London, has developed an entire family of high-fidelity
component products, all of which use one or more identical
circuit modules, as required. From these basic design
modules, the company has created five similarly styled, low profile units housed in rosewood -finished wood cabinets and

Hum and Noise (all inputs): Better than
65 dB, unweighted.
Input Sensitivity: Phono, 3.0 mV/6.0
mV; Tuner & AUX, 120 mV, Tape, 250
mV.
Phono Overload: 75 mV/150 mV.

Control: ±15 dB @ 70 Hz.
Treble Control: ±13 dB @ 15 kHz.
Bass

General Specifications
Power Consumption: 180 watts.
Dimensions: 193 in. (50 cm) W X 31/4
in. (8.3 cm) H X 113/4 in. (28.6 cm) D.

Weight: 15 lbs. (6.8 kg).
Price: $495.00.

graced by matte black front panels equipped with contrasting silver control knobs. Included in the 600 series are an
integrated amplifier (Model 621 selling for around $359.00),
an AM -FM tuner (Model 623 at $359.00), an FM tuner (Model
624 at $249.00) an FM -AM receiver (Model 626 at $585.00) and
the FM receiver, Model 625, which we evaluated for this
report. As is the case with so many good sounding British and
European high fidelity products, the emphasis seems to be
less on impressive printed specifications and more on

AUDIO
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listening quality and elegance of styling. What Japanese or
American manufacturer would dare come up with an amplifier THD rating as high as 0.18 per cent in a receiver expected to sell for nearly $500.00 these days? And how many
high-quality tuner sections wouid admit to a roll -off of 3 dB
at 15 kHz? Well, don't let the seemingly "poor but honest"
published specs fool you. This line is "high end" all the way.
The very slim front panel has rotary control knobs for
volume, balance, treble, bass, and program source selection.
To the right of these are two meter scales which, contrary to
expectations are nor just center-of -channel and signal
strength meters. The lower meter actually performs both of

Along the bottom of the control panel are 17 piano -key
pushbuttons. The first of these turns on power to the receiver.
There are a pair of speaker selector buttons, loudness and
tape monitor buttons, a button marked "slope" which
determines the high -cut filter slopes of the two adjacent highcut buttons, a low-cut filter button, mono/stereo selector,
local -distant switch, AFC switch, a "tune" button (for manual
tuning via the tuning knob), and three additional buttons
numbered 1, 2, and 3 plus a fourth button identified by a
square symbol. These last four buttons permit the user to
preselect up to six favorite stations. A plastic cover below the
tuning knob, when removed, exposes six tiny screwdriver

vs.
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these functions (depending upon the setting of the AFC
control), while the upper meter actually serves to indicate
relative frequency settings when the six -station preselect
facilities are employed. More about that in a moment. A nonlinear FM frequency scale and dial pointer area comes next,
with a stereo indicator light integrated into the dial area, and
a manual tuning knob with flywheel -assist is at the extreme
right of the front panel.

AUDIO

adjustments, each of which relates to one of the three
numbered pre -select buttons. With the square-symbol button
depressed, the three similarly identified screwdriver slots are
used so that three numbered buttons allow for six station
selections. This is where the second meter comes in. When a
desired station is tuned to manually, this meter indicates a
relative tuning voltage (this tuner section is varactor tuned),
which makes it easier to find the desired station to be preset
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a full Foster -Seeley discriminator FM detector circuit.
The stereo decoder section utilizes a CA3090 phase -lock -loop
MPX IC with frequency lock accomplished by means of a
single adjustable coil. Outputs are passed through a low-pass
filter for suppression of sub-carrier products.
Program input selection is achieved by a new form of non mechanical switching which Armstrong calls Electronic Gate
switching. This diode switching arrangement makes it
possible to switch from one program source to another
without any audible clicks or pops. The phono low-level
preamp circuit consists of two transistors per channel with an
appropriate RIAA feedback network applied from collector
of the second stage to the emitter of the input stage. Tone

driving

Fig.

3-Stereo separation

vs.

frequency.

when using one of the multi -turn screwdriver adjustable
variable resistors to set the proper pre -tuned varactor

80

voltage.
As is true of many other European produced hi-fi products,
all of the connections to the rear panel are made by means of
special polarized plugs (for speaker systems 1 and 2) and
multi -pin (DIN) plugs for the AUX inputs, phono inputs, and
tape -in and out connections. In the case of the Model 625,
proper plugs for speaker connection are supplied with the
unit and stripped wires from speaker cables can be assembled to these plugs without soldering. As for the other inputs
and outputs, our sample was supplied with the necessary
phono -plug to DIN adaptor cables so that ordinary pin -plug
terminated audio cables could be used with the receiver.
Beneath the chassis are a pair of small output level controls
which can be used to vary the level of signals at the tape -out
terminals to match requirements of any connected tape deck.
This under -the-chassis control group also contains a slide
switch which varies the phono input sensitivity from 3 mV to
6 mV to suit the phono cartridge used with the receiver.

Circuit Highlights
The FM tuner section of the receiver uses a pair of dual gate FETS for r.f. and mixer stages and, as mentioned earlier,
four varactor diodes whose effective capacitance varies in
accordance with d.c. voltages applied and constitute the "C"
of the tuning circuits in the front end. Fixed ceramic bandpass
filters are used between stages of the i.f. section, and a CA 3012 IC serves as the final amplifier -limiter of this section,

Fig.

4-Harmonic and intermodulation distortion

control circuitry is of the familiar Baxandall negative
feedback type and, interestingly, the tape output terminals
are located after the tone control stage so that signals applied to the tape deck can be "equalized" by means of the
bass and treble controls before they are recorded. Low- and
high -cut filters are all of RC circuit configuration.
The two n -p -n power output transistors are powered from a
single+82 volt supply, so that the audio take-off center point
between the pair must be capacitor isolated. A 4700-µF
coupling capacitor is used to isolate between this point and
the speaker terminals. In terms of protection circuitry, the
625 has individual fuses in the voltage supply lines feeding
the output stages of each channel as well as a thermal cutout
in the ordinary circuit of the power supply transformer. The
power transformer, clearly visible in the internal view of the
receiver, is toroidally wound. Circuit layout within the chassis
was orderly and well executed.
FM Performance Measurements
Even a cursory reading of the published specifications for
the tuner section reveals that the British have not as yet
adopted the new IHF/IEEE FM tuner measurement standards
which we use in this country. For one thing, they quote usable
sensitivity as 1.5 µV (with a parenthetical reference to the 75ohm input), which is actually equivalent to 3.0 µV referred to
300 ohms. This is exactly why the term dBf was invented and,
in this case works out to a value of 14.7. The 50 -dB quieting
sensitivity in mono was 4.5 µV (18.3 dBf), while for stereo, 50
µV (39.2 dBf) was needed for 50 dB of quieting. Usable stereo
sensitivity measured 10 µV (25.0 dBf). Ultimate S/N in mono
was 73 dB, 65 dB for stereo. Quieting characteristics, as well
as the distortion of a 1 -kHz modulating signal versus signal
input strength, are plotted for stereo and mono performance
in the graphs of Fig. 1. At 65 dBf, THD in mono for a 1 kHz
signal was 0.25 per cent, a bit poorer than the 0.2 per cent
claimed. In stereo, THD was a bit higher, measuring 0.37 per
cent. Capture ratio was almost exactly 1.75 dB, as claimed,
while alternate channel selectivity was 55 dB. AM suppression was 54 dB, better than claimed, while image and i.f.

Fig.

5-Distortion

vs.

frequency.
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Fig.

6- Bass

and treble control range.

Fig.

rejection were measured as 55 dB and 95 dB respectively.
Mono and stereo THD as a function of modulating frequency
is plotted in Fig. 2.
The 'scope photo of Fig. 3 illustrates the stereo FM
separation characteristics of the tuner section. At 100 Hz,
separation measured 32 dB, increasing to 45 dB at 1 kHz and
then decreasing to a very acceptable 32 dB at 10 kHz.

Power Amplifier Section
The power amplifier sections of the 625 delivered 47 watts
per channel at mid -frequencies for rated harmonic distortion
of 0.18 per cent. IM distortion measured 0.13 per cent for 35
watts of equivalent output per channel, both channels driven.
As can be seen in Fig. 4, harmonic and IM distortion are well
below the rated values at all power levels below clipping.
Figure 5 is a plot of harmonic distortion versus frequency for
40 watts output per channel, and it is clear that the 40 watt
rating (for 0.18 per cent THD) is the highest that could have
been legally applied to this receiver's power section since, at
the frequency extremes of 20 Hz and 20 kHz, the 0.18 per
cent THD point is very nearly what we measured. Damping
factor using an 8 -ohm reference was 53 at 1 kHz.

Preamplifier Section Measurements
Phono input sensitivity measured exactly 3.0 mV or 6.0 mV,
depending upon the setting of the input sensitivity switch. For
the high -sensitivity setting, phono overload was 97 mV, while
for the lower sensitivity setting, it was 180 mV. RIAA
equalization was accurate to within 0.2 dB over the entire
audio range, and signal to noise (measured for the more
sensitive input setting) was 72 dB referred to actual input
sensitivity and unweighted. Surprisingly, the high-level input
also measured 72 dB of S/N, referred to rated output (we
would have expected better).
Frequency response of the high level input circuits was flat
within 1 dB from 15 Hz to 28 kHz and the -3 dB roll -off
points occurred at 10 Hz and 38 kHz. Residual hum and noise
(at minimum volume, with only the power amplifier in the
circuit) was 92 dB below full rated output.
Tone control range is depicted in the 'scope photo of Fig. 6,
while the various combinations of high -end filter roll -off are
displayed in the 'scope photo of Fig. 7. The action of the subsonic filter is not visible in this photo because roll -off begins
below 20 Hz, the lower limit of the sweep used to produce the
results shown in Fig. 7.

AUDIO

7-High-cut filter characteristics.

Listening and Use Tests
All of which brings us to a dilemma faced by many an
audio product tester. If you have read this report carefully to
this point, you may have concluded that the Armstrong 625
receiver is really nothing special. Indeed, competitive products selling for considerably less have more impressive
"measured" specs and even a few control features (such as
twin phono inputs, double tape -monitor circuits, etc.) that the
625 lacks. All these logical and rational observations hold up
well-until you start listening to the receiver. Reproduction
in phono is absolutely superb. Given a decent outdoor antenna connection, FM reception is great, too. Dial calibration
is very precise and, unlike other pre-set tuners and receivers
that depend upon voltages applied to varactors for tuning,
we detected absolutely no drift, regardless of whether we
pushed the buttons for our six favorite pre-set stations or used
the manual tuning mode (which is really nothing more than a
precision potentiometer that picks off a varying d.c. voltage
for application to those varactor diodes). Control operation is
smooth and precise and, as claimed, there are no pops and
clicks either at turn on or when switching from one program
source to another.
According to a letter we received from the Sindell
Organization, the U.S. distributors of the Armstrong line, the
tuner section of this receiver (which is identical in the entire
line) is used as a separate tuner for monitoring purposes by
the BBC in Great Britain. Certainly, they could have chosen a
tuner that "measures" better for that purpose-and so could
you. But in terms of audible performance, we can fully understand the choice. The tuner does offer excellent FM
reproduction when presented with signals of stations whose
program practices are good. We do wish that Armstrong had
elected to incorporate a more powerful amplifier in this line,
since 40 watts of output does restrict one's choice of loudspeaker somewhat, but so long as higher efficiency speakers
are chosen to work with the 625, this is not a serious

limitation these days.
As for why the receiver sounds

so good but "measures" just
average, if knew the answer to that question, many of the
daily and weekly frustrations experience in the course of
testing equipment might be a thing of the past. For the
moment, I can only judge by what hear-and what heard
in the case of the Armstrong 625 was very good indeed.
Leonard Feldman
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Moonflower: Santana
Columbia C2 34914, stereo, $11.98.
When Santana is on their records are
hot as anyone's. Their problem has
been erratic performance, and when
they've been off they can induce sleep.
as

Moonflower closely follows the
lukewarm Festival album. It is a double pocket album, mostly recorded
live in England and Europe with
several studio tracks filling out the
album. The live material is a cross
section of Santana's best stuff from
over the years ranging from Soul
Sacrifice originally done on their first
album through Toussaint L'Overture
and Black Magic Woman/Gypsy Queen
to Dance Sister Dance and the lovely
Europa from the excellent Amigos
album and the Let the Children Play
sequence from Festival. Live on
Moonflower Santana is compelling,
even the drum solos. The current
Santana is one of the best versions

Devadip Carlos Santana has yet
assembled. They play hard and well.
The great location recording work of
David Rubinson & Friends, Inc. captures all the intangibles, down to the
raw excitement of the ambience. These
European dates represent some serious
concertizing.
Carlos produced the studio tracks
with Tom Coster who has lasted with
Santana longer than any of Carlos'
band -mates. One of them is a master
stroke. The idea of a Santana cover of
the Zombies' mouldy oldie She's Not
There only sounds unlikely until you
hear it. Then Greg Walker's cool vocal
backed by a smoking band rendered
unforgettable by a searing Santana
guitar solo will stun you. This one is
one of the best single Santana tracks
ever. Additionally the studio sound
work is every bit as fine as the live
work, very bright and present, and very
responsive. Excellent quality.

wrap-around cover photo that
professional -photographer neighbor of mine salivate and you
have, very possibly, Santana's most
M.T.
attractive album to date.
Add
makes

a

a

Sound: A

Performance: A

Levon Helm & the RCO All -Stars
ABC AA -1017, stereo, $7.98.
Levon Helm was The Band's drummer and one of their three lead singers,
never a prolific writer. His RCO All Stars are a little pick-up group that includes at its core Mac (Dr. John)
Rebennack, Paul Butterfield, Fred
Carter, and Booker T. Jones, with MG's
Steve Cropper and Duck Dunn as well.
Add a first-rate horn section and tie it
up with sound by Eddie Offord
reknowned for his work with Yes, and
you have got to have a winner of an

album.

AUDIO
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Select what you want
in a record cleaner.
Convenience in use
and storage.

(l Total removal of

need a separate shelf, elaborate motions or an act of Congress to clean your records. A
comfortable, hand-held instrument that works best
on a rotating turntable is ideal.

Capillary action-the lifting of fluid by small fiber
surface tension-is totally effective. You want to
get contamination off the record, along with any
fluid traces.

contamination/fluid.

You shouldn't

Effectiveness against
micro -dust.

Lasting construction.
want quality. A record cleaner can last a lifetime. A plastic wonder can crack into oblivion-or
you can purchase the hand -rubbed elegance of milled walnut befitting the rest of your audio system.
You

Tiny, invisible dust particles hide in delicate record
grooves and can be ground into the vinyl. Only a

slanted (directional) fiber using special ultra -small
fiber tips can scoop up, rather than rearrange, this
micro-dust contamination.

C Effectiveness against

chemical contamination.

Fingerprints and vapor-borne oils will deposit into
channels of a record groove. Such contamination
hides from adhesive rollers and all dry cleaning
systems. Only a special fluid plus micro -fibers can
safely remove such audible, impacted deposits.

Ultimate economy.
The value of a truly fine record cleaner is justified
by the cost of replacing your record collection.
Fifteen dollars is a small investment in longterm protection.

All of the above.
DISCWASHER, the Superior

Record Cleaner.

See the finer audio dealers for a demonstration.

discwasher, inc. 1407 N. Providence Rd., Columbia, MO 65201
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AudioSource High Definition
C7
Speaker Cable allows electrical
to
your
to
be
transferred
energy
speaker from your amplifier
with significantly reduced
self-inductance and
DC resistance.
Eight indieach lead providually
vides a greater surface area and more efficient
insulated
signal transfer to your speakers. The end result is
wires
more sound and better sound.
for
If you're looking for optimum performance, audibly improved high frequency response and freedom
from distortion, hook your speakers up to a pair of
AudioSource High Definition Speaker Cables.
fß

í

í`,:,,-;

Please send
pairs of FHD 7.5 (25 foot) Speaker Cables at $20.00 per pair Total
pairs of FHD 1 5 (50 foot) Speaker Cables at $40.00 per pair.
Please send
$1.50
Add postage and handling of $1.50 (each).
(California Residents add 6% sales tax.)
Offer expires June 1, 1978

TOTAL

or money order
enclose check
Charge my BankAmericard/Visa
Account No
Signed
Mail Speaker Cables to:
Name
Address
City
1

Master Charge
Expires

Zip

State

with your remittance and mail to AudioSource, 1185 Chess (hive, Foster City,
processed immediately, however, please allow three to four weeks for delivery.

Place this coupon in an envelope along

Calif. 94404 orders received will
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Sound: A
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The All -Stars play mostly blues in a
R&B vein, stuff like Milk Cow
Boogie, Blues So Bad, and Sing, Sing,
Sing on which fellow Band members
Robbie Robertson and Garth Hudson
sit in, Chuck Berry's off -beat Havana
Moon given a superb thumping treatment, and band master Henry Glover's
Rain Down Tears. Of slightly more recent vintage is Dr. John's Washer
Woman. The musical approach is not
too far afield from The Band's sound
on the live Rock of Ages album only
much more vital than The Band has
been able to approximate in ages.
It's such a simple formula that it
borders on genius. If you take players
as good as they come and have them
play some of the music they love most,
you will record some dandy tracks.
When they are taking that old music
and not trying to recreate it, but instead making it their own (as The Band
did on their oldies album Moondog
Matinee), it'll verge on the extraordinary. And Levon Helm & the RCO
All -Stars does just that.
Understand, this is no oldies album.
This is a music album of the first order.
M.T.
50s

McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.
East Side Station P.O. Box 96
Binghamton, N.Y. 13904
Dept.

1

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

If you are in

a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh.
For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.

Live and Let Live: 10CC
Mercury SRM-2-8600, stereo, $11.98.
10CC has always been a band whose
live performances have been inferior
musically to their recorded works, but
who seemed to be able to make up for
it with an abundance of energy and a
slice of flash guitar which usually
didn't make it onto the studio creations. However, relatively recently
half of the band (Kevin Godley and Lol
Creme) left to make self-indulgent
instrumental works, and the band
sound has changed remarkably with
their exit. The five CC of 10CC have
been replaced by three fine players,
but gone is the fiery interplay of individuals. For Live and Let Live is an
album by a bunch of players who
happen to have written the script but
who don't necessarily know how to
read it properly outside of their home
territory, the recording studio.
This could just be a lackluster
performance with all the parts played
right, but even with that to consider,
there's just not a whole lot happening
here. The records of 10CC are highly
dependent upon multitracked vocals
and guitars, and the interesting
modern orchestrations can easily
make up for an occasional clinical
atmosphere. Here the songs are

provided with

a

relatively skeletal

AUDIO
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track, but are treated no less antiseptically. The vocals are pushed way
up front, which occasionally works on
the hits (The Things We Do For Love),
but more times than not makes it
sound like the record was designed
strictly for AM radio.
The playing is OK, the singing is fine,
and if you've got any of their other
records, you probably know already
that Eric Stewart and Graham
Gouldman can write some extremely
catchy and progressive songs. But with
a wooden performance, even the most
powerful tunes are able to show only
their faults, and so Live and Let Live
only sets 10CC one step further back in
their careers. It seems like the type of
album a group would deliver to their
record company solely to fulfill a
contractual obligation; if this is the

it-let it serve its legal
purpose, but it's a shame to expose
their fans to such below -par records.
case, so be

/. T.

Sound:

C

-

credits: They deliver a lackluster
treatment of the old blues tune Milk
Cow Blues and guitarist Joe "Do
Have My Ron Wood On Straight"
Perry is allowed to sing one song,
something which never could have
happened if lead singer/Jagger-clone
Steve Tyler had enough songs to fill up
a record.
Speaking of credits, everybody gets
a
credit here but the individual
members of the band. Only Tyler gets
credit for playing (piano on Kings &
Queens), and if the musicianship
wasn't so lackluster, I'd be inclined to
guess that outside musicians were
brought in. Then again, after seeing
this band in concert that is still a
possibility, as I've never seen a high
school band play with such a refined
sense of ineptitude.
Enough slander. The lyrics aren't
even up to their usual standard of
stoopid-amusing, and the only song
which qualifies as being interesting is
the title track, Draw The Line. At least
can't tell where it's stolen from (their
last hit which
enjoyed, Sweet
Emotion, was lifted directly from The
Rolling Stones' We Love You) and
when a Mickey -Moused Tyler chimes
in after the break, it's amusing.
So much for their redeeming social
merits. This band's innate ability to rub

me the wrong way gets stronger every
day, so let me just dismiss them with
the words They Ain't Got Nuthin' and
be done with it.
J. T.

I

Sound:

C

I

Draw The Line: Arrowsmith
Columbia 34856, stereo, $7.98.
They must really have been hurting
for tunes when they made this album.
You can tell by just checking the

Performance: F+

Life on the Line: Eddie & the Hot Rods
Island ILPS 9509, stereo, $6.98.
Be Seeing You: Dr. Feelgood
United Artists UAS 30123 (import),
stereo, $7.98.
Both of these bands started as
strictly blues outfits with punkish
leanings, and both have grown up
immensely in the past year or so. They
may not be the most consistent groups
around, but nobody can accuse them
of being less than 100% energetic and
every once in a while each of them
comes up with a winner tune of the
highest order. To tell you the honest
facts, I didn't expect albums this
entertaining from either one.
The Rods have all but dropped their
blues repertoire and sound like a
recharged version of The Who, or
something thereabouts. The title track,
Leave This Town, and the very catchy
& incredible Do Anything You Wanna
Do (a top-20 single in Great Britain)
fuel the album with a pop sensibility
which I find irresistible. The produc-

I

Performance:

D+

Not a win on the pools, a trip to
a Pacific paradise, or a reduction
in income tax, but distortionless
"current dumping
Z's to 4 are the four passive
components which .nterconnect the
current dumpers, (the output
transistors which supply the
power), to the small high quality
amplifier which provides the
error signal, so that when the
above condition is met the
current in the load, the loudspeaker, is independent of the
current in the dumpers and hence
distortion is solely dependent
on the quality of the error
amplifier, which because it is
small can be very good.
Wonderful indeed.
For further details on current
dumping and other Quad products
write to Dept. A
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co.
Ltd., Huntingdon, Cambs.,
1

-Something wonderful*
happens when Z1Z3=Z2Z4

PE18 7DB England

*

Elektor Electronics
Magazine No. 8. Dec. 1975

QUAD

for the closest approach to the original sound
QUAD is
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Stylift ... an
uplifting idea.

tion of Eddie Hollis really works-the
brutish, clean guitars, and Daltrey -like
vocals make a winning combination
almost all the time on side one and
about half the time on side two.
The Feelgoods have made a major
transition with the loss of guitarist/big
attraction Wilko Johnson, the band's

irrefutable

-

No more dropped tonearms, damaged
cartridges and records. It's the Stylift
a revolutionary new device that
automatically lifts the tonearm off the
record surface at the end of play.
Designed especially for manual

turntables
Stylift is a unique mechanical device
that uses no magnets, solenoids or
photoelectric devices. The precision
device is absolutely maintenance -free
no wiring is necessary and mounting
the Stylift is simple and easy.
Stylift easily lifts tonearms tracking up
to two grams and even has a special
counterweight attachment for heavier
tracking tonearms.
Stylift is

-
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made of
polished
chromium
steel (no

personality,

I

I

plastic)
and will

provide
years of
trouble -free
"protection" and convenience for your
tonearm and cartridge.
Order Now
To order your Stylift, enclose a check or
money order (NO CASH PLEASE) for
$19.95 for each Stylift desired, plus
$1.50 for postage and handling.
(California residents: add 6% for sales
tax.) Use the attached coupon.
Please allow three to four weeks for
delivery of your Stylift.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. If

not completely satisfied, return within
10 days.
Stylift is distributed by AudioSource,
Foster City, California.

AudioSource Monitor Audio
1185 Chess Drive
Foster City, Calif. 94404

In Canada:
Edon Acoustics Ltd.

Stylift(s) for $19.95 each. Total
Add postage and handling of $1.50 (each).
Please send

_

$1.50

(California Residents: add 6% sales tax.)
TOTAL
enclose check
Charge my Bankamericard
I

.

or money order
Mastercharge
Visa

Expires

Card No.

Signed
Mail Stylift(s) to:
Name

Address

_ Zip
State
Place this coupon in an envelope along with your remittance
Foster City,
1185
Drive,
Chess
and mail to: AudioSource,
Calif. 94404. Orders received will be processed immediately:
for
delivery.
to
four
weeks
Lhowever, please allow three
City

_
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on-stage

replaced by the more than competent
John Mayo. Their instrumental sound
has grown by leaps and bounds as a
result of it, as Mayo plays rings around
Wilko, and the band sounds more like
a unit and less like one man's toy. If
only they had a wealth of original
material as strong as their latest
composition, She's a Windup, this
album would be an absolute delight.
Unfortunately, their reliance upon
outside writers for a good portion of
the tunes leaves one feeling less than
totally satisfied with Be Seeing You as
a band
statement. Nick Lowe's
production is not to be faulted, but it
would appear that more can be done
with their sound-and more encouragement given to them as
songwriters- when it comes time to
do the next record. mean, side two is
practically unlistenable and after
seeing them know they can do better,
but considering the major shuffle that
just went on in the band, this is a most
surprisingly good album. But now that
they've proven that indeed there is a
Fcelgood beyond Wilko, they should
'<eep on going and prove that there's a
group that can write a whole album
here.
/. T.

8

Rods

Sound:

A-

Performance: B+

Feelgood

Sound: B+

Performance:

B

and sitar, and Paul McCandless' oboe
and horns. Glen Moore on piano and
bass acts as foundation.
Though some pieces have the appearance of ragas, there is something
rather different going on. Rai shows a
fine sense of melody combined with
an excellent feeling for structure, and
his music should catch Western ears
at once more easily and yet without
compromise. That is the essence of fusion. The album flows as melifluously
Michael Tearson
as its title.
Bryter Layter: Nick Drake
Antilles AN -7028, stereo, $4.98.
This, the second of the late Nick
Drake's three albums, was his masterwork. His music was possessed of utter calm that flowered fullest in this
collection. At the Chime of a City
Clock, One of these Things First, and
Northern Sky are gentle, probing
songs. Poor Boy gradually levitates behind Ray Warleigh's sax and the voicings of Doris Troy and Pat Arnold. Joe
Boyd's production is restrained and
graceful, wonderfully attuned to this
very sensitive and introspective artist.
Boyd has also coaxed superlative sup-

port performances from then Fairport

Conventioneers:Dave Mattacks,

Richard Thompson and Dave Pegg
plus John Cale, drummer Mike Kowalski and especially from arranger

Robert Kirby.
Bryter Layter is very special for how
can take the complexities and vexations of a day and make them appear
simple. It is a perfect calmative for
over -heated friends and lovers.
As with Five Leaves Left (AN -7010),
the Antilles release is a first in America. Both are albums of timeless, ageless music from a voice stilled much
M.T.
too early on.
it

Sound:
Spring Flowers: Vasant Rai
Vanguard VSD 79379, stereo, $6.98.
Coming as it does out of the blue,
Vasant Rai's first album, fusing Indian

music with Western improvisational
music, is an unexpected delight. Basically, he is backed by the shamefully

under -recognized group Oregon,
substituting Dilip Naik for Ralph
Towner and adding charter Mahavishnu Orchestra violinist Jerry Goodman.
As with Oregon's music, Spring
Flowers consists of textured music.
The Eastern flavor is obvious and expected. The emphasis shifts between
the varied sounds of Rai's sarod and
flute, Naik's guitar, Goodman's violin,
producer Collin Walcott split between various hand percussion items

B

Performance: A+

The Joy
Fantasy F-9538, stereo, $7.98.
The Joy reunites Terry Garthwaite
and Toni Brown, the queenpins of the
late and almented Joy of Cooking. As
before, Terry's interests lie in the

grittier material, Toni's in the more
country and softer, more melodic.
Oddly they complement each other,
each making the other sound more
effective.
Their music together has always had
a warmth and maturity to it. On The
Joy a crisp, clear, bracing sound
further complements them. To old fans
the reunion is long overdue, and to
M.T.
anyone it is like a fresh breeze.
Sound:

A-

Performance: B+
AUDIO
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Mark Levinson Acoustic Recordings,
Volumes 1 to 5
In the era of direct -to-disc recordings, it is refreshing to find that superb
sounding records, without pops and
clicks, can be produced from tape
masters with results that are not far

removed from the state-of-the-art
sound of direct -to-disc records. Certainly, tape hiss and surface noise is
almost totally nonexistent on this
series. The source of these super
records is Mark Levinson Acoustic
Recordings Ltd. (55 Circular Ave.,
Hamden, Conn. 06514)-the same
Mark Levinson who produces excellent
moving-coil phono cartridge prepreamplifiers, as well as preamplifiers,
amplifiers, all of those other "goodies"
one finds in the esoteric audio systems.
Since the usual records of today,
emanating from both foreign and
domestic record companies, are mixtures of tape hiss, surface noise, and
music, Mark Levinson set out to make
records using tape that will give
perfect sound reproduction. After
listening to the first five volumes, we
believe that he almost succeeded in
reaching his goal.
Others have, in the past, also come
close to producing a perfect record using tape, however, the direct -to -disc
records have generally been a bit better in terms of low noise. It is obvious
that the technical leaders of the recording industry are making progress,
and their discs are better than ever,
witness these. However, it's my opinion that the direct -to -disc and
recording -on -tape processes will not be
the major methods of producing
records for more than about two or
three more years. Digital recordings
and discs seem just over the horizon,
what with the advent of the digital
tape recorder and the laser beam
playback equipment now being
perfected for reproducing digitally encoded discs. Then, we will truly be able
to listen to recorded music without the
intrusion of pops, clicks, hiss, and
other sundry noises presently available
on records at no extra charge.
For
the technically oriented

AUDIO

audiophile, the Levinson recording
equipment consisted of a specially
modified Studer A80 tape recorder, using one -inch tape (four channels) at 30
ips. Volume one was recorded on a
Stellamaster, using ' -in. tape (two
channels) at 15 ips. The microphones
used were the Bruel & Kjaer 2619 and

We understand that the
microphones went directly into the
tape recorder without benefit of a console, thus reducing the possibility of
distortion, noise, and an increase in the
S/N ratio. Mark Levinson was the recording engineer in all cases. The
mastering of Volume 1 was supervised
by Robert Ludwig, and the remaining
records were mastered by Robert Ludwig in France. The recording, mixing,
and playback electronics were made
by Mark Levinson Audio Systems Ltd.
Mixing was done through a custom
mixer directly into the cutting
amplifier of a Neumann lathe (SX-68)
that was highly modified by Philips.
Filtering, limiting, noise reduction
systems, reverb, or other effects were
not used. The records were pressed in
Antony, France, by C.I.D.I.S., using
special pressing techniques developed
by them to produce these quiet record
surfaces.
Of special interest is the fact that
there are no spliced passages so that
the coherency and immediacy of the
musical event, rather than the note -by note perfection of spliced tape, are
4133.

preserved.
These Mark
Levinson Acoustic
Recordings are available only from
Mark Levinson audio dealers, so if you
can't find these records locally, you
may order them directly from the company at the address given above. These
exceptional records also have an exceptional price, $15.00 for each record,
though the tape -based competition
and direct -to -disc records are similarly
priced. It is obvious, then, that these
records are intended primarily for the

advanced audio enthusiast with
superior equipment, who is constantly
looking for state-of-the-art recordings.
The musicians may not be world
famous, but the recordings could
become world famous. The music may
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not always be the best musical example, but the sound is certainly exciting.
For the connoisseur of the superlative,
we strongly recommend the Mark
Levinson Acoustic Recordings.
Review of these five volumes was
done on a system consisting of the
Technics SP -10 Mk II turntable with
EPA -100 tonearm and 205C-IIX cartridge, Phase Linear 4000 preamplifier,
Crown DC 300A amplifier, Duntech
Labs DL -15B speakers, and Janis W-1
subwoofers.
J.S. Bach: The Six
(S.

645/50),

Schübler Chorales

Myrtle Regier, organ;
flat Major, Organo Pleno

Prelude in E
Britt Wheeler, organ; Rejoice
in the Lord, Anon.; Magnifica, Tallis;
Lord, Let Me Know Mine End, Greene;
(S. 552),

Battell

Chapel

Choir,

Charles

Krigbaum, director. MAL -1 Volume I.
The six Schubler chorales were not
originally composed for the organ, but
rather are Bach's transcriptions of
movements of his own cantatas, composed for instruments and voice. These
chorales were recorded in February,
1973, during a live concert in Dwight
Memorial Chapel, Yale University on
the H. Frank Bozyao Memorial Organ,
built by Rudolf von Beckerath of Hamburg, Germany, consisting of 42- stops,
three -manuals, and mechanical action.
This is not an outstanding baroque
organ, but quite adequate for these
chorale preludes. The second side
features excerpts from a concert for
organ and choir as performed before a
live audience. We found the program
pages being turned, chairs shuffled,
coughing and other sundry noises to be
annoying and distracting. The performance is acceptable, considering
the circumstances of recording before
a live audience. Although this particular organ music has no spectacular
bass notes, the pedal accompaniment
for the Greene piece is very good, and
can be best heard on audio systems
having low frequency response to
below 40 Hertz.
M. Ravel: Valses Nobles et Sentimentales. J. Haydn: Sonata No. 49 in
E
flat Major ("Genzinger"). Lois
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drums, bells, and other percussion instruments. Each movement is vocally
announced, probably by Elgart.
Although the sound is about the best
recorded percussion we have ever
heard, the musical fare leaves us flat.
However, the recording can easily indicate the ability of a stereo system to
reproduce transients, etc. The composer/player is a jazz drummer who
seems to have been influenced more
by classical musicians than the Gene
Krupa type.
Anyone having a copy of the orginal
pressing of Elgart: A Life-Volume 3
(blue label and white jacket) may exchange it at no cost for a more quiet

Shapiro, piano. MAL -2, Volume 2.
Generally speaking, the piano is just
about the hardest instrument to
record. On this record, Mark Levinson
succeeded admirably in recording the
nine -foot Mark Allen Concert Grand
with the result that appears to be a
piano playing within our listening
room, rather than a record. The Haydn
sonata, seldom recorded in the past 10
years, is presented in a superb rendi-

tion.
Bill Elgart: A Life. Bill Elgart, percussion. MAL-3, Volume 3.
This unique piece in 10 movements
consists of the artist utilizing cymbals,
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AN ALTERNATIVE TO SPEAKERS:

If a speaker sounds good in a store, will it sound
good when you get it home? Qysonics patented* Critical
Alignment System not only improves imaging; it also
makes the Arrays less room critical. Resonance,
"beaming" and standing wave "dead spots" are virtually
eliminated. Remember, your speakers must work well in
your room; without need for additional electronics such as
equilizers and expanders. So, before you blow your
money on more electronics, consider replacing your
speakers with the alternative, Qysonic Array.

QYSONIC RESEARCH CORP.
920
'

patent pending
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J.S. Bach: The Art of the Fugue (S.
1080). Charles Krigbaum, organ. MAL
511 to 514, (four records), Volume 5 (45

rpm).
This music was not written for any
particular instrument or ensemble, and
it was instead up to the performer to
make the choice. Thus, the listing cannot be found in Bach's organ works.
Even the title, The Art of the Fugue,
may have been chosen by someone
(after Bach death) at the time of
publication. The final fugue was not
completed at the time Bach died. On
this recording the fugue stops with the
last notes Bach wrote, ending the piece
abruptly. The final fugue is followed
by the hymn, "Vor Deinen Thron tret'
ich hiermit," S-668, ("Before Thy
Throne Now Appear") which is better
known as "Wenn wir in höchsten
Nüten sein" ("When we are in greatest
need"). The four records cover 15 of
the 18 counterpoint scores Bach wrote
for this series. They are performed
rather well by Charles Krigbaum on the
von Beckerath organ at Yale University
that was used for Volume I of this
series. Since these fugues were not
written for the organ, it would've been
nice if the organ had been registered
more towards an ensemble sound and
played with a bit more imagination.
The fugues are presented in the order
of simple Fugues, Canon, Stretto
Fugues, Canon, Double Fugues, Triple
Fugues, Canon, and Quadruple Fugue.
Since this is a four -record album of
fugues, we cannot recommend that
anyone try to listen to it all at one
time-even Bach fugues can become
tiring. It should be noted that this
album has been recorded at 45 rpm.
B.V. Pisha

401 N. Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19108

CITY
STATE

New Haven Brass Quintet: Presents
Music for Brass by Bach, Debussy,
Handl, Hindemith, Ives, and others.
MAL -4 (two records), Volume 4.
The quintet consists of two
trumpets, horn, trombone, and tuba,
and they present a myriad of music
from the sixteenth century to the present. A speciality of the group is music
by Charles Ives. There are four sides of
terrific brass sound, with excellent arrangements that allow the quintet
many chances for highly dynamic and
expressive playing. The recording was
made in April, 1974, in a series of sessions at Battell Chapel, a high-ceilinged -neo-Gothic stone structure at Yale
University. For the audiophile, this
record will indicate the abilities of his
speakers' midrange better than almost
any other recording; if it is good, then
this album will sound exceptionally
good.

I

TE -300

for the best TV
sound - Solid state - mono and simulated stereo
outputs - use with any amplifier. Andodized front
panel - simulated walnut case. Dare to be 100%
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version by returning the record to
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Lightnin': Lightnin' Hopkins
Tomato TOM -2-7004, stereo, two
records, $8.98.
This set was apparently released on
the Poppy label about eight years ago,
though there's no indication on the
cover (other than a quote by the late
Ralph Gleason) that this is a reissue. In
any event, its reapppearance is most
welcome, as this is one of the great
Lightnin' Hopkins albums.
This should come as no surprise
when you consider that it was co produced by Arhoolie Records' Chris
Strachwitz, who always manages to
extract the most out of Hopkins.
Perhaps this is because Strachwitz
allows Hopkins unrestricted freedom
to create on his own terms. The 20 cuts
in this album are, for the most part,
split between the two formats Hopkins
sounds most comfortable

AUDIO

with-solo,

and in a duo with a drummer. Moreover, the drummer is ex -Muddy Waters
veteran Francis Clay, who not only
impels Hopkins onward, but more
importantly complements the singer guitarist's metric idiosyncracies by
maintaining the beat with a flexibility
that neither confuses nor clashes with
Hopkins. Significantly, the one really
lackluster track is Rock Me Baby, on
which Hopkins is joined by a full band.
By himself or with Clay, Hopkins is
uncommonly inspired here, both vocally and instrumentally. Though several of the songs are Hopkins standbys
(My Starter Won't Start This Morning,
Ain't it Crazy, and Hello Central among
them), there is nothing trite or tiresome
about these re-recordings, even when
he sticks to tried-and-true guitar licks.
In addition, he fashions highly
personalized renditions of blues and
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r&b classics. Ray Charles' What'd Say
begins as a relatively straightforward
vocal, but then Hopkins' curious
structural eccentricities take over and
transform it into a boogie -guitar
showcase. Baby, Please Don't Go is
notable for the way he lets his guitar
"sing" for him. For example, the song's
title phrase is shortened to Baby, ple,
with the guitar finishing the rest of the
line.
Three tracks are particularly noteworthy. Black and Evil is one of his
highly emotional philosophical pieces,
with a heart-rending, downcast vocal,
lowdown guitar, and tenacious drums.
Mojo Hand appears in two very different versions. The first is a
vociferous, bass -heavy romp with Clay
drumming hard; Hopkins' guitar break
is higher and quicker than normal. The
second version ns unaccompanied,
1

LE

with fleshier, less bassy chording.
Rounding out the album is an eventful
assortment of moaners, shuffles, and

?
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The Meteor
Clubman One -One -M
is All Three
-and More Too.
Today's Most Wanted Features:
Twin VU Meters
Ultra -Low Noise and Distortion
Low Frequency Rumble Filter
Twin Turntable/Line Capability
Full Crossfade for Mixing Ease with Slider Controls
Quality Controlled Production using Computer Grade Components
Meteor's Full Talk -Over Function
30° Sloped Cabinet
Removable Solid Walnut Side Panels
Top of the Line Interfacing Capability
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boogies.

Hopkins' voice and guitar have
rarely been so closely spotlighted-his
mumbled asides, conversational
phrasing, and tight picking have never
stood out so audibly before. Clay is
crowded into one channel, but is
appropriately balanced nonetheless.
Unhappily, these virtues are offset by
excess tape hiss, and numerous pops,
clicks, and bits of static. Tom Bingham
Sound: B+

Performance: A

Straight Ahead: Eddie "Lockjaw"
Davis
Pablo 2310 778, stereo, $6.98.
Eddie "Lockjaw" Davis is a straight ahead, unrepentant swinger, and this is
one of his best albums in some time.
Nobody else sounds like "Jaws," and
on this release, his strong, virile, tenor
sax, supported by the superb Tommy
Flanagan Trio, stretches out on nine
tunes, most of them standards.
In this well-balanced selection of
blues, ballads, and standard pops, the
visceral Davis horn roams free-gruff
and exciting on tunes like Wave and
Lover, lustily romantic on Gigi, I'll
Never be the Same, On a Clear Day,
and Watch What Happens.
Davis is usually associated with
blowing excitement when he plays
with Count Basie, but there is tremendous all-around mastery of the tenor
here as demonstrated on this well John Lissner
recorded Pablo release.
Performance: A

Sound: A

Stomping On
John Davis

a

Saturday Night: Blind

Alligator AL 4709, stereo, $6.98.

See the Clubman One -One -M at any Meteor
write to us for more information.

Dealer or

metear
light and sound company

Hammond Industries Group

155 Michael Drive, Syosset, New York, USA 11791 (516-364-1900)
West Coast Office: (213-846-0500); Canadian Office: (416-677-0545)
105-109 Oyster Lane, Byfleet, Surrey, England KT14 7LA (Byfleet 51051)

Pianist -singer Blind John Davis'
recent European comeback gets a
much -needed American boost with the
U.S. release of a live album originally
issued in Germany on the Chrischaa
label.
Though Davis is best known here as
an accompanist on dozens of pre-war
Chicago blues sessions, his repertoire
is by no means limited to the 12 -bar
moaners and stomping boogies one
would expect from a pure blues artist.
Davis was a popular nightclub singer
before he made his mark as pianist for
Tampa Red, Bill Broonzy, Sonny Boy
Williamson, et. al. His versions of Got
the World on a String and Summertime
on this album are hardly the work of a
"natural" down-home bluesman, but
an experienced stylist whose high,

AUDIO
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gritty voice retains a goodly amount of
jazz polish, albeit weathered by age
and tempered by a dollop of Fats
Waller-ish wit.
Similarly, Limehouse Blues and King
Oliver's Dippermouth Blues are nottitles to the contrary-staples of the
blues repertoire. Indeed, Davis' stride like improvisations on Limehouse,
throwing dashes of Teddy Wilson and
Earl Hines into a bubbling boogie stride cauldron, are more jazz than
blues, and pretty solid jazz at that.
Dippermouth, on the other hand, gets a
lighthearted, raggy-boogie treatment.
Such eclecticism has made Davis
the sort of "compleat entertainer" who
invariably endears himself to club
audiences, while risking the wrath of
hard-core blues purists. But any doubts
as to his blues/boogie credentials are
instantly dispelled on the opening Jim
Town Blues, with its fast -paced rolling
bass and bright, syncopated right-hand
chords. It's My Boogie is a genial tune,
incorporating a few waggish quotations. His arrangements of blues-r&b
standards are spiced with affable
personal touches, such as his jump rhythm ostinato on Kansas City and his
churning bass lines on When I Lost My
Baby, Every Day I Have the Blues, and
St. James Infirmary.
The distinctly American -sounding
German audience is warmly responsive
and apparently acquainted with Davis'
act, but their stiff, uncoordinated
hand -clapping gets in the way of the
romping Cow Cow Boogie and the
pumping Pinetop's Boogie Woogie.
Still, you can't put them down for
having as good a time as Blind John
himself, who obviously relishes every
bit of the applause, cheers, and
audience banter. Even purists should
find the music's infectious spirit as
totally irresistible on record as it must
have been that night in Bonn's Club
Popular. Enjoy it.
Tom Bingham
Sound:

B

Performance:

A-

Twin House: Larry Coryell & Phillip
Catherine
Atlantic ATL 50342 (import), stereo,
$8.98.

Summit sessions like this rarely meet
expectations. The musicians often play
in a format to which they are not accustomed (Oregon and Elvin Jones), or
they each play down their normal style
in deference to the other. Here it's the
latter as both musicians drop their better known electric axes in favor of
acoustic guitars to bring their talents
more into line with each other. Rather
than the blistering sonic assaults which
Coryell can harness, they rely on
subtlety, speed, and intonation.

AUDIO

Coryell is no stranger to acoustic
music, having one near classic album
of it with Ralph Towner and Oregon,
The Restful Mind. Philip Catherine,
while relatively unknown in the U.S., is
a monster in Europe. His short stint
with Focus was only a brief respite

from

people like Charlie Mariano,

Kenny Drew, Charles Mingus, and
Jasper van't Hof's Pork Pie. He plays
clean, fast, and angular with none of
Coryell's flash.
On Twin House they play unaccompanied duets with a rhythm line
over -dubbed on a few tracks. They
each alternate rhythm and leads

sometimes coming together for a quick
flurry or some improvised counterpoint. The best cuts are the movers like
Twin House and Twice a Week where
the intricate lines become so blurred
that the final resolve seems like it was
plucked out of the air.
While Coryell's meeting with John
McLaughlin on Soaces was more
brilliant, and The Restful Mind was
more cerebral, Twin House finds its
place as a relaxed session by two virtuosos who are picking each other's
brains out.
John Diliberto
Sound: A

Performance:

A-

WOW:

and other comments from audio critics
about Ohm C2 loudspeakers:
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Comments from
High Fidelity:
"The speakers produce a
sound that is clear and well
detailed and
if you want it
that way
loud. Transient
response is crisp ...Things
seem to be accurately positioned from left to right ...."
"Surely, all things considered, the design of the Ohm 02
represents a fine achievement. With classical music its
performance is
adequate
with something to spare. And
with popular music

--

- wow!"

Comments from The Complete Guide to Stereo/Hifi
Equipment:
" The C2 is a high -efficiency
speaker with ruler -flat response to 37 Hz., high -power
handling capability, very
smooth treble response, and
excellent dispersion. Considering the size of the box,
performance, and price, the
Ohm C2 must be reckoned
with as one oi the better
speaker values available ...
Ohm speakers are very well
made, and we recommend
this model highly."

241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11205
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Sailing Into Walpole's Marsh
Innisfree-Green Linnet SIF 1004, 70
Turner Hill Rd., New Canaan, Conn.
06840, stereo, $6.98.
The title tune, we are told, refers to
"the poachers who fished by night in
Lord Walpole's waters." So here they
come, four young Irish musicians, participants in the Smithsonian's Bicentennial Festival of American Folklife,
slipping ashore to raid the nets, then
off to the water again, smooth as silk,
and neat and complete ..
Here's Sean Corcoran, now. One of
the founders of the Tradition Club at
Slattery's Pub in Dublin, Sean offers
you here four songs in the English,
though he'd be just as comfortable in
the Gaelic, as he sings that way back
home too. Here, he lilts from the lament for Bold Doherty through Johnny
and Molly's parting song, and the comic dialect piece, The Mice Are At It
Again, to a (probably) 18th -century
.

Irish version of the Child ballad,
Johnny Scott. He's a singer in the old
"shan nos" style, familiar to those of
you who have heard Cathal McConnell
of the Boys of the Lough.
And there's young Maeve Donnelly.
Only born in 1958, of all things, the slip
of a lassie is still too young to compete
as a senior in the All -Ireland fiddle
championships, which is probably just
as well, since she's won every other
thing that's been made available for
her already. To hear her, whether alone
as in the otherwise untitled Two Reels
(and who ever learns the names of
tunes they pick off the wireless,
anyway?) or together with Eddie
Clarke's harmonica, in such a pairing
as the Two Jigs whose names can't be
recalled either (and do names really
matter when you're playing tunes for
pleasure?) is to be dazzled by virtuoso
technique, firm control of tone,
crispness of bowing, neatness of finger-

ing, and all of the other reasons why
she's a celebrated fiddler for dancing.
Maybe some other time we'll hear her
on the slow airs; but there's no need to
be greedy about it all, is there?

Especially not when you have
Maire'ad Ni Dhomhnaill at your elbow,
all set to burst into song at the tip of a
hat. Mairead's flutelike voice will do
you in, from the opening slides of a
strange and ethereal Barbara Allen to
the last dying notes of Nobleman's
Wedding, one of those songs you
wouldn't sing in front of the priest.
When they made voices, they fitted the
linnet and then Mairéad, and then the
rest of us.
Eddie Clarke, now, is a boy who
plays an instrument as strange to Irish
music as it is to bluegrass, and yet
when once you've heard it, it seems so
obviously right. The harmonica, or
mouth -organ as it's called back home
(some people also call it a "harp," but
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that would only confuse things

in the
land of Carolan), chimes right in with
Maeve's fiddling in the opening reels,
and he runs rings around Music in the
Glen/Green Fields of America all by
himself. And his Sligo reels, The Morning Star/The Mountain Top, show you
how flute music sounds on his bonnie
wee harp, too (mouth -harp, maybe?).
All in all, a lovely bit of poaching. It
all makes you feel like the most
pleasantly robbed and richly rewarded
Lord of the Western world; and don't
you just deserve it for buying their
album?
John McLaughlin

Today: Marie Knight
Blue Labor BL 106, stereo, $6.98.
Marie Knight rose to fame some 30
years ago as the late Sister Rosetta
Tharpe's singing partner. After several
years as one of gospel's top stars, she
defected to r&b, quickly fading after a
handful of early successes. Little has
been heard from her in the past
decade, though talent as enormous as
hers is too valuable to go to waste.
Her bounteous contralto is as strong
and sure as ever, particularly on slow,
traditional -styled moaners like Today
and Where He Leads Me, which show
off her graceful tremolo, unostentatious embellishments, and sincere,
deep-felt soulfulness. If you've been
looking for a successor to Mahalia
Jackson, listen to the heart-rending In
My Home Over There, the moderately
swinging Jesus Met the Woman at the
Well, the acutely soul -stirring His Eye
Is on the Sparrow, and her zealous
wailing of Mahalia's theme, Move On
Up a Little Higher, and your search
may well be over.
Knight receives perfect, unfaltering
support from a highly adept, wholly
compatible combo. The keyboard
work is superb, with sensitive idiomatic chords by pianist Floyd Waite
and tastefully pertinent, bright -toned
organ by Virgie Knight. Blues guitarist
Louisiana Red is listed as "special
guest," but he thankfully subdues his
personality in favor of the group identity. Ex -Larry Coryell bassist Mervin
Brunson and drummer Earl Williams
could hardly be better.
Not only is the music choice, the
engineering is just about the best I've
ever encountered on a gospel album.
The sound is clear, the balances well
considered, and the surface clean. The
only problem is perceptible pre -echo
on those tracks accompanied by
keyboards only. Blue Labor is located
at 342 Madison Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10017.
Tom Bingham
Sound: A

-
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Pickin' Joins Audio
A new monthly, newsstand magazine, Pickin; has been acquired by the
North American Publishing Co. to complement Audio. Covering all aspects of
acoustic music, Pickin' will be aimed
at both the players of musical instruments and the listeners, and will
have the same editorial excellence
that audiophiles have come to expect

from Audio.
Started three years ago as a
magazine about bluegrass and oldtime country music, publishers Alan
Kesselhaut and Roger Siminoff have
recently reworked the editorial content of Pickin' to include jazz,
classical, blues, folk, country and
western, old-time, and dixieland, in addition to bluegrass. The entire range of
stringed music, with the exception of
rock and roll, will be covered in forthcoming issues. The many features and
departments will include interviews
and articles with well-known and upand-coming musicians, record reviews,
music book reviews, new product
information, features on stringed in-

struments, and concert and festival information. Originally sold in music
stores and by subscription, with the
new expanded musiic coverage, it will
be available on the newsstands as well.
Pickin' will observe and report on
the changes underway in traditional
acoustic music with the introduction
and blending with electronic and
amplified instruments
a publication where the pure music is preserved
.

.

.

and the new forms explored. The
strength will be derived from the depth
and documentation of the articles. Not
a

"groupie" publication, Pickin' will

discuss the "big names" as musicians,
not just as stars. There will also be
feature articles on instrument repair
and tech -talk columns that will become collector's items in every
stringed -instrument musician's home.
One particular copy that is always
worth keeping is the annual "Festival
Guide" appearing in the April issue. If
you're into live music, this is a must, as
it's the most complete guide to music

festivals published.
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Tribe Ahl Serif: Master Musicians of Jajouka
Musical Heritage Society MHS
3292193, stereo, two records, $7.50.
The cult of the Master Musicians of
lajouka continues to expand following
their mind-boggling appearance on
Ornette Coleman's album Dancing In

Your Head. This two -record set includes two sides each of Jajouka
village music and their fabled ritual festival music.
Sides one and three, informally
recorded in the Moroccan village, shed
additional light on the musical styles
explored on the Master Musicians'
Adelphi album. However, the MHS
recordings lack the clarity and immediacy of the Adelphi set, which captured the special qualities of the
rhaitas, gimbris, and flutes with uncommon authenticity. The gimbris heard
here have a hollow sound; but even so,
the various solo and duo tracks are
much better defined than the un-

satisfactorily

94

balanced ensemble
selections. (I can't hear any flutes on
the track labeled Flutes, Drums, Violin,
and the lead vocal is obscured by the
drums-it's a rousing performance
nonetheless). The flute duets (or solo with -drone), gimbri, and violin cuts are
all musically exemplary, in any case.
Sides two and four give the fullest
representation on record of the hillside
ritual which Brian Jones unsuccessfully attempted to preserve on his Pipes
of Pan album. These 46 minutes are excerpted from a veritable orgy of music
and dance which extends continuously
from late afternoon into the night. The
festival begins with an intriguing,
drawn-out rhaita invocation. Several
rhaitas play dramatic processional
melodies, while the others blow a
super-extended drone; the effect is
that of an ancient, occult bagpipe
band. Marching drums enter for what
sounds like an other -worldly military
parade. Finally, nearly halfway into the
side, the now -familiar Jajouka dance
rhythms take over, and it's sheer, overwhelming energy from then on.
The rhaitas play short, hypnotically
repeating unison melodies which build
in emotional fury, then switch
simultaneously to new tunes as if by
cosmic instinct. Meanwhile the drum
rhythms tumble over each other in increasingly frantic, furiously shifting,
madly accelerating patterns. Side four
was recorded several hours after side
two, but the energy levels are unflagging, though the unison has degenerated somewhat, as individual rhaita
players take to improvising thematic
variations.

Note that the producers have sandwiched a side of village music between
the two segments of festival music. No
doubt they felt two consecutive sides
of the ritual were more than the
Western
listener could
take.
Nonetheless, for maximum effect and
intensity, I'd suggest you listen to the
two sides together.
The rhaitas have a pinched, nasal
tone to begin with, and the sharp -toned recording tends to over -emphasize
their shrillness. Though it lacks the
closeness and presence needed to fully
communciate the savage power of the
music, at least it hasn't been tampered
with, like Brian Jones' electronically altered tapes.

Available

only

from

Musical

Heritage Society, 14 Park Road, Tinton
Falls, N.J. 07724.
Tom Bingham
Sound: C

-

Performance: A

Novelty Guitar Instrumentals
Kicking Mule KM 127, stereo, $6.98.
Presumably, the "novelty" referred
to in the title is the "novelty rag," the
style of ragtime composition that
predominated in the teens and 20s,
after the demise of classic ragtime.
However, this anthology of 16 tracks
by nine finger -picking guitarists includes not only novelty rags, but
several classical rags (including three
compositions by Joseph Lamb) and a
few folk tunes.
All pieces are performed solo, aside
from two duets by Lasse Johansson
and Claes Palmquist. The Swedish duo
skillfully executes intricate arrangements of Cataract Rag and
Ragtime Nightingale which allow the
various parts of the original piano
score to be reproduced with a depth
and integrity impossible to elicit from
a single guitar. Johansson also has two
solo tracks, played with a supple
thumb -bass that brings to mind a
ragtime Chet Atkins. Johansson gives
Luckey Roberts' oft-recorded Junk
Man Rag a cordial spring, while Fizz
Water is an understandably restrained
version of a complex Eubie Blake tune.
Bowery Buck is impeccably performed in a relaxed, back-porch -picking by Dick Fegy. Bob Evans plays Sensation and Harlem Rag in a sturdy,
comparatively dense style reminiscent
of the early 60s, before ragtime
guitarists developed the more intimate
approaches now in favor. Likewise,
Tony Marcus plays in a thick, foursquare Dave Van Ronk style which
gives a bluesy cast to Joseph Lamb's
Bohemian Rag. Indeed, Marcus' picking is so hard, it almost sounds like

flat -picking. Dave Laibman-one of
the most significant figures in the current guitar -rag revival, thanks to his
and Rick Schoenberg's pioneering New
Ragtime Guitar (Folkways 3528)shifts to traditional folk sources for his
three numbers here. Unfortunately, his
Dallas Rag pales in comparison with
the mandolin original by the Dallas
String Band.
Three of the guitarists contribute
new compositions to the ever- expanding repertoire. Jim McLennan's Joe
Rag is a catchy, if not particularly
original piece in the East Coast raggybl'ues manner. Tim Nicolai's Circus
Time is an ingenious novelty rag which
lends a syncopated bounce to a
bigtop-flavored theme, while his Plymouth House is a lovely, harmonically
advanced mood -rag. Ton Van Bergeyk,
who at 24 is already a revered name
among connoisseurs, offers up a short
work, T.N.T., inspired by both Bix
Beiderbecke and Eddie Lang, as well as
a gently mellow interpretation of the
vintage pop song, By the Waterfall.
Even though the album was assembled from sessions at five cities in four
countries, the sound quality is
uniformly fine. Each musician's special
touch and personality are preserved
with admirable effectiveness.

Available
Records,
94703.

P.

Sound: A-

from

Kicking

Performance: B+ to A

Irish Music from Cleveland: Tom Byrne
and Tom McCaffrey
Folkways FS 3517, stereo, $7.98.

With this release, Richard Carlin has
jumped the gun on a number of other
people who had been preparing to offer the American public samples of
Irish music in the United States.
The buyer should beware, however.
Just because this is the first of a probable series (look out for both Shanachie and Rounder to come out with
material from Chicago, Philadelphia,
the Bronx, and Boston in the near
future), that alone should not persuade
the casual record buyer that he has
heard anything approaching the incredible riches of Irish music in
America. once he has listened to this
pleasant but somewhat undistinguished album.
The fact is that any of the cities
listed above-and including Cleveland-could offer the researcher much
more illustrious musicians than the
two pleasant gentlemen showcased
here. The Bronx has people like Joe

AUDIO
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Mule

O. Box 3233, Berkeley, CA
Tom Bingham
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Heaney and Joe McKenna; Chicago, a
hotbed of Irish music since before
Capt. O'Neill's day, could give Mr.
Byrne and Mr. McCaffrey lessons any
night of the week, and Philadelphia,
home of Ed Reavey and Eugene
O'Donnell, need take a back seat to
none of these.
Why, then, did Richard Carlin, the
young American producer of this
record, choose two relatively non spectacular, non-professional musicians to stand for Irish Music in
Cleveland, when all of these alternative riches were available for him?
One suspects that the answer is that, in
fact, they were not available. A
relative newcomer to the field, it
seems probable that many of the fine
musicians who might have been otherwise interested in working with him
had already made commitments to
deal with people who have been active
in the field for a much longer time. In
Philadelphia, for example, Mick
Moloney has been working on putting
out an album of Ed Reavey's music,
together with transcriptions showing
how other musicians over the years
have reworked Ed's classic hornpipes
and reels. Miles Krassen has been
working on a similar project in
Chicago, and Shanachie's Richard
Nevins has been busy up in the Bronx.
And so Richard Carlin has put
together a pleasant, if undistinguished,
album of Irish kitchen music, combining a session organized in Cleveland by
a friend, Gus Broland, with a concert
recording at Oberlin College (his alma
mater), some four days later, in April of
1977. The results are not unpleasant
(apart from a couple of places where
Tom McCaffrey's fiddle loses control
sharply enough to make you wince for
him or when Tom Byrne's fluté solos
get unnecessarily complicated); indeed, there are some quite lovely
moments on the album, as when Evan
Stein, one of Carlin's friends, leads
Tom Byrne into the Rags and Tatters
reel that Evan apparently learned from
Dave Swarbrick's recording and that
Tom knew in a different form back
home. But such moments are all too
rare, and the cause of Irish music in
America is given questionable service
on this recording.
If you can't wait to hear the Ed
Reavy album (and early tapes supposedly have a number of people excited about it), then by all means buy
this album. It will certainly be enjoyed
by many people. But if you want to
hear classic Irish music by prize-winning musicians, then you will have to
be patient a little longer. It will be
worth it in the end.
John McLaughlin
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the somewhat demanding instrument.
Most encouragingly, they started to experiment with it, testing it out in
various new musical contexts and in
unusual instrumental combinations.
The result is a veritable onslaught of
albums by some highly skilled dulcimerists doing some highly unexpected things.
Case in point-Jay Round, who introduces the hammered dulcimer to
bluegrass. Columbus Stockade Blues is
his second album, a vast improvement
over the earlier Hammered Dulcimer
Album. The first album was apparently
recorded before Round was ready. He
sounded inexperienced and selfconscious, though the potential was
definitely there. His backup group was
lackluster, without either body or
oomph, while the material was much

more ingenious arrangements, and
above all considerably more expert
dulcimer playing. It's hard not to get
caught up in Round's incomparably in-

HERE

on your inquiry.

sudden?
In the mid -60s, Folkways issued an
album by a Michigan octogenarian
named Chet Parker (The Hammer
Dulcimer) which was intended to document the last vestiges of an almost extinct instrument. Instead, the album inspired dozens of young folk musicians
to begin the arduous task of mastering

too hackneyed.
Columbus Stockade Blues is much
more professionally produced (by Jay's
father, Donald Round, who also built
the dulcimers used), with more fully
realized accompaniment, livelier and

HELP!
Anytime you have a
question about your
Audio subscription,

Columbus Stockade Blues: Jay Round
with the Williams Family
TurneRound 564N6, stereo, $5.50.
Where are all these hammered
dulcimer players coming from all of a

fectious, high-spirited performances of
such tunes as the title standard, I'll Fly
Away, and Bill Monroe's Cheyenne,
which give the illusion of a gigantic
music box dancing a springing quickstep. His arousing dulcimer-bluegrass
approach breathes new life into such
time -worn fiddle tunes as Liberty and
Mississippi Sawyer. He turns Hank
Williams' I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry
into a graceful country waltz, while his
comfortably restrained versions of
Bonaparte's Retreat and Home Sweet
Home have a very amiable lilt. Only
Chicken Reel fails, if only because it's
an asinine tune to begin with.
The enthusiastic backing and solo
breaks are by a top-notch Michigan
bluegrass band, the Williams Family.
Led by the sturdy fiddling of father
Larry Williams, the group also features
rippling banjo by Rick Williams and

chipper flat-picking by Dave Williams,
as Ron Williams' resilient bass drives
the band ahead.
The album is mostly instrumental,
which is just as well considering
Round's shaky, barely adequate
singing on Faded Love and Grandpa
Jones' Four Winds a Blowin'.
The recording is especially kind to
the bright, ringing dulcimer, allowing
overtones to build up without overpowering the band. The other instruments are somewhat lacking in
presence, though. The privately pressed album is available from Mrs. Betty
Round, 6470 8th Ave., Grandville, MI
Tom Bingham
49418.
Sound:

C
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Star of Bethlehem Youth Choir
Glori JC 1035, stereo, $5.98.
Harvey Lewis, Jr.'s Star of Bethlehem Youth Choir, from Washington,
D.C., is one of the best of the pro-

gressive ensembles who've incorporated the innovations of such
forward -looking directors as Myrna
Summers and Edwin Hawkins.
Lewis' compositions and arrangements include concepts borrowed
from soul (the horns of By the Time
Get to Heaven; also, several of the ear catching melodies) and jazz (most obviously the uptempo second half of
Living In the Good Old Days, plus
many of the harmonies), without losing
sight of his gospel roots. In addition,
he's a skillful manipulator of dynamics
and balances, as God Wants a Man
Like You and Walk Through This Room
demonstrate.
But a choir director is only as good
as his choir, and this choir can cook on
rousing, hand -clapping midtempo
stomps like By the Time I Get to
Heaven and He'll Make It Work Out for
the Better. The slower material (Oh
Lord, How Long and I Will Never Be
the Same) is sung with genuine feeling
and precision. The vocal soloists are
mostly excellent. Tawatha Agee is an
1

emotional wailer with an exceptional
range. Kristle Murden is glowingly sensitive on the balladic Walk Through
This

Room.

Kenneth

Spears

and

Winona Lewis (though the latter is
hemmed in by Lewis' erratically
idiosyncratic Don't Give Up) could
both make the transition to secular
soul music quite handily.
Available from Glori Records, Inc.,
P.O. Box 9104, Jersey City, N.J.07304.
Tom Bingham
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Young Cziffra. Paraphrases,
Transcriptions & Improvisations. ConThe

noisseur Society CS 2131, stereo, $7.98.
Cziffra? In Europe, with 40 or more
discs behind him now, plus concerts
end to end, this piano genius is simply
another Horowitz-or a Barère of
Cherkassky, as the liner notes put it.
He is a piano fire eater, well beyond
the run-of-the-mill super -contest winners we hear every other day. In a plain
word, he is unbelievable. As was his
nearest counterpart in past history,
Franz Liszt. Both came out of Hungary.
These are his first spectacular recordings, dating from around 1960 and
released then by EMI, though apparently out of Hungary. The sound is
stereo and modern, clean but
somehow a bit distant, perhaps the
mike set-up, perhaps well-known inadequacies (as we now think of them!)
in various parameters of headroom via
1960 tape. Piano is demanding, after
all, in every sort of extreme.
As for the music-I could not help
thinking of a pertinent analogy. This

AUDIO

man plays musical hi fi. Not sonic but
piano -technical. Like a hi-fi demo, he
uses music as a base to display his astounding technique, the fi of his
fingers. The music is there but very incidental. It is practically buried in
masses of extra notes played at lightning speed, all over the place up and
down and around. For each tone of the
original Blue Danube here, there must
be 150 added notes! This is the
"paraphrases, transcriptions and improvisations" mentioned on the cover.
In that sense, the recording has an
extraordinarily old-fashioned sound. It
is Liszt himself, brought curiously up
to date and maybe trebled in degree.
Such masses of near -preposterous
decoration, added to the simplest of
old-fashioned (now) melodies! True-it
takes inventive musicality to do this,
and few pianists have it. Most can't

play a note that isn't written out for
them ahead of time. For that, we must
credit Cziffra a lot. But-the sound of
him! Listening offhand,
would date
the music as a synthetic 1857 to maybe
I
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Good Connoisseur surfaces,
careful re -cutting and pressing.
1880.

Weill: Mahagonny Songspiel;
Kleine Dreigroschenmusik;
PanKurt

tomime; Vom Tod im Wald; Berliner
Requiem; Violinkonzert; Happy End.
Soloists, the London
Sinfonietta,
Atherton. Deutche Grammophon 2709
3 discs, stereo, $23.94.
Listening to this epochal collection
of early Kurt Weill, you would never
guess that it is all -English, including
the solo singers. Names like Mary
Thomas, Ian Partridge-and yet the
performance is all-out German in
sound and wonderfully authentic to
the feeling and style of the 1920s, when
most of this music was composed. Curious- because long before his
emigration to the United States Weill
was already inserting whole stretches
of English into his German texts, in the
Berlin style of that time, early -jazz
influenced. You'll find both the

063,

97

original English and translations of the
German in the usual D -G accompanying multi -language book.
What is valuable here, in addition to
the excellent and style -conscious
performing, is the sonic overview of a
vital) period in Kurt Weill's development, and consequently an important
turning point in music as a whole, not
to mention civilization itself, on the
downgrade towards Hitler and World
War. Such incredible pessimism! Such
ironic realism. You know it in the
"Threepenny Opera" (Dreigroschenoper); listen to it in far stronger terms

that both preceded and
followed the famous one. It's an album
that will keep you busy for many a
in these works

week.
How can describe the fi? If had to
rate such records as this, and those
from Phillips and other European
would simply give them a
sources,
universal A-to match B and C and
n

recorded on the dry side, also correct
for the style.

I

I

worse for average domestic
production in the large. The voices,
here, are a bit loud and not easy
listening-certainly not for background music. They should be loud
and brassy. The instruments are

98

Le Tombeau de Couperin. Griffes: Sonata; Three Tone Pictures. Susan
Starr, piano. Orion ORS 77270, stereo,
$7.98.
The interesting music here is the
Griffes; the familiar Ravel is listed first,

Ravel:

maybe as the likely better seller.
Charles Tomlinson Griffes was one
of America's few outstanding composers in that somewhat painful period, musically, between the late 19th
century and beginning of modern
sounds. Painful, that is, for a composer
who wanted to go beyond big-time late
Romantic expression into the unknown; Griffes clearly did (as did
Charles Ives). He died young, a
frustrated but eloquent talent, caught
up in mysticism and impressionistic
moods, too soon for the brassy, jazzy
days which came just beyond him, a
passionate composer, very much heart on -sleeve but very mixed up as well.
Listening, one can almost feel sorry for
this tortured exposition of inner feelings; he was 100 per cent genuine and
honest in a time when "cheap display"
was never easier to get away with.
On this record are three short Griffes mood -poems and a long full-sized
Sonata, a really remarkable work and
a lot more advanced in its tonal thinking than the passionately Romantic
sound would indicate. Susan Starr has
caught Griffes to perfection and must
be congratulated.

"For us [this) cartridge
makes music
sound just beautiful:'
September'77
High Fidelity,

editors in a review of the Satin M -18X
cartridge. "The reputed clarity of moving coil cartridges is here
taken for granted rather than flaunted, residing in sound that is
extreme_y smooth-Satin, if you will."
Here's why. Satin MC cartridges with superior high flux magnet
and light akcminurn ribbon coil provide iuffcient output to power
any fine etereo pre -amp without the need for pre -pre -amp or
bocster transformer.
Anc Satin cartridges are the on:y MCs availailewith user
replaceable sty.us. You will never need tp send your cartridge to
the factory again
Visit your franchised Satin dealer today to hear any of the fine
cartridges in the Satin line. You ll learn to believe in instant sound
superiorly. Instantly. Ask your dealer for a free copy of the Satin
"Guide to Moving Coil Cartridges." Or wri.e directly to us.
So said the High Fid 1ity

As for Ravel, there is only the Roge'
recording (London) of the piano version of Le Tombeau and so Miss Starr's
adequately done version is usefulbut the work is much better known in
its orchestral form, though that version
omits some of the music heard here.
Technically, Griffes is very nearly
impossible to record and Orion has
done its best. Not only a violently extended dynamic range, but long passages so mysteriously faint that one
loses track of the sense; or one turns
up the volume control to help-and
then along comes a vast piano explosion to blow the speakers apart! It
took me a good many minutes to find a
workable level for listening. No
amount of "fi" can help in such a situation though, alas, a bit of discreet compression is aesthetically all to the
good. Makes for living room listen ability. Orion's surfaces are quiet except for too many loud ticks on my
copy. Somebody got gravel into the
album? like the piano sound as such.
The problem is Griffes himself. Ravel is
much more tractable.
I

OSigWA
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European
records

..

One of the most important boxed
set of records to be released by Philips
is their recording by Alfred Brendel
with the London Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Bernard
Haitink, of the complete Beethoven
Piano Concertos on 6767 022 (five
records). Apparently a very simple and
purist microphone technique has been
adopted, since the balance is particularly natural and in no way suffers

from the bloated over -closeness
typical of most concerto recordings.
This opinion is augmented by the manner in which the recordings "decode"
with Hafler to produce a good surround sound effect. The background
noise, while not totally absent, is very
subdued with none of the audible effects that often accompany noise reduction systems. Turning to the
music, my particular appreciation of
Brendel's Beethoven interpretation has
already been expressed in these columns and find no cause to modify it
in this case. Apart from some more
unusual cadenzas, the playing is
predictable in a manner that provides
a sense of security and is well complemented by the reserved orchestral
accompaniment.
suppose that the direct competition to these performances are those
of Ashkenazy recording for Decca on
SXL6 6594-7. Here we find a more aggressive approach with greater contrast in dialogue between piano and orchestra, epitomized in the opening of
the slow movement of the Fourth Concerto. Recording quality is contrastingly heavier, although perhaps more
suited to such an interpretation. Of the
two recordings, would not be without
either, but if presented with an
ultimatum would choose the new
Philips. Because of this, do hope that
each concerto will shortly be available
on separate records, as the complete
box set presents a considerable financial outlay.
Staying with Alfred Brendel and
Philips there is a single disc of his performance with the Academy of St.
Martin -in -the -Fields (conducted by
Neville Marriner) of the Mozart Concerto No. 22 and the Rondos in D, K382
and A, K386 (9500 145). This is rather a
I

I

I

I
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multi -mike presentation for Philips, being close-up although maintaining the
piano in balance. cannot pretend that
Brendel's Mozart is as inspiring as his
Beethoven, being less delicate both in
performance and recording, but for
those seeking a modern recording of
these works, it is difficult to suggest a
superior alternative.
Stillt staying with Philips and Bernard
Haitink, this time conducting the Concertgebouw Orchestra, is a Ravel
selection including the popular Rhapsody Espagnol. It is a "laid back"
presentation maintaining good low frequency performance with extremely
I

high transients. This has somewhat of a

"loudness control" effect providing a
natural yet also impressive recording,
maintaining the acoustic ambience we
have customarily come to expect of
this force of artistes.
"Enchanting" is the only word for
.

Andre

Previn's

rendition

of

Mendelssohn's A Midsummer Night's
Dream on EMI ASD 3377. The delicacy
combined with immediacy, particularly notable on children's voices and
detail with the timpani, is on a par with
the Previn/London Symphony Orchestra Nutcracker recording (SLS 834).
Much of the music is well known and
included is the famous Wedding
March, which could have been
hackneyed had it not been for the
otherwise excellent qualities of this
disc.
have had cause to
In the past
praise the engineering of Paul
Vavassier when recording in Paris. He
possesses the good taste to retain
airiness and detail even in complex
passages. The new EMI recording of
Delibes' Ballet Coppelia (SLS 5091) is
nearly up to his best in these respects,
but some very slight midrange
dimness-perhaps associated with the
I

encoding-combined with a
rumbly surface in some sections only
just places this two-record set out of
the highest echelon.
Parker and Bishop produced a recording that is spectacular to the extreme
SQ

in the Elgar's Pomp and Circumstance

and Walton's Coronation Marches
(ASD 3388). Containing as it does,
mighty bass, this balance with Sir
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Adrian Boult's drive is very stirring,
although perhaps it is slightly questionable in terms of ultimate low -end
definition.
Not quite so deliberately contrived,
but nevertheless a multi -mike presentation showing great skill and expertise, also lies in EMI's recordings of
Tchaikovsky's six symphonies on SLS
5099 (seven records). A positive and
deliberate interpretation characterizes
Rostropovitch's conducting of the London Symphony Orchestra and adequately demonstrates his insight into
the composer's intentions, rather than
a concentration merely on the cello for
which he is so famous. (It seems unfair
that one individual should possess
such dual talents.) Despite a dryish
acoustic, the bass impact has that
"wrap -around" quality with a sheen
and edge on cymbals and brass that
makes parts of these symphonies ideal
demonstration material. Just listen, for
instance, to the end of the third movement of No. 6.... Only a very slightly
muddling in the midrange on fortissimo passages provides a marginally
tiring effect over long term listening,
but don't expect you are supposed to
listen to the whole box set right
through non-stop. Again, hope it will
not be too long before these symphonies are available as separate
I

I

discs.
The last EMI recording to receive a
mention this quarter relates more

especially to the music, rather than to
the recording quality. It is another box
set but inseparable, containing as it
does Bach's Christmas Oratorio (SLS
5098). The artistic line-up speaks for
itself: Conducted by Philip Ledger, the
Academy of St. Martin -in -the -Fields
with the Choir of Kung's College, Cambridge, is complemented by soloists EIly Armeling, Janet Baker, Robert Tear,
and Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau. Fortunately, these soloists are not brought
too forward, and the whole recording
retains intelligibility with the lightness
in
texture complemented by a
backcloth of ambience (which even
decodes fairly well in SQ). The surface
of the review set was, however, rather
poor, but have learned that this is not
necessarily an indication of the
I
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The originel manuscript by J. 5. Boch shown is
reproduced by kind permission of The British Library.
.

The Test
of Time.
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were most generous in their
praise when the Shure V-15 Type III
phono cartridge was first introduced.
The ultimate test, however, has been
time. The engineering innovations, the
uniform quality and superb
performance of the V-15 Type Ill have
made it the audiophile's choice as the
source of sound for the finest music
systems both here and abroad.
Critics

Consider making the relatively modest
investment of a new cartridge to
upgrade the performance of your
entire hi-fi system.
Shure Brothers Inc
222 Homey Ave., Evanston,
In

IL

60204

Canada

A C Simmonds & Sons Limited

SHURE

e

general quality available from your
dealer.
The Decca Phase 4 label is usually
associated with highly contrived,
multi -track recordings, made particularly to impress the uninitiated.
However, this is not the case in the new
recording of Rossini's La Boutique Fantasque together with Suite Rosiniana
played by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Antal Dorati
(PFS 4407). Apart from a particular emphasis on precise stereo imaging,
albeit of a panned nature, the sound is
crisp and clean, especially on the percussion. The engineering delightfully
captures the colorful nature of this
somewhat frivolous music and can
also be thoroughly recommended as a
record intended for the general entertainment media.
In recent years Decca has been subjected to, perhaps, undue criticism of
many of their classical releases, due to
a tendency towards brashness and coloration, while in the mid 60s the Decca
label symbolized all that was best in
the stereo recordings then available. It
was, therefore, a great relief to
discover a popular work recorded in
the older smooth and natural
environment-the Tchaikovsky Violin
Concerto. Kenneth Wilkinson was the
engineer, Kingway Hall the location,
and sessions were taken at separate
dates during February and April of last
year. However, the consistency of
sound between movements is indistinguishable, which must imply
some careful and deliberate technical
adjustments rather than the "hit and
miss" approach to which we have
almost become completely indoctrinated. For the young violinist
Boris Belkin, this second release (SXL
6854) with the New Philharmonia Orchestra conducted by Ashkenazy is to
be highly recommended. It is amusing
to note that another solist is getting on
the conductors bandwagon.
On a previous occasion, I had cause
to especially recommend Richard
Bonynge's recording with the National
Philharmonic Orchestra of Le Cid and
Les Patineurs on SXL 6812. Around the
same time Decca must have also
recorded the complete ballet music
from Tchaikovsky's Swan Lake, in the
same Hall with the same producer. Not
surprisingly therefore, we have a
similar balance and important attributes of the earlier recording; namely precise imagery
and retained
dynamic and frequency range (coupled with blended reverberation). The
obvious competitors in the field of
complete recordings of this work lie in
the recent EMI/Previn set, which did
I

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH FIDELITY COMPONENTS,
MICROPHONES. SOUND SYSTEMS AND RELATED CIRCUITRY

not entirely like on technical grounds,
and the older Melodia recording (SLS
795/3) which still seems fine despite

some random phasiness and
amateurishly close miking. While this
latest release is technically the most
superior, secretly look forward to the
day when Philips will record it at the
I

exemplary standard as they
recently did with the Nutcracker.
CBS, in their Master Works series,
have issued an unusually large batch
of boxed sets-so many that (not
unreasonably) they were unable to let
reviewers have them all. Quite sensibly, they issued a "sampler" disc containing excerpts from each. This record
is not available to the public, but does
allow me to make some cursory
remarks regarding the technical merits
same

Boris Belkin
Photo: Deccallohn Thompson

have
of two of the various issues.
previously praised some of the recordings originated by Jean-Claude
Malgoire of France as being very clean
in a commerical sense, even if strictly
incorrect from the purist point of view.
On the basis of the sampler, it would
seem that his recordings of Handel's
Rinaldo on 79308 and the Concerti
Grossi on 79306 are both very
promising in these respects and worthy
of special attention if you are in the
market for these works.
A fairly new name in the world of
classical recording is that of Enigma.
Their policy is, and quote, "to have
their recordings made in buildings
which suit the music ... rather than in
studio with zero
a multi -purpose
acoustics and artificial echo facilities.
I

I

AUDIO

Enter No. 38 on Reader Service Card
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Most people don't appreciate the
direct effect that different amounts of
resonance have upon the tempo of a
performance ... Natural balance is
achieved by using the fewest number
of microphones possible. Enigma's intention is to present the music -loving
public with recordings which are the
result of internal balancing by the performers rather than through that of a
knob -twiddling, self-appointed, arbitor
of taste called the balance engineer."
Just before going to press some
samples of their latest releases arrived,
but not in time for full evaluation.
will therefore refer to these in more
detail at a later date, although at this
stage
can concur with their
philosophy, and to a large extent the
results achieved satisfy their intent.
Certainly the Enigma label is one to be
on the look out for if you share the
I

I

views expressed here.
We have had some surprisingly good
releases from RCA when recording in
Europe. A selection of English Music
for Strings, including Peter Warlock's
Capriol Suite appears on RL 25071. The

enthusiastic playing is accompanied
by a sense of bloom and spaciousness,
although slightly exaggerated in stereo
width. The review pressing was faulty
in
places, but nevertheless was
musically and technically relaxing yet
retaining crispness.
On the Erato label is a new recording of the complete Purcell opera Dido
A eoo,c rcTI 1710911. It is an ultra

fact:

a stylus tip does not a
cartridge make.
so why all the fuss?
-

The stylus tip is only part of the complex stylus and cartridge structure, and
performs a single function
it positions the entire stylus assembly so that all
groove undulations are traced without damaging the record. The production of a
top-quality tip calls for exquisite micro -craftsmanship, precision polishing,
unwavering uniformity, and exact orientation. (However, important as it is, an
exotic diamond stylus tip configuration simply isn't a cure-all for what might ail
an otherwise deficient cartridge, regardless of high -flying claims you may have
heard or read.)
Here are the basic criteria a top-quality stylus tip must meet:
IT MUST FIT
THE MODULATED GROOVE

(MODULATED_
GROOVE)

IT MUST NOT

"BOTTOM" IN THE GROOVE

YES

NO

NO

If the tip is shaped so it's
oversized at its contact
points, it can rise out of
the modulated groove (the
arrows indicate
modulation of one groove
wall) and "crest" at the
record surface, causing
extreme distortion and
noise.

A slightly -undersized or
too -pointed stylus tip may
ride the groove bottom,
lose contact with the
groove walls, mistrack,
and generate high noise
levels.

YES

(TOP)

NO

IT MUST BE CORRECTLY ORIENTED
Skewed or rotated orientation introduces distortioi.

IT MUST BE A GENUINE SHURE STYLUS
For unwavering uniformity, look for the name "Shure"on the grip.

Please send for our "Scientific Study of Competitive Styli" booklet (AL548)
explaining the important specifications all Shure styli are required to meet.

111

SI--IUF=tE

High Fidelity Cartridges & Replacement Styli
Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, IL 60204, In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
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Classifie
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

COLORADO's

GOLDEN
gprillin0PhOne
Denon

ADS

Bravura
Connoisseur

Dual

Dyna-Vector
Electro-Research

brace
Grado Signature
GAS Ampzilla
Kenwood

tinnSondek
Magnepia'tar

ERA

FMI (Fulton J1

X ESL, Allison, B & 0, B & W, Dahlquist,
dbx, Dynavector, Fidelity Research, Fons, Luxman, Magneplanar,
Mark Levinson, M & K Sound, Quad Acoustical, Quatre, RAM

includes the Acoustat

Nakamichi

Fairfield, Conn.

Rappaport

"We offer SOUND value for your dollars"
Luxman

Sfax

Sonus
Technics
Threshold

RAFLER 5H-101 PREAMP
We expect to be in stock on this exciting new preamp by Dec. 12th.

Kit price is $199.95. Custom wired and tested, $299.95. Immediate prepaid shipment via UPS. THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE,

Koss Headphones
JVC
ADS
Sefton
Rotel

Avid

Denon
Discwasher

Maxell
Jecklin
Revox
AKG

Sonus
Audio-technica
Celection
Grace

Stax

435 Tasso, Palo Alto. California 94301. (415)328-1081.

Ampex
ELECTRONIC

CROSSOVERS-ALL

TYPES.

Updated

$5.00 postpaid, credited to first purchase. Huntington Electronics,
Box 2009A, Huntington, Conn. 06484.

COMPONENTS

Sanyo

definitive

booklet describes applications, how to improve speaker systems,

CANADIANS-DYNACO

AT TREMENDOUS

Floats

We pay freight

Demo Lux M-6000 amp with new warranty available.

1200 Pearl, Boulder, Colorado 80302, 1-303-444-2626

FRIED SPEAKERS AT DESIONATRON

Designatron is pleased to have the fantastic Fried "Signature

Series" speakers. Our customers say "incredible" and compare
them with speakers costing hundreds of dollars more! "High
Fidelity" said "transparent, sparkling." "Stereopus" said
"thoroughly honest sound." The Fried Series begins with the
Model O-at only $140.00 ea.-truly a bargain. The Model Q is
response. Also available the newly refined Model

R

Mark

II at

$425.00 ea., the phase coherent Model B at $235.00 ea., and
Model M with transmission -line base at $800:00 ea. Come audition
or write for detailed information on Fried and other edge-of -the -art
products from Designatron. Fried Model 0's shipped free in con-

...

1229 Post Rd., Fairfield, CT 06430

203-255-5939

tinental U.S. Designatron Stereo Store, 260 Old Country Rd.,

DIS-

Hicksville, N.Y. 11801. [516]822-5277.

for full color AUDIO PRIMER and information on joining (SAC)
Society Audio Consultants, Dept. A, 49 East 34th St., New York,

N.Y. 10016.

women -who
are interested in world affairs, as well as beauty and
fashion. Send $.50 for sample copy, to: NEW DAWN,
North American Building, 401 N. Broad St., Philadelphia,
Pa. 19108.
SAMPLE COPY OF NEW DAWN, the magazine for

HI-FI Home Study Course-Instructors include Len

Feldman, Julian Hirsch; Larry Klein, and Larry Zide. Send $2.00.

104

Sound Concepts, Stax, Supex/Sumiko, Yamaha, and UOraphase.

bookshelf size, using plasticized drivers, and has superb impulse

Car Stereo*

Sony Portables*

COUNTS. Write En Jay Sales Hornepayne Ontario.

Professional

Gallery,

Sound

meet the needs of all serious music lovers. Our product selection

Phone (216) 864-4411
STEREO ONE

Audio Research
Advent

ALTERNATIVE-Boulder

AUDIO

Ltd.-Purveyors of unusually fine audio systems and service to

2858 W. Market Street
Akron. Ohio 44313

LUX C-1000 PREAMP $595, Rabco ST-6 $265, SAE MK 24 $540,
ESS

AMT IA $590/pair, All mint condition.

Call after 8 P.M.

(703)552-2369

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

D24

The first reviews are in...

"The D24 loudspeaker gives a fine account
of itself; it is low in coloration... is very'open'
in sound, and has good tonal balance. The
bass is particularly clean...The D24 looks like

a winner."

RATES
BUSINESS ADS -For Sale. Help Wanted.

Services. Business

Opportunities. Tape Recordings, etc. etc $4.80 per line. First
line set in bold face type at no extra charge. Extra lines $9.60
per line. One point ruled box. extra charge $8.00. Full pay-

ment must accompany order.
NON BUSINESS ADS -Situations

Wanted, used equipment for

sale by private individuals $2.80 per line. First line set in bold
face type at no extra charge. Extra lines set in bold face type

$5.60 per line Full payment must accompany order.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNT-3 times,

less 10%. 6 times, less

15%. 12 times, less 20%.
DEADLINE -1st of two preceding months. (Dec.

MUSICAL HERITAGE REVIEW MAGAZINE,

Feb. 1977 issue).

August 15,

BLIND ADS -Box numbers

1977

t, 1977 for

may be used at $5.00 extra for

handling and postage.

CONSTANT WIDTH, ASYMMETRIC

TRANSMISSION LINE SPEAKER

MAIL ORDER AND DISPLAY CLASSIFIED RATE
1

col

x 1"

t

col

x

1

col

x 3"
x 1"
x 2"

2 col

SYSTEM.
Write for the dealer nearest you

2 col

$85

V

$125

$175
$125
$225

Advertiser must supply complete film negative ready for print-

ing for display ads.
AUDIO Magazine

IIlflOLI!CII
42 Tiffany Place, Brooklyn, New York
(212) 522-0862

11231

401 North Broad Street

Philadelphia, Penna 19108
HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS

When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad, please use this

address Box No.

c/o Audio, 401 No. Broad Street.

Philadelphia, Pa. 19108.

AUDIO
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FOR SALE

Professional specialists in high resolution music reprodJction.
Bryston

Verion Audio
Spendor
Connoisseur

MILLER AND KREISEL SOUND CORPORATION
SUB WOOFERS

CROSSOVERS

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

MAK MAKES 6 MODELS OF SUB -WOOFERS RANGING FROM $125
TO

Groce
Rappaport

tons

Gale

Snell Acoustics

Bussound

Hatter
Symdex

Denon

Entré

a udioworks

$465 -ALL UTILIZING M&K'S NEW DOUBLE VOICE COIL

MATRIXING (DVCM)
Goliath -Walnut cabinet and audiophile woofer, built in DVCM
matrixing and crossover adjustable to 150. 125, 100. 75 and 50Hz
I

on back plate. Designed to be used

I

Stay

Box 4314

Harrisburg, PA 17111
Phone: 717/652-6996

with Magneplanars, Quads.
Dahlquists, B&W's, Acoustats, etc. -$315.00

WESTCHESTER, FAIRFIELD COUNTY

Goliath II -Simulated walnut. slightly smaller. Uses a high power
capacity 12- bass driver and the same 5 frequency, adjustable

590 Central Park Avenue

A

Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
(914) 472-4558
Cordially invites you to audition our fine line of equipment. DAHL-

discriminating music lover. For your pleasure, we offer two locations drawing audiophiles from the Blue Ridge to the Atlantic,
knowledgable staff with decades of combined experience, and

QUIST

these fine products:

matrixing crossover.-$175.00
BE -1B -Walnut cabinet audiophilewoofer. No crossover network.
Includes DVCM. To be used with same speakers as Goliath I. Re-

quires external crossover or biamping. $230.00
DBE-1B-6db higher output limit and twice the efficiency of the
BE -1B. Contains 2 drivers. $425.00
BE -II -Same as Goliath

II

but without crossover net work. In-

cludes DVCM. $125.00

Today's market offers some superb small super- speakers;
small in cabinet size but large in power handling capability and
great in transparency and imaging. Together with an M&K Sub a

corner), one hears

a

clean, big sound com-

petitive with the world's finest large speaker systems. M&K
particularly recommends that their sub -woofer be used with: ADS,
Braun, KEF Corelli. Rogers LS 3/5A, Jim Rogers JR 149, Visonik,
Spendor and others of the top quality.
M&K. THE SUB -WOOFER SPECIALISTS,

INTRODUCE DOUBLE

VOICE COIL MATRIXING

Previously, single sub -woofers reproduced bass from both stereo
channels by combining the channels at high level using a transformer. Now M&K has eliminated the transformer. thus gaining
increased output, punch and linearity. Each channel of a stereo
amplifier can feed a separate voice coil though separate input
terminals. This dual input design combines the 4 Ohm level power
output of both channels of

a

stereo amplifier into

a

single woofer.

You do not need a bridging adaptor and you avoid wasting half the

amplifier power when bi-amping.
All current stocks of M&K sub-woofers offer this feature. They
still have the same superb "tight" low bass detail and absence of
coloration of our earlier drivers. With the Bottom End Series, biamping is readily carried out without a higher power level matrix or

crossover network. The Goliath Series carries an internal crossover
network, but can also be bi-amped.
M&K ALSO INTRODUCE THE LP -1 PASSIVE CROSSOVER
NETWORK FOR BI-AMPING STEREO SYSTEMS
Completely passive (no transistors, :ubes, op -amps or power

DYNAVECTOR

SNELL ACOUSTIC

LUX REFERENCE

QUAD ESL

4

AMPZILLA

POLK AUDIO

THAEDRA

II

NAKAMICHI

DBX

KEF

GRACE

SON OF

DENON

THRESHOLD

YAMAHA

selection

of

SAEC

JANIS

ANALOG ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES
DCM TIME WINDOWS

STAX

MICRO -ACOUSTICS

PARAGON

AUDIO PULSE

AUDIO ANALYST

THRESHOLD 400 A CLASS A AMPLIFIER

REVOX

CONNOISSEUR

We ship free anywhere in the U.S. We invite inquiries.

SONUS

KEITH MONKS

LUX MAN

YAMAHA

SOUND ADVICE MAGAZINE: Now, in issue 5, an exclusive in depth

VISONIK

HAFLER

interview with John Iverson of Electra Research plus a look at his
new electro kinetic phono pickup. Also reviews of power
amplifiers: Threshold 400A, DB Systems, Star DA-80, and

ACOUSTAT

Yamaha

B-2. We

compare,

sonically,

the

Linn-Sondek and

Technics SP10 MK II turntables, with objective as well as listening
tests. We present Part
of an extensive survey of tone arms, inI

cluding the Breuer Dynamic, Dynavector, Black Widow, Maywara.
We look at the state- of -the -art in headphones, plus a comparison
of some surprising moderately priced loudspeakers also. Insight
into the super audiophile discs coming from Japan. Plus a rebirth
of reel-to-reel tapes. And much more. Sound Advice: 4 issues $15
first class and $18 overseas (sent airmail). Check or Money Order

U.S. Funds made payable to "Friday Publishing

Inc."

FRIED

RAPPAPORT

CROWN

DYNAVECTOR

ONKYO

LINN SONDEK

GRACE

LINN MODIFIED 707

SUPEX

PHASE LINEAR

REGA

PLEASE VISIT ONE OF OUR SHOWROOMS
STEREO SOUND
175 E. Franklin St.

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514

(919)942-8546

AUDIOGRAM,
CODE -A -PHONE

Answering Machines. Shipped Prepaid and In-

sured. Immediate Delivery. Call for Low Prices. AN AUTOMATIC
ANSWER (408)649-0099, Ca. (800)682-4844.

THE BI -MONTHLY newsletter that brings you
reviews, news, and our views of today's audio world. $15.00/6
issues. Free information-Write-Audiogram, P.O. Box 27406, St.

Louis, Mo. 63141

instant

to be available to all speakers. M&K Ramp R-1 $95.00, M&K Ramp
R-2, $115.00 (Rear Connections.)

M&K utilizes automatic charted laboratory instrumentation for
frequency response, harmonic and intermodulation distortion,

DYNA STEREO 70 MOD KIT. Tighter bass,

improved transient
response, higher definition. Complete instructions, schematics,
parts list, $5.00. With parts kit, including all new tubes, $75 all
postpaid. Audio Designers, Box 122, Ledyard, Conn. 06339.

AUDIO

(919)722-9201

Advice, 68 Post St., Suite 226, S.F. CA 94104.

high efficiency speakers such as Altec, JBL, KLIPSCH, Tannoy,
etc. and allows the full power of your amplifier and its full damping

MEN

122 Oakwood Dr.

Winston-Salem, N.C. 27103

To: Sound

The M&K Bass Ramp uses the same elements as the LP -1
crossover in a configuration to drive a single amplifier with adjustable bass & high levels to permit Bottom Ends to be used with

Wilshire Blvd., Beverley Hills, Calif., 90211 213-652-8318

the

DBX

pre- amp and amplifier produce, you can avoid adding further
active stages in the chain by using the unique passive LP -1. It's
getting raves from Golden Ear Audiophiles. $120.00

direct mail, $7.50 plus $1.00 postage. See all of the above at your
nearby M&K dealer.
& KREISEL BOUND CORP, 8719

for

AVID

ceptional dynamic range advantages of bi-amping, but wish to
maintain the superb mid -range and high definition your expensive

other audiophile releases. Currently very popular is the new M&K
Bottom End Musical Bass and Transient Test Record, Vol. II. By

components

FORMULA

end speakers against excessive bass drive). If you want the ex-

Neumann disc cuffing lathe with passive mixing and state-of-theart electronics. Write for information on new direct -to -disc and

quality

THOEBE

supply), yet unlike resistive -reactive passive networks (usually at
6db per octave), the LP -1 has virtually no loss in the pass band
and provides 12db per octave from low pass to high cutoff and
18db per octave from high pass to low cutoff (to protect small high -

phase, tone burst and other transient testing, and calibrated instrument for SPL. Its new recording facility includes a Georg

high

TANDBERG

AMPZILLA

STAX

complete

DENON

for studio monitors.

All M&K Sub-woofers are aligned 2nd Order Butterworth (B2)
maximally flat (lc =13). They are designed particularly for "tight"
bass, transient detail, and very low overhang and decay time.

woofer (hidden in

DAYTON WRIGHT ESL

PHASE MATRIX

BRYSTON

Studio Standard -Features 125 SPL ®40H
Contains 4 drivers. $465.00

NORTH CAROLINA

THE LISTENING ROOM INC.

Orl

system. Just add the new
Super Woofer to the legendary JR
149's and a system of unequalled
quality and flexibility becomes a
reality. In rosewood, walnut, -eak
and black.
A GROWING FAMILY . . FROM H & H INTERNATIONAL
354 State St., Rochester, N.Y. 14608 716/325-5275
-
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FOR SALE

ADVE\T
Hi Fi Components

C1

FOR SALE

STATE OF THE ART

BAY AREA & CENTRAL VALLEY MUSIC LOVERS

IN

MIAMI, FLORIDA

j0

O

gg SCOU Eüe,

AUDIO ARTS

...

Dude simply, only the very finest in audio components

Mark

Livermore, Calif. 94550

RETAIL SALE

Walnut Loudspeakers 300
Ubl,ly Loudspeakers 260
Powered Loudspeakers 900
Smaller Loudspeakers 188

2 Loudspeakers

8

149

Great American Sound,

178
104

139
89

239

Loudspeakers

339

England),

Stax,

Fulton Musical

Acoustat-X,

Rogers, AGI, Audio Pulse,

Industries,

Magnepan.

Quad

Sonex, Gale,

Lentek, Yamaha, IMF

(of

KEF,

Electronics.

Braun, Janis, Sequerra, Bang 8 Olufsen, Armstrong, KMAL, Decca,

Lecson, Nairn. Rabco, Otani, Spendor, Rega, AEI. Bryston,

Pyramid. Also, Discwasher record care products and audiophile
records such as Mark Levinson Acoustic, Sheffield, Audio Lab,

other

of

amazing money saving values.

Tuesday -Sunday

DC

Fidelity Research, Grace, Supex, Promethean, Linn Sondek, M&K,

TO ORDER SEND 50% DEPOSIT,
BALANCE COD. MASTER CHARGE.
VISA. AMERICAN EXPRESS
ACCEPTED

Write for catalog

featuring: H.0 .D. System, LNC-2, ML -1, ML -2, LNP-2. JC-1-AC

245
215
695

270
300 Receiver
201 A Dolby Cassette 400

43

(415)447-7447

2217 Second Street

Levinson Audio Systems

Van Alstine

Professional Systems Engineering
Dayton Wright

Armstrong
Rogers LS3/5A

Dahlquist

Spendor

Visonic David

Polk Monitors

M&K

Connoisseur

Formula -4

Fons
Grace

Denon

Sheffield

Audire
Component Service

Fons Orphan Arm
Grado
Gale

Custom Modifications

M&K, Reference Recordings, Crystal Clear, Gale.

AUDIO DEN LTD.

305-446-1659
TWE:810-848-7627

LOUDSPEAKERS

Mastercharge

VERION TABLES

We ship mail order

MINUTES FROM THE MIAMI INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT-WE WELCOME VISITORS FROM ABROAD!!!
ONLY

EMT CARTRIDGES
GALE RECORDS
DB

Bankamerlcard accepted.

&

prepaid within U.S.

SAEC & DYNAVECTOR TONEARMS

To the already fine lines of Bravura.

TEN

Systems, Rappaport,

Rogers, Quatre. Infinity, Yamaha, CM, Nakamichi, Fulton (60. 80.
100 in stock). Dahlquist, RTR, Polk. Avid, Magneplanar, Quad.

SOUND ADVICE MAGAZINE: Now, in issue 5, an exclusive in depth

(ESL and electronics) Lux, Onkyo, B80, Revak, Crown. Sonus,

new

Grado Signature, Denon, Grade Formula Four and Sheffield Labs.
FREE INSTALLATIONS IN N.Y. AREA. NO CHARGE FOR SHIPPING.

amplifiers:

AUDIO DEN LTD.

interview with John Iverson of Electro Research plus
electro

Yamaha

kinetic

phono pickup.

Threshold 400A.
B-2.

Also reviews of

power

Systems. Sfax DA -80.
sonically, the Linn-Sondek
DB

compare,

We

look at his

a

and
and

Technics SP10 MK

II turntables, with objective as well as listening
tests. We present Part of an extensive survey of tone arms, including the Breuer Dynamic, Dynavector, Black Widow, Mayware.

1320-34 Stony Brook Road

I

Stony Brook, New York 11790

516-751-3350

We look at the state-of-the-art in headphones. plus

a

comparison of

some surprising moderately priced loudspeakers also, insight into

106

POLK AUDIO and AUDIO DEN

the super audiophile discs coming from Japan. Plus

a

reel-to-reel tapes. And much more. Sound Advice:

issues

4

rebirth of

$15 first class and $18 overseas (sent airmail). Check or Money
The Audio Den is proud to have on display and demonstration the

Order U.S. Funds made payable to ''Friday Publishing,

amazing Polk Audio Monitor Series. Our customers say, ''Fan-

Sound Advice 68 Post St Suite 226 S.F. CA 94104

tastic! Compares with the finest loudspeakers

BACK ISSUE MAGAZINES. Over 200 titles.

the Audio Advisor said, ''We were so impressed that we could not

stamped Envelope

...

Other $200 speakers simply do not come

close to the standards set by the Model 10

...

Inc."

To:

have heard. Prob-

I

ably the best value in the history of audio!!!" Audiogram TM, from
believe the prices

1890 to 1978. Send

Free List. Everybody's Bookshop, Dept. AU,

317 West 6th, Los Angeles, Calif. 90014.

shipped free in the continental U.S. Monitor

10-199.95

MILBURN.

N.J.

ACTIVE
ELECTRONIC

E.S.S., Burwen, Sony V- FET, J.B.L., Harmon-Kardon Citation,
A.D.S., Spectro Acoustics, Jennings Research, Beveridge, Sen-

CROSSOVERS

Micro-Seiki, Fideality Research.

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE AND
PRICE SHEET

Veecu,a

nheiser, Teac, Thorens, Stanton, Aiwa,

ENGINEERING LABORATORY

11828 Jefferson BI. Culver City, CA 90230
Phone. (213) 397 9668

Stax, A.K.G., Ariston,

JERRY'S AUDIO EXCHANGE
PHOENIX -334 E. Camelback Rd. (602) 263-9410

TEMPE -130 E. University Dr. (602) 968-3491
TUCSON

BI -AMP
$ 92.00
STEREO BI -AMP
$126.00
STEREO TRI -AMP
$209.00
STEREO QUAD -AMP
$279.50
Suggested added features: Summer for
"Single Woofer" systems, sub -sonic noise
elimination filters; level controls.
FOR OEM'S AND HOME ASSEMBLERS
500 Series dual filters and, or plug-in
filters; regulated power supplies.

Hear the new Threshold 4000 Class A amplifier. Rated at 100 watts
rms, it maintains class A operation to beyond 500 watts on tran-

sients.

beautiful amplifier with columns of peak and average
Now available the new Threshold NS -10
preamplifier and CAS -1 amplifier.
It is a

reading

LEDs.

Hear the new Dayton Wrights at their exciting best with bridged
Bryston amplifier supplying 800 watts of stable power per channel.
A superb speaker system which has excellent bass response, high
SPL levels, and freedom from any problems of arcing. The Dayton
Wrights use sulphur hexaflouride to accomplish these feats. They
are simply superb when used with high power, completely stable,
ultra low distortion amplifiers.

Hear the Fulton Js, the Acoustat Xs, the KEF 105 and the Mini

Platter Pads, and Audiophile

Mark Levinson, Dahlquist, S.A.E., Sequerra, Revox, Rabco,
Nakamichi. Yamaha, Transcriptor, Crown, Grace, Stax, Tandberg,
Accuphase, Sonab, Supex, Gale, Klipsch, Phase Linear, Uher,

MONAURAL

aging. Their unusual design minimizes the problems associated
with the diffraction of sound at cabinet edges and contributes to
their superb sense of coherency.

-5750 E.

Elect.

If you intend to build a

Preowned: Preamplifiers-Rappoport PRE -1, Stax 12S, Sound craftsman, Phase Linear 4000, SP3A-1, Thaedra. Amplifiersdual 150, dual 76, Ampzilla II. Speakers- Merronome, Tympani -C, Dayton Wrights. Other-Marantz 108, Audio
Research EC -3 Crossover, Makamichi 1000, Infinity Headphones.
Beam echo,

I

TOURING SOUND SYSTEMS, 2, 4, and 8 Track Studios,

Disco

Sound, Cerwin Vega BGW. Altec, Shure, AKG, Tapco,

Dyna,

Pinellas

Park, Fla. 33565

Sound Service, 75 North

NORTHWEST AUDIOPHILES
Dedicated to the ones who care about good listening
AUDIO RESEARCH

FULTON

ROGERS

LUXMAN

DUALITY USED EQUIPMENT: Audioanalyst A100X speakers. $215
pr.; ARC Tympani ID speakers $995; ARC SP -4 preamp. $695;

SONEX

Levinson JC-1AC prepreamp $129; ERA MK6C turntable [new]
$119; Lux CL32 tube preamp $459; KEF Corelli speakers $259 pr;

RAM

Celestion 44's $369 pr; and
Nakamichi 250 cassette deck $179. The Tin Ear. 704 Symons.
Richland. WA 99352, 509-946-4459.

NAKAMICHI

BEVERIDGE

POLK

IMF ALS40A speakers $189 pr.:

L

Berger.

X'over, SLT-12U Turntable, JBL101/2 " reel deck 8 amps.

240. All mint. Brenner, 10521 Azalea Park,

K &

Beacon At.. Watertown, Mass. 02172. (617) 787-4072-Att: Ken

LE15A, PR15, D131. Cobraflex. Berlant

McIntosh

state-of-the-art audio system, call us at

,(402) 475-3325 so that we may serve you.

Revox, EV, Beyer, Cetec, etc.

Broadway. (602) 622-7407

MAIL ORDER HOT LINE-MR. WOZ (602) 265-7841

MARANTZ-8B AMP.,

Records (Mark Levinson, Fulton,

Audio Labs, Denon, PCMs, etc.)

ARIZONA AUDIOPHILES

11790,516-751-3350.

supply.

Hear the Metronomes, a sophisticated and revolutionary speaker
designed by one of the greats of the industry-Richard Sequerra.
The Metronomes have unparalleled dynamic range and stereo im-

Beauty -Black Widow arms etc. Verion filters, cables, and
transformers are in stock as are KEF Drivers, Polk Sound Cables,

201-467-8988

Monitor 7s 129.95 ea. and the incredible Mini Monitor $79.95 ea.
Audio Den Ltd. 1320-34 Stony Brook Rd., Stonybrook L.I., N.Y.

Plug-in Butterworth (maximally flat) filters in 6 db., 12 db., or 18 db. per octave
attenuation, any specified frequency.
Complete crossover in attractive cabinet
with all terminations and regulated pow-

reflecting Mark Levinson's dedication to the advancement of the
art and his quest for sheer perfection.

K Bottom Ends on G A S, Rappaport, Paoli,
and Paragon Electronics, Nakamichi Cassette decks, Linn Sondek,
Ariston and Denon turntables with EMT-Dynavector arms, Sleeping

THE AUDIO ADVOCATE

ea.

NATURAL SOUND

Mark Levinson's totally uncompromised amplifier, the ML -2 is
here. It joins the elegant ML -1, the uncompromised preamp in

Rogers with the M &

And at their price,

they are simply a steal." Come in for an audition or write us for
information on Polk or our other state-of-the-art products. Polk is

er

136

Park St., New Haven, CT 06511.

Coral Gables, Florida 33134

THRESHOLD ELECTRONICS
X

LABS-Variable stereo crossovers turntable from 250 Hz to

7K Hz. Portable disco mixers and 5 band feedback eliminator.

2710 Ponce de Leon Blvd.

AUDIO RESEARCH SYSTEM
ACOUSTAT

RACK

SOUND COMPONENTS INC.

Long Island's finest audio dealer is proud to announce the addition
of:

GAS/AMPZILLA

YAMAHA
LINN SONDEK

DENON

STAX

GRACE

DYNAVECTOR

BREUER

EMT

B&W

TANDBERG

ALSO: PATHEMARCONI. REFERENCE RECORDINGS
THE TIN EAR STEREO CENTER
704 Symons. Richland. WA 99352

509-946-4459

AUDIO

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

MAGNEPAN
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FOR SALE
STATE OF THE ART IN N. CALIFORNIA
is now

demonstration at The Audible Difference. Hear the
superb Threshold NS -10 preamp/400A power amp through Dick
on

Sequerra's stunning Metronome loudspeakers. Audition Peter
Snell's superb Snell Acoustics Type A loudspeaker system with

Threshold's new medium power CAS -1 amplifier. For the ultimate
in high -power amplification, audition the Threshold 8000A mono
amplifiers. Hear how good

BUILD STEREO SPEAKERS
WITH JUST GLUE AND STAPLES.

FOR SALE

-amp system can be with John
Curl's new transient perfect crossover from Symmetry, the ACS -1,
plus Paragon's 125 watt solid state bass amp. Experience the
a bi

beautiful new Paragon 12A preamp, plus Thaedra II from G.A.S.
Hear the ultimate direct drive turntable, the Denon DP -6000,
plus the audiophile reference Linn Sondek with Linn -modified
Grace 707 tonearm. Examine the precisely machined bearing of the

QUALITY VACUUM TUBE PREAMPLIFIER
The coned-johnson stereo preamplifier offers breathtaking impact,
clarity, and definition. Low noise, precision audio circuitry com-

bined with highest quality switches and controls and elegant,
durable gold anodized aluminum faceplate and knobs provide
lasting beauty and performance. Available from selected dealers or

direct for $499. Write for information: conrad-johnson design,
inc.. 1474 Pathfinder Lane, McLean, Va. 22101.

NO SACRED COWS. Top Discounts on

BOSE.

Infinity, Hegeman,

ADS, Dual, Dyne, Sansui, Sony, Marantz, Yamaha, SAE.
Klipsch,
8&0, Teac, McIntosh, Citation, others. Seriously Audio Sales, P0B

4

erlab kits. We've done the design, carpentry and wiring, leaving you only
the actual installation of the speaker
drivers. Most people take less than
two hours to assemble a kit. Illustrated, easy -to -follow
instructions check you each step of the way. (And if you
still can't finish the kit, we'll do it for you for just the cost
of return freight.)
When you're through, you have a high quality, multi element stereo speaker with a resonance -free -enclosure, fiberglass damping, a crossover with level
controls, and drivers that are some of She best in
the industry.
Send for our free 52 -page catalog. It's practically a
manual on speaker building.

lab

364, Golden, Colo. 80401. (303)279-2014.

new glass platter, belt drive Planar tables from Rega Research.

Hear the ultra -musical Paragon System E preamp. plus the new
high performance, moderate cost Thalia/grandson combination
from G.A.S. Audition

a

new generation of compact high per-

formance loudspeakers from Polk and Cizek. plus BBC mini monitors from Spender and Rogers. For the music listener who
demands the best, we offer the Breuer Dynamic Tonearm, plus the
EMT cartridge with Verion transformer.

Dept. AD -D 5500 35th N.E., Seattle, WA 98105
CYENUS TELEPROJECTION SYSTEM is a wide screen television
a bright, sharp, and lifesize 50 inch diagonal image.
This unit has been used for approximately 6 months, but is in

system with

very

good condition. The retail price is $1499 but the asking price is
$895. The unit will be shipped prepaid C.O.D. Call 703-552-5568.

interconnect low capacitance cables, $15/pr.; plus the Stylift at
$19.95 and a wide selection of audiophile quality recordings including Gale Maximum. Fidelity and Denon PCM.
We ship all products prepaid throughout the United States.
THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE

FULTON/FMI-BRAVURA-PRO

MUSICA,

AUDIO

state-ot-the-art components. Mission Bay Audio, 4501
Bay Dr., San Diego 92109.

E.

Mission

THE NEW YORK AUDIO SOCIETY, INC. is

a non-profit member supported Hi-Fi Club. Come and hobnob with others like yourself to
widen your knowledge of Audio Products and Systems and make

06484.

BRITISH AND EUROPEAN HI-FI, most makes, from England's Hi-Fi
mail order specialists. Save on LS3/5A, KEF, Radford, Tandberg,
Tannoy, etc. Shipping list free sr send $3 to induce literature.
Goodwins,

Systems, Denon

Electronics,

Entre, Fons,

7

The Broadway, Wood Green, London

N22. Phone

888-0077. Callers welcome.

Grace, Grado

Signature,

HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS WANTED!!! Earn more than just spare money
in your spare time. We need campus representatives to sell name
brand stereo components at discount prices in your area. No investment required. Serious inquiries only please. Contact: Mail
Order Dept., K&L Sound Services Co.. 75 N. Beacon St.. Watertown, Mass. 02172

DECODER FOR REAR CHANNELS, $149.95. Free
Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A, Huntington, CT

RESEARCH,

MAGNEPLANAR, KMAL record cleaning. Audio Pulse and other

DB

(415) 328-1081

literature

major brands discounted. Write For quotes, K&L Sound Services,
75 N. Beacon St., Watertown, Mass. 02172.

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

AKG, AMPZILLA, ARISTON, BEYER, CIZEK, CROWN, Dahlquist,

435 Tasso, Palo Alto. CA 94301

AMBIENCE

LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES ANYWHERE on audio ecuipment. All

For that extra measure of sonic purity so important to the critical

audiophile, we recommend and stock Polk Sound Cables; Mogami
wire; the anti -resonant Platter Pad. $24.95; Audio Perfection audio

Save up to 50% of the cost of ready built speakers by assembling Speak -

Infinity, Nakamichi, Ortofon, PHASE LINEAR, PMI
REVOX SAE, SAEC, Sennheiser, Sequerra, Sony, Stanton, Stax,

DAHLQUIST

DO -10, never opened, have receipt. Asking $650.
Chin, 56 Mott St. #2, N.Y.C., N.Y. 10013.

Supex, TASCAM, Technics, Thorens, Audio Pulse, Acoustat, I.M.
Rogers, Ram, etc.
JANIS Decoursey

X

over $145. (408) 625-2433.

HI-FI HAVEN
28 Easton Ave.

SYMPHONY -1, list $1500/pr., $650/pr., bi-amped or
regular. Marantz 16 basic. modifier PAT -5 & new Pioneer 510A, all
perfect. Call 215-631-1261.
BOZAK

New Brunswick, N.J. 08901

201-249-5130

107

new acquaintances. Informative monthly meetings feature new

product demonstrations, lectures on latest Hi-Fi developments and
exchange of information. All Audiophiles are invited to attend one
session
our
Details about
Flushi and membership
available. Write Box 125 Whitestone Sta., Flushing, N.Y. 11357 or
call (516)593-6538.
AUDIO HOUSE

= VALUE

don't mistake

M&K subwoofers offer value. They reveal sound on your records
that you are not hearing. Add one subwoofer to a pair of high
quality speakers and hear the most cost effective improvements
possible. The subwoofer may be placed anywhere to be effective.
Goliath

I

$375, Goliath

II

$175. Shipping prepaid. 5232 Sagamore

Dr., Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473. 313-732-4670
ATTENTION: NEW JERSEY AUDIOPHILES
A real no-nonsense audio place exists!!!
CONTEMPORARY SOUND ASSOCIATES

handles and evaluates

some of the finest names in audio.
FRIED

RAM

DB SYSTEMS

LINN SONDEK

SUPEX

LUXMAN

VAN ALSTINE

3A

KEITH MONKS
SOUND CONCEPTS
A

TRANSCRIPTOR

STAX

CREIGHTON LABS

GRACE

HEGEMANSUB

TRULY PERSONALIZED SERVICE

35 Little Falls Rd.

Fairfield N.J. 07006
)2011575-1135

POLK AUDIO MONITOR SERIES
AUDIO

BREAKTHROUGHS

now
has on demonstration the
remarkable new Polk loudspeakers. Compare them to the finest
loudspeakers in the world. Both the Seven ($139.99 ea.) and the
Ten ($199.95 ea.) utilize high definition polymer laminate bass
midrange drivers, wide dispersion soft dome tweeters and fluid
coupled sub-bass radiators. They are capable of reproducing a

highly defined phase accurate three dimensional sonic image
which rivals the thousand dollar super speakers. They sound great
with a small receiver, yet reveal the fine subtleties of state of the
art electronics like Levinson, Nakamichi, Essence and G.A.S.
Shipped free in U.S. Send for free brochures on Polk or our other
fine lines. AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS,
1534 Northern Blvd.,
Manhasset, N.Y. 11030; 516-627-7333.

AUDIO

the new BEDINI/STRELIOFF electron cs for
ordinary 'state-of-the-art' equipment. Completely
modular, military -type construction and incredible,
distortion -free sound. For Rolls Royce appetites.

...

BETTER THINGS
FROM H & H INTERNATIONAL
354 State St., Rochester, N.Y. 14608
716/32E-5275

March 1978

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

AUDIO RESEARCH JANIS

Audio -II.

cn

Reference

Systems

=
732-3303

w 808
1-

BREUER

GALE

Suite 201

m

Kahala Office Center á
z
Honolulu, Hawaii 96816

ROGERS GREAT AMERICAN SOUN[t SONEX

SUE OWNERS -Ultimate modification features adjustable

RABCO

15 -gram tone arm gimbled in

jewels. Effective mass 2'h grams

device. $295.00.

Redesigned centering

Complete modification

$395.00 Wheaton Music, 2503 Ennals Ave. Wheaton Md., 20902
301-949-1115

COMPONENTS FOR THE CONNOISSEUR

Acoustat

Great American Sand

X

Beveridge

Leach

Dahlquist

Paragon
Quatre

Janis
R

Rappaport

149

Ariston

Koss

EMT

Magnepan

Formula 4

M&K

Goldring

Polk

Grace

Rogers

Grado Signature

Snell Acoustics

Linn Sondek

Spendor

Sanuo

Visonik
PAUL HEATH AUDIO

evenings EST 912-746-0037.
PROTECT YOUR LPs. Poly sleeves for jackets

ner sleeves

9s round bottom in-

Poly lined paper sleeves 15s White jackets

35'

Postage $1.50 House of Records, Hillburn, New York
10931.
WORLD'S FINEST LOUDSPEAKER'
No, we would not insult your intelligence. Since audio is subjective there cannot be a finest or best! However, if you would like to

own

a

Acoustic Research.
Loudspeaker System
Enter No. 1 on Reader Service Card

13

Dahlquist
Loudspeaker Systems
Enter No. 13 on Reader Service Card

Acoustical Mtg
Hi-Fi Components
Enter No. 2 on Reader Service Card

85

Decousey
Electronic Crossovers
Write Direct to Advertiser

Aiwa
Cassette Deck
Enter No. 3 on Reader Service Card

77

Definitive Systems
Audio Store
Write Direct to Advertiser

116

Akai

26

Discount Music
Record Club
Write Direct to Advertiser

113

59

Discwasher

......

loudspeaker that performs like a $3000 Electrostatic, has

the widest sound stage & the most phenomenal front to back depth

ever heard, why not audition the incredible DCM TIME WINDOWS?
The audiophile loudspeaker at an affordable price

516-561-7114

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE TRADING CORP.
5 Sunrise Plaza, Valley Stream, N.Y. 11581

.

NiwimitTA 3: f ei
..

...

.

.

EASY TO BUILD
MONEY SAVING

Dual (United Audio)_
Turntable
Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card

117

..

57

..
..

108

P.O. BOX 13460

PORTLAND, OREGON 97213

..

15

..

.

34

106

73

Fisher

45

Fuji

Magnetic Tape
Enter No. 15 on Reader Service Card

Write Direct to Advertiser

......

..
Audio Source
Ni -Fi Components
Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card

50,84,86

....

Garland Audio
Audio Store
Write Direct to Advertiser
Garrard (Div of Plessey Consumer Products)
Music Recovery Module

Components

H&H International
Loudspeaker Systems

114

33

104

Write Direct to Advertiser

Audio-tec hnica

438

Enter No. 17 on Reader Service Card

Audioworks
Audio Store
Write Direct to Advertiser

......

105

Hitachi
Hi -Fr Components
Enter No. 18 on Reader Service Card
IAR

..

Ball
Record Preservati on Kit

Publication
Write Direct to Advertiser

49

Innotech
Loudspeaker Systems
Write Direct to Advertiser

95

I&R MUSK
--- --.
Audio Mail Order
Enter No. 19 on Reader Service Card

Write Direct to Advertiser
Bang & Olufsen

Receiver
Enter No. 10 on Reader Service Card

......

Crown
.Hi-Fi Components
Enter No. 11 on Reader Service Card

116

104

50

54.55

1VC

Receivers
Enter No. 20 on Reader Service Card
12

KEF

.,...

56

..

Hi-Fi Components
Enter No. 21 on Reader Service Card

AUDIO

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

53

113

..

96

Speaker Kits
Enter No.49 on Reader Service Card

Chestnut Hill Audio
Audio Store
Write Direct to Advertiser

....119

Henry's
..
Audio Store
Write. Direct to Advertiser

Enter No. 9 on Reader Service Card

B&f

90

Hammond...
HiFi Components

Phono Cartridge

..

105, 107

Audio Systems..
Hi-Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

.

.

....

Write Direct to Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser

...

....

HI -Fi Components

on Reader Service Card

Audio Reference Systems
Hi-Fi Components

i

Fantasy
Audio Store

..

Write Direct to Advertiser

HiFi Components
Enter No.8 on Reader Service Card

.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

(1-800-547-5534)
(1-503-232-1956)

32

Record Cleaner

IMITATIONS ..
.. NATURAL SOUND
7 MODELS
SUB WOOFER

...

Dixie Hi-Fi
Audio Mad Order
Enter No. 12 on Reader Service Card

Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card

.

NO CHEAP

..

5

106

.. 2,83, Cov. IV

115

Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card

1st CLASS SPEAKER KITS
NO HORNS

...

Audio Excellence
Hi-Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser
Preamp
Enter No.

..

Write Direct to Advertiser

AudioCritrc
Publication
Write Direct to Advertiser

Audio General....

...

17

-

.

Record Care Products

..

Apt Corp
..
Hi-Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

H i -F

.

..

Loudspeaker Systems
Enter No. 4 on Reader Service Card

MARK LEVINSON JC-2, A&D cards, new power supply filter
module, cabinet, mint-$850/infinity Black Widow $150. Call

118

Custom Stereo.
Audio Store
Write Direct to Advertiser

Allison

(716) 232-2828

Advertiser

35

ì Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

ROCHESTER, NY 14608

lit

Page

ADC
Phono Cartridge
Enter No. 50 on Reader Service Card

H i -F

354 STATE STREET

108

Advertiser

March 1978

A DIFFERENT
KIND OF RECORD CLUB

FREEdetails

Discounts up to 73%, no "agree -to -purchase" obligations.
All labels, Schwann catalog of thousands of titles; classical,
pop, jau, country, etc. Discount dividend certificates. Newsletter; accessories; quick service. 100% ciron -clad
guarantees. Write for free details.

dram

LEACH

DEPT.
DISCOUNT MUSIC CLUE, INC.
650 Main Street, New Rochelle. N.Y. 10801

Wide Bandwidth Preampldier

14-0378

preassembled and tested

circuit boards. RIAA Board $35, Output Board $25, Center
Channel Board $15, Regulated Power Supply Board with transformer $35, plus

$1

shipping. Components, Box 33193, Decatur,

Georgia 30033.

CONNECTICUT: ADC-Accutrac, Advent, Audio Pulse, B&O, B.I.C.,

Citation, Dahlquist, Epicure, Harman/Kardon, J.B.L., McIntosh
Nakamichi, Ortofon, Phase Linear, Sony, Stax, Tandberg,
Yamaha, Cizek, Sonus. Will ship prepaid. Sounds Incredible, 226

Advertiser

Page

Keith Monks
Tonearms

18

Kenwood.

75

Cassette Decks
Koss.

67

Loudspeaker Systems
Enter No.22 on Reader Service Card

63

SME

Sansui
Loudspeaker Systems
Enter No. 37 on Reader Service Card

120, Coy 1:11

Shure
Hi-Fi Components
Enter No.38 on Reader Service Card

Cassette Deck

Write Direct to Advertiser
Maxell
Magnetic Tape
Enter No. 23 on Reader Service Card

27

McIntosh...

84

Catalog
Enter No.24 on Reader Service Card

McK Sales

115

Audio Mail Order
Write Direct to Advertiser

43

100,101

44

Hi-Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

..... ....

117

25

Nikko

98

118

14

3600' NEW L/N SCOTCH or Ampex tape, 104z' metal reels

Sony Corp.
Hi-Fi Components
Enter No. 42 on Reader Service Card

Speakercraft

28,29

50

Phase Linear

37

Amp

Write Direct to Advertiser

Audio Mail Order
31

Cov.Il.

Pg.1

Phono Preamp
Enter No. 32 on Reader Service Card
Qysonic

Loudspeaker Sy stems
Enter No. 33 on Reader Service Card

Radio Shack
Receivers

34

Teledapter T.V. Sound Tuner
Enter No. 34 on Reader Service Card

AUDIO

Teac
Accu phase

76

38,40

Reel to Reel Tape Deck

Write Direct to Advertiser
95

88

Technics
Loudspeaker Systems
Enter No. 47 on Reader Service Card
That Recording Place

31

115

Recording Studio

Write Direct to Advertiser
61

3M
Cassette Tape
Enter No. 48 on Reader Service Card

88

Yamaha
Hi-Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser
Rhoades

5

Audio Store
Write Direct to Advertiser
Tandberg.
Hi-Fi Components
Enter No. 46 on Reader Service Card

March 1978

IAR3
/AR

Magnetic Tape
Enter No. 45 on Reader Service Card

Write Direct to Advertiser

on Reader Service Card

Audio

Stanton
Phono Cartridge
Enter No. 43 on Reader Service Card

7

41

for

Leadership
Excellence

114

107

5

$38.00 12 New Ampex 42 min. 8 Ti acks $9.00.6 New Ampex 370
C-60 cassettes in Stackette $5.50. C-90 $6.50. Sound. Peachtree
DeKalb Airport, Chamblee. Ga. 30341

108

Speaker Kit
Speaker Kits

Take

PAIA
Hi-Fi Components
Enter No. 29 on Reader Service Ca rd

Playback

Thaedra #301BR preamp, pristine $600. Quad 303 amplifier,

Sonic Research
Hi-Fi Components

TDK

Ovation Audio
Audio Store
Write Direct to Advertiser

patentees, sole

WANTED: McIntosh MC -275's, MC -3500's, Marantz

Write Direct to Advertiser

Osawa
Phono Cartridge
Enter No. 51 on Reader Service Card

amplifiers,

'C's, 5's,
9's, 88's. Audio Research D-150. C:OLDEN EAR, Box 2189, Riverview, Michigan 48192. (313)479-1734.

Speakerlab
Speaker Kits
91

HANDCRAFTED tube

51

11

Ohm
Loudspeaker Systems
Enter No. 28 on Reader Service Card

$2.85

Sonab
Hi-Fi Components
Enter No. 40 on Reader Service Card

Write Direct to Advertiser

Hi-Fi Components
Enter No. 27 on Reader Service Card

2x 2

distributors. Golden Ear Reference Loudspeaker System. C/M
CC -1 super versatile preamp, new $360. Advent #30C Receiver,
new $250. PML professional stereo microphones NSt -6 w/power
supply, cables, $1,500 value, only $900. Audio Research D-150
amplifier, pristine, scarce, inquire. Marantz 108 tuner, mint $800.

Write Direct to Advertiser

Cassette Deck
Enter No. 26 on Reader Service Card

Pioneer
Amps & Tuners
Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card

FUTTERMAN

Speaker Kits

Nakamichi

$2.35 per 50 and

per 100 plus postage. Radio Mat Slide Co., 444 N. Peninsula

pristine $235. Levinson JC-2 preamp with A/D card. pristine
$1,175.00. Europa stereo car radio new $250. Fane #6C3 speaker
system with Ionic high frequency units, beautiful $895.00 pair.

Hi-Fi Components
Enter No. 39 on Reader Service Card

Enter No.41 on Reader Service Card

Micro -Acoustics

Danbury, Conn., 06810. (203) 748 -3889 --phone

quotes only.

Drive, Daytona Beach, Fla. 32018

19,20,21

65

Tuner/Amplifier
Write Direct to Advertiser
Marantz

H. Sams

White St.,

TYPE YOUR SLIDES! Sizes 344 x 4

74

Audio Cyclopedia
Write Direct to Advertiser

Lux

PS

SAE

Tonearm
Enter No. 36 on Reader Service Card

Write Direct to Advertiser

Enter No.

Page

Hi-Fi Components
Enter No. 35 on Reader Service Card

Write Direct to Advertiser

Mobile Fidelity Sound
Recordings
Write Direct to Advertiser

Advertiser

shows the way again!

/AR breaks through the barrier
between golden ear & test bench
reviews! /AR irtroduces 3 new
tests on a number of preamps!
What are they? Howdo they work?
The first printing of /AR 3 will be
limited. You must subscribe now to
be included.
Four issue nos. $25, eight $45. Surcharges:
first class $10, overseas surface $10, air $20
Bank credit cards accepted.

You Can Own :he Very Finest

International Audio Review
2449f Dwight Way Berkeley Ca 94704 USA

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

/.Æ

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Take

Progressive Audiophile
Services.
Specializing in Private
Demonstration and
Consultation
Featuring:
HAFLER
RAPPAPORT
JR
BRYSTON
DENON
SYMDEX
CONNOISSEUR
ADC ZLM/LMF ARM
SOUND CABLE
KEITH MONKS
PROMETHEAN

Hew Lambda Series from

NAME BRAND RECORDING TAPE, custom loaded. Available in
cassettes, reels, and cartridges. Huge savings direct from

SpeakerKit

Featuring the newest Philip tend
drivera with complies-an design.
sepnaingelEMctro-vmc
d

manufacturer. New catalogue now available, MJS, 516 Brooks,
San Jose, Calif. 95125 (408) 998-2693.

at

pr
affordable
tbiept

Mite

Recordings.
Keith Monks Record
Cleaning Service.

...To Listen

return mail. Nationwide mailorder service. Free catalogs jam packed with bargains in Hi-Fi equipment, tape and recording accessories, calculators, telephones and accessories, kits, parts,

TAKE 5 AUDIO
32 ELM ST.

etc. Hundreds of factory and government surplus specials too!
American inquiries welcome Rush tree catalog request to ETCO,
Dept. AUA, Box 741, Montreal 183G Hymus, Pointe Claire, Quebec

NEW HAVEN, CT. 06510
(203) 777-1750

Assemble

SpeakerKit

CANADIANS: Best Hi-Fi discounts on over 96 leading Hi-Fi brands.
Many exclusive factory closeout and special deals. Quotations via

Large Selection of Special

aeein.

torr

yoeel.

n

Box 12A, Menomonie, WI 54751

1.

KENWOOD Audio Purist
Refine every idea that's come along in audio.

2.

Expand on separate power supplies to the ultimate and build a

super -amp for each channel and directly drive each speaker.
3. Make the signal go through the shortest most direct path in the

preamp to keep it pure.

H9R 1E9

BUY HI-FI EQUIPMENT "DISTRIBUTOR DIRECT." No middle-men

4.

Make the BEST phono preamp-period!

or Salesman's commissions to pay! Quick service, excellent stock.

5.

Patent a new connector that eliminates noise and hum between

equipment to tit every purse and aesthetic taste. Write for quotes:
Hi-Fi Sales, Box 348, Dept O. Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010 (215)

SAVE UP TO 69% ON OVER 100 TOP BRAND AUDIO COMPONENTS

544-1465.

MARKET. ONE OF THE OLDEST MAIL ORDER FIRMS (EST 1952)

FROM CARSTON STUDIOS,

AND CERTAINLY ONE OF THE MOST
VAN

ST -400,

ALSTINE DYNA MODS FOR

ST -416. ST -410.

ST -150. PAT -5. PAT -5 BIFET, FM -5 are still the best. New

1

$10.00

preamp and MODEL

RELIABLE.

ALL ORDERS

SHIPPED FROM STOCKED WAREHOUSE. SEND FOR PRICE QUOTE

AND PRICE LIST. CARSTON STUDIOS, OLD BROOKFIELD ROAD,

improvement kit for Dyna PAT -5 BIFET. Double 400 conversions for
both ST -400 and ST -416. Free mod instructions for ST -70.
MK -111 and PAS -3X. $100 audio circuit mods for ARC SP3-A1. All
new DC coupled VAN ALSTINE MODEL

AUDIO SUPER-

NEW ENGLAND'S

DANBURY, CONN. 06810.

large number of audiophiles and

a

music lovers.
HERE'S THE SOLUTION:
The KENWOOD AUDIO PURIST DIRECT DRIVE SYSTEM available
STEREO STORES -260 Old Country Road,

at DESIGNATRON'S

Hicksville, Long Island, N.Y. 11801 and DESIGNATRON-748
Route 25A, Setauket, Long Island, N.V. 11733 CALL (516)
822-5277.

2

HI-FI REPS NEEDED. Excellent Stock, Lowest Prices, Friendly Ser-

power amp. Crown tape electronic mods coming soon. Jensens

vice. No investment or obligations! Hi-Fi Sales, Box 348 Dept A,
Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010 (215) 544-1465.

Stereo Shop, 2202 River Hills Dr.. Burnsville, Minnesota 55337.

612-890-3517

Apt -Holman PREAMPLIFIER

work that is the HOLMAN Pre -Amp

He did the research and design

Circuit in the Advent Receiver. Now, Tom has started his own company, the APT Corp. He has designed a state-of-the-art

VACUUM TUBES

-Build

amplifier and preamp.
6. Make it all affordable to

your own for under

and tube -peculiar parts. AUDIO DIMENSIONS offers a complete in-

$50.00. Send $14.9` r complete plans and assembly instructions. Kneller Audio Cabinets "Dept. A" 6428 W. 27th Place, Berwyn, IL 60402.

ventory of high voltage capacitors, precision resistors and tubes.

preamplifier that has all the switches, controls, quality, and QUIET
you crave -and even better, you can afford it! ONLY $447..

Kits or separate parts available for building circuitries described in

Available

our 230 page Audio Modification Manual. Write for parts list,

COUNTRY ROAD, HICKSVILLE, N.Y. 11801 Mail and phone orders

services. AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8898

accepted on Mastercharge and Visa. Ask about our satisfaction

CORNER HORN SPEAKER ENCLOSURE

literature and outline

114

Clairemont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92123.

HEAR STAR WARS IN MULTI -CHANNEL!

Remember how exciting it was in the theater! Now you can recreate
that big -open -deep sound with an AUDIO -PULSE added to your

-it gives

you up to 8 channels of sound to amplify

port prices? Join us at STEREOPHILE in mounting a campaign to
bring US record companies Dock to the view that high fidelity

-it's

tion about this lively, literate publications that is still leading the
audio industry since 1962. write STEREOPHILE. Box 49S, Elwyn,

AUDIO PULSE IS AT DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES ON LONG

ISLAND

Pa. 19063. or send $12 for 4

issues.

*MILWAUKEE -AT LAST! The Audio Emporium

AVAILABLE FOR SHIPMENT ALL OVER CONTINENTAL U.S.A.

-6900

CALL (516) 822-5277

Sonus,

77DX

polydirectional

microphones w/cases. New condition $750 for

Lux,

Magnepan,

Polk,

Genesis,

LEACH LOW TIM AMPLIFIER NOW AVAILABLE IN WEST. For info

ribbon

write

G.

Max Carter, Box 26A Goldcamp Rd.,

80906.

Cox. 6900 Kimberland Gdns. Ln., Lithowia, Ga. 30058

(- -.

"DISTINGUISHED FOR THE VERY FINEST"

THE EXQUISTE AUDIO PRODUCTS OF

AUDIO

RESEARCH, MARK LEVINSON, SEQUERRA,
MAGNEPAN, GALE, GREAT AMERICAN
SOUND, LUX, NAKAMICHI, QUAD AND
MORE ARE OPTIMIZED AS A SPECIALTY OF OUR ART
AS IS OUR HOSPITALITY AND SERVICE.

SAN JOSE
STEVENS CRK

BERKELEY
.

BL.

3101

-

FRI

-

11

-

TELEGRAPH AVE.

415-841-1591

244-6724
TUE

THE SENSIBLE SOUND -ISSUE N4 -FIRST REVIEWS ANYWHERE
Paragon

E1

-Van

Alstine, Model

Two-

1-

6,

SAT

Colo Spgs, CO

Audionics BT2 and PZ3-

Magnepan MG1

-New

Advent -Grado

and CM300-Audioanalyst

Technics SB6000A-B.I.C. Formula 6-Stylift-ADC, Sound
Technica,
706
XJ5-Audio
Meter-Disctracker-McIntosh
phones-MicroAcoustics FRM1A-B&W DM7-3A Adagio -JR
149 -Fried Model B -Also the Pickering XSV 3000 -Empire
2000Z -ADC, XLMII-Shure V15/IIIG-M-A, 2000e-Spendor
BC1-Onkyo A7- Advent 300-DBX 117-B+0 M70 -B&W
DM5 and DM2a and DM5-Crown D150A and IC150A-Spectro
Acoustics 202 -Yamaha NS1000-ADC 710-Nakamichi 420

M6-

-

Plus dozens of record reviews and our usual features. Subscribe
today -$10 (4 issues). $11 Canadian, $12 F.C. mail, $16 Foreign.

403 Darwin, Snyder, NY 14226

GARLAND AUDIO

-

Bang &

354-5082.

$200 each

4 or

DahlquisL

Olufsen. Technics, others. Tues -Sat 10-6 or by appointment.

Black Face Plate, extra set telefunken

tubes, $250; Netronics 450D Turntable, $60. 314-474-7003.

2960

W. Brown

Deer Rd, where ears and minds are open. Audio Research, GAS,

-4 -RCA

LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded tapes.
OF
Catalogue-$1.50. House of Records, Hillburn, New York 10931.

FTE+1-Audio International CM914

748 Route 25A-Setuaket, New York, 11733

RIBBON MICROPHONES

260 OLD

THOUSANDS

PSE, Studio One and

260 Old Country Road -Hicksville, N.Y. 11801

LEES PREAMP:

STORES,

means musical realism, not tick, boom and screech. For informa-

just plain GREAT!

TREVOR

STEREO

guarantee on this product (516) 822-5277

DISGUSTED WITH AMERICAN RECORDINGS? Tired of paying im-

sound system. The AUDIO -PULSE MODEL ONE is the digital time delay system that really works: it's great for small recording

studios

of

.

from DESIGNATRON'S

-

10

-

5

AND BY

APPT.

DISC BEAM

Turntable illumination system now available. Compact light inside
dustcover turns on when cover is raised. No moving parts -one
minute installation. Satisfaction guaranteed -prompt delivery. Send

$24.95 to AB Audio, 1476 California St. Box 333, San Francisco,
Calif. 94109.

PROPER TONEARM GEOMETRY!! Optimum offset angle, overhang,

vertical pivot height and angle. Resonance damping construction.
Jewelled pivots. Height adjustable while playing records. Effective
2.5 grams. Damped cueing. Anti -skate bias. TA -3A with
silicone damping, $149.00: TA- 4A without damping (otherwise
identical), $124.00. "Universal": nylon hardware, $1.00. alignmass

ment protractor.

$1.00. Prices inlude postage and money -back

guarantee. JML Company. 39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA

95425

PERCUSSION RECORDING of superior quality. Write Percussion,

Dept. A, P.O. Box 88, Palisades Park, N.J.

AUDIO

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

$595
$595
Complete recording session. With our recording staff
band of five professional musicians, modern studios,
backup singers, producer, pressing 1000 records on
well-established label. With credit plan available to
everyone, only $595.

THAT RECORDING PLACE
P.O. Box 11032-BH

PRODUCTS-New

and

used.

1200'

.

7" reel

12 for $18 POST- PAID,
list-WIDE RESPONSE, 6114A,

12 for $13 POSTPAID-free

SANTA MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CA 90038

Northern N.J.'s finest store-Lux, Mod DO -10, IMF, Grace, B&W,
G.A.S. Sleeping Beauty, FR, B&O, Linn Sondek, Janis and more.
University Stereo, 57 E. Ridgewood Ave., Ridgewood, N.J. 07450.

ices

PHONE & MAIL
Call TOLL FREE or write for LOW PRICES

Audio

Research,

Nakamichi, Ampzilla, Luxman, 8&0, Dahlquist, Quatre. Write for
list. STEREO SHOP, 107 Third Ave SE, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52401

800/854-7769
800/472-1783

Nationwide

20 minutes from the G.W. bridge. 201-447-5700.

Memphis, Tenn. 38111
ESOTERIC

AMPEX TAPE-NEW 1800' on

California

IN 18 YEARS MANY, MANY PREAMPS HAVE COME AND GONE,

Approved by Phone

BUT IN THAT TIME OPUS ONE HAS RECOMMENDED ONLY 4 AS
BEING THE

BEST SOUNDING.1959

Marantz 7C;

1971

MÇK

Audio

Research SP2; 1973 Audio Research SP3; 1977 Rappaport PRE -1.

PERFECTIONISTSPREFER DYNAKITS

Our customary 18 year old procedure of checking, testing, and

Before Purchase You Owe Yourself Our Quote Mainline 11a 971

Fronheiser, Johnstown, PA 15902

listening to all electronics prior to sale, applys to the Rappaport
preamps. Rappaport PRE -1 $575 and Rappaport PRE -1A $715.

YOUR MAIL-ORDER TAPE SPECIALIST IN WASH. D.C. SAME DAY

400 Smithfield St., Pittsburgh, 15222, Pa. 412-281-3969

250

formance at $99.95. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009A, Huntington, Conn. 06484

YAMAHA 820 RECEIVER $350, 800 GL cassette deck $300, San sui direct drive w/SME arm Shure V15 Ill $275,
MG

l's, Spendor

BC

Magnepan

l's, stands. $400 each pair. All excellent.

717-529-2497.

live music. You may discover, as we did, that your present records

AUDIO RESEARCH D-76, recently retubed, fans included $675.

large 1955 #7 Klipsch;

Model

MC -30

tube

1

L.E.E. 1955 Klipsch;

1

Marantz 1955 Model

preamp;

1

2

are better than you thought. PARAGON, one word says it all. For
1

tube amplifier and

watt

30

experienced the SYSTEM -E from PARAGON. This basic preamp excels at one very essential function; preserving and reproducing

ALL the information without shaving off the important depth,
space, and delicate tonal information which is the true essence of

All major brands, fully guaranteed.

FOUR ELECTROSTATIC 139 speakers;

AN AUDIOPHILE PREAMP FOR $495? Can't be done? You haven't

every last nuance and subtlety from your record grooves. Our exclusive Ultra -Linear Cascode front end will preserve and amplify

DISCOUNT COMPONENTS!

Write: DUDLEY, 1420 Three Mile, Grosse Pointe, MI 48230

DOES YOUR DEALER KNOW ABOUT BADAP-1?

tube

more information write: PARAGON 997

NEW

AB. Shure V-15 III. $225.00 (215)535-1123

THE ABSOLUTE SOUNDtm in its new issue, takes an extended
look at Richard Sequerra's first loudspeaker, the Metronome 2; a

direct-coupled amplifier from Kenwood; and the Infinity OLS-1.
There's also a special report on four cartridges: Sleeping Beauty;
the Supex SD 900e -Super; the Pickering XSV-3000;

The Grado

Signature 1-A. There are also major reviews of a Swiss amp, the
FM Acoustics 800a; the Rappaport Pre -1 preamp; the Bravura
preamp; Son of Ampzilla; the Dynaco Mk VI tube amp; the Dahlquist passive crossover; the Allison One; the Advent 300; the
Marantz 510 basic amp; the Satin M-18 moving coil cartridges; the
RTR ESR-15 electrostatic tweeter, and more. Including the Denon
DP -3000 turntable; the Sony TC 800-2 tape recorder; the Elac
SLS-555E cartridge; and the Power Research System 3-c speaker
system. And still more. Including an updated look at the LinnSondek turntable and a comparison of the J.H. Formula 4 vs. the
Mayware "Formula 4." Among other things, there's an interview
with Robert Ludwig, often called the U.S.'s best cutter of master
discs.
The price? $16 (four issues, first class), $17, in Canada. $18

(Outside North America, air). Check or money order to The Absolute Sound, Dept. A, Box 5, Northport, N.Y., 11768. Coming up:
A new issue that includes a comprehensive report on mini -

San Carlos Ave., San

JERSEY-NEW YORK AUDIOPHILES: Audition the SNELL

ACOUSTICS TYPE A LOUDSPEAKER
RADIO RESEARCH MOD. 61 FM signal generator, originally $595;
II

E.

Carlos, CA 94070

McIntosh.

412-682-7732.
BADAP-1 IS COMING!
THORENS TD -125

$250. Leader LS5 electronic switch, orig. $99.95; $40. EICO 902
distortion meter (IM & THD), orig. $159.95; $65. IM -21 AC

voltmeter, orig. $42.95; $20. CR -1 resistor substitution boxes (2),
orig. $11.95, $5 IN -37 resistor substitution boxes (2) orig.
$11.95, $5 ea. Shop -built wow & flutter meter, orig. cost $195;
$80. Shipped free to buyer. Instruction books furnished with all
units. Audio Box A83-1.

SYSTEM. Proclaimed

TRONICS, P.O. Box 385, Hawthorne, N.J. 07507 (201) 427-8885

evenings & weekends. Literature available.

LOWEST PRICES, BEST SELECTION, All esoteric, 225

+ Brands.

We'll try to beat any legit price. VTR s, TV's, Calculators, Write for
Quotes now. Stellar Sound P.O. Box 49285 Austin, TX 78765

WE'RE OVERSTOCKED and must sell at or below cost, all new, any

quantity: Pioneer: PL550 $210, PL570 $240, SPEC 1 $540, SPEC
2 $300, RT 2022 $795, TX 6500 $107, CTF 2121 $126; TEAC:
A23405 $526, Model 2 Mixer $226, Marantz 2265 $327, Technics
SA5170 $149, Phase 400 $375, Phase 4000 $449. Much, much

PHILIPS SPEAKER KITS, speaker components in San Francisco.

more. Call or write STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE, 2761 Bedford

T-4055 tuner, $165. Both perfect. (608)835-5580.

St., Johnstown,

PA

Just Speakers. 4t5-647-6538.
ONKYO T-9 tuner, new warranty cards, no box

$225. Onkyo

15904 (814) 536-1611.
SONY MX -14 MIXER, like new, $125. (302)737-2769

LEACH

WIDE

BANDWIDTH

PREAMPLIFIER

preassembled and

tested circuit boards. RIAA Board $35, Output Board $25, Center
Channel Board $15, Regulated Power Supply Board with
transformer $35, plus $1
Decatur, Georgia 30033.

LUX 3045, TUBE Power Amps new in cartons with warranty

papers. Must sell. $650 pair. (313)822-7546 eves.

shipping. Components, Box 33193,
RAPPAPORT PRE -1A,

PS -1, MC -1 $600; DBX 3BX $350; Black
Widow $75; Audio Research D-100 $650; Denon AU -320 $75;
Heath AJ 1510 $250. (713) 892-3104.

WHAT IS BADAP-1?

I

SALE: Soundcraftsman 20-12 equalizer $125.00, Dayton
Wright SPM preamp $150.00, Levinson JC-1 phono preamp
$50.00, Advent 201 cassette deck $150.00. Call 404-633-3569
FOR

The Apt/Holman Preamplifier

evenings.

For literature, the name of your local dealer,
and ordering information, please check the box.

WHAT IS AUDIOMART? Audiomart is the unique audio newsletter
that doesn't charge for classified ads! Buy, swap or sell your used

E For

a collection of five technical papers by
Tom Holman, please check the box and send $2.00.

gear and accessories without cost -per- word worry or two month
delays! Subscribe today: $6/12 issues. Audiomart, Box 821,

Stratford, Connecticut 06497.
POLYDAX

RAW SPKRS.,

$447.00

Bextrenes,

Decca Ribbon

Tweeters,

Name

Address

Leach Amplifiers. TA Box 90 RR1, Surry, ME. 04684
BOW 1000 AMPLIFIERS 121

Dreadnaught 1000, Phase Linear

Apt Corporation Box 512 Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

4000. All perfect, mint condition. Evenings (3011486-4323.

AUDIO

the

finest system currently available, judge for yourself. Demonstrations in a living room environment by appointment. G -B ELEC-

monitors; the Beveridge electrostatic; the Tympani -D; the Spendor BC -1; the Grado Signature II; a round -up on Direct Discs, the
Denon Pulse Code Modulated Discs, the Gale records, the Mark
Levinson records. And more.

DBX,

Malatchi, Orban Parasound, Sescom on
display in stock for immediate delivery. 8555 Fenton Street, Silver
Spring, MD 20910; 301-585-1118.

LUX T-110 TUNER Brand New. $365. 201-741-8640. Ask for Bill.

DBX 124, $200. Soundcraftsmen 20-12A $150. (919)286-7213.

1-804-484-7898.

Audio Equipment Showroom, Ampex, AKG,

Crown International,

UMBIA RD. N.W., WASH. D.C. 20009

OWNERS: Send for free literature on our Micro Preamp Superb per-

J

TECHNIARTS
Professional

SHIPMENT -DISCOUNT PRICES -BASF, SCOTCH, MAXELL, TDK &

SUPEX-ORTOFON-DENON-OTHER MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE

SALES

THOMAS, PO BOX 2100
POMONA CA 91766

N

OPUS ONE

CAPITOL. FREE PRICE LIST. SAXITONE TAPE SALES, 1776 COL-

,

ADC . AKAI
AR
BUY HI-FI
COMPONENTS
ERWOOD
sTEAC TDK SHU
E
HY-GAIN
THE MODERN
\,7 MANY OTHERS
WAY:

March 1978
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LEGENDARY.
Mark Levinson. Threshold. Grado Signature. Janis. Pyramid. Grace. Spendor.

FOR SALE

Rogers. DCM. Paragon. DB. Bryston. Paoli. Linn-Sondek. Bowers & Wilkins.
Denon. Verion. Dunlap-Clarke. All these legends at Chestnut Hill Audio,
2302 Lombard Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19146. (215) Kl 6-6178.

QUAD 303 PREAMP. $175; Quad 405 amp, $300; both under one

year old. (316)685-6564.

B

CHESTNUT HILL AUDIO.

&

MMC5000 SHIBATA

0

STYLUS,

hrs.

4

use,

$80.

(703)280-4467.
AUDIO RESEARCH DUAL 50E, $325; 50F1B, $350; SP3A1, $450;

Dayton -Wright

SPS

Ill,

Mk

$225:

303,

Quad

'$140.

(703)243-7050.
LOWEST AUDIO PRICES POSSIBLE

TOTAL MODIFICATION for Rabco SL8E from Germany. For informa-

Write for our Quote: Sound Electronics of Johnstown, 519 Wheat,
Johnstown, Pa. 15902.

tion, send $1 USD to HWG AUDIO. 6272 Niedernhausen.

QUATRE DG -250 $275, Yamaha C-2 Pre Amp $500, RTR ESR-6

$90 ea. Dynavector DV 505 $380 Mark Stuart 5547 30th NE Seat-

tle, Wash. 98105
THRESHOLD 400A now on demonstration! 100 watts/channel of
Class A power. Tremendous dynamic capability. Greatly extended
bandwidth plus faster slewing. Beautifully styled with LED readout

ATTENTION DYNACO PAT 5 OWNERS! Our PAT 5 phono board up-

PIONEER SX-950 RECEIVER. Mint condition. Hardly used. Must

date kit will convert your PAT

stunning state-of-the-art

sell! $400 or best offer! Also, BSR 2630-W turntable, M91 -ED car-

of peak and average power. Listeners expect it to cost twice its

price of $1147. Also new from Threshold, and now on demonstra-

contender. We invite comparison to any preamp. Parts list and
instructions-$5.00, kit-$55.00 post-paid. Musical Sound Lab,

tridge. $75.00. (205) 343-0029. Ask for Louis Wood or write:
3854 Pickett Dr., Mobile, Ala. 33618.

tion, is the NS -10 direct coupled preamplifier.

Box 5503, Preston King Station, Arlington, Virginia 22205.

in

ultimate

the

For

tonearms,

we

stock

the

into

5

a

AUDIO RESEARCH D-150,

BREUER

DYNAMIC!Also now on display-the suberb DENON direct drive
turntables. Hear the all new moderately priced electronics from

G.A.S.-Thalia, Grandson and Charlie the Digital Tuner. We have

AUDIRE ELECTRONICS now available in TEMPLE Terrace, Fla. at
Hi Fi Hutch call (813) 985-7144.

320-0722

speakers $325 each. 716-691-3634, 6-12 p.m.

Hear the ROGERS LS3/5A and SPENDOR SA-1 mini- monitors.
We have the STYLIFT which lifts your manual tonearm automati-

cally at the end of the record-$15.95. Ask us about the benefits of
using the anti -resonant PLATTER PAD. We have the beautiful

a haystack specializes in stereo styli and cartridges, accessories, special records. All major brands and many hard -to -find
replacements available. Free catalog. Dept. A.P.O. Box 17436,

needle in

Washington,

DC

20041.

GOLD PLATED shielded metal phono plugs,

panel mount phono jacks,

90t

mounting hardware, 18 pc.

GALE maximum fidelity recordings.

$1.00 ea. Gold plated
nylon cartridge

ea. Low mass

set, $2.50. All

ppd. Component

Systems, 5556 Personality Ct., Indpls. IN 46227.

We ship prepaid/insured throughout the U.S. Our other tine
suppliers include Ariston, Audionics, Connoisseur, Dahlquist, DB
Systems, Formula 4, Grace, Grado, Goldring, Linn Sondek, Infinity
M & K,

SP -3A-1, SP -4. (804)

B/m $1159; w/ sep. GALE audiophile

GAS AMPZILLA II, THOEBE

the Sleeping Beauty in stock!

Black Widow,

D -76A,

evenings.

Rappaport, RH Labs, Sonex II, Sonus and

Onkyo.

QUICKEST AIRMAIL SERVICE DIRECT FROM TOKYO All brands of

Cartridges & Arms. Great time & money $aving
JAPAN

TRADING

AUDIO

CO.,

Saikaen

!

Write us today.

4-33-21,

Bldg.,

Kamimeguro, Meguro-Ku, Tokyo 153

THE

WAREHOUSE-LOWEST

PRICES

TYPEWRITERS,

ON

MANUAL AND ELECTRIC. All brand new, factory sealed, and fully

warranteed. Free

catalog

and prices.

CAN'T

YOU

BUY

IT

ANYWHERE FOR LESS! Fast service. THE WAREHOUSE, Dept. 18,
THE HI-FI GAME is a board game for anyone into audio; or has

THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE

(415) 328-1081

435 Tasso
Palo Alto, Ca. 94301

116

187 North Main Street, Milltown, New Jersey 08850

dreamed of a super system; or who just enjoys challenging, fast paced games. Players buy, sell, and trade audio equipment; invest

REPLACEMENT STYLI. Diafix, Box 762, Hightstown, N.J. 08520

industries; listen to the latest gossip, and follow the latest
trends. In short, THE HI-FI GAME is the total audio experience.
Playing time: 2-4 hours. Ages 12 -adult. $11.95 from PENIJON

CUEING DEVICE FOR AR turntables and others. Precision ma-

in audio

WORLD AUDIO WESTCHESTER, INC.

Westchester's finest audio sales and service dealer is proud to an-

GAMES,

nounce the addition of.

Box 2129. Martinez, CA 94553 (Californians: add sales

chined,

silicon damped.

installed

$16.00

postpaid.

tax).

LUX

MILWAUKEE & WISCONSIN'S ONLY

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
THORENS
To the already fine lines of Audio -technics,

CM LABS,

Easily

LYRELIFT, 582 Franklin Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02139.

YOU'VE
ADC-BSR, AR, AKG,

DBX, DECCA, JVC, Jensen, M.A., Optonica, Philips,

Pickering, Pioneer, Stanton, Supex, Sonab, Tandberg. Shipping is

ABOUT

HEARD

legendary

the

Electrostatics-now actually hear them at Barclay Recording
Electronics,

233

Lancaster,

East

Wynnewood,

PA

&

19096

215-667-3048

free in continental U.S.
WORLD AUDIO WESTCHESTER, INC.
211 North Avenue

COMING!

Digilogic System-a digitally -controlled

THE CROWN

preamp with customized phono front-end, SA -2 power amp, and

New Rochelle, N.Y. 10801

E0-2 equalizer/tone control system-to Barclay Recording & Elec-

914-576-3230

tronics,

233

East

Lancaster,

TRUE AUDIOPHILE DEALER

Dayton -Wright

Wynnewood,

PA

19096

Specialists

in

components

by

Audio

Research,

Dahlquist,

Transcriptors, SAE, Nakamichi, Bozak, SME, DBX, Revox, Infin-

ity, RTR, Phase -Linear, Tandberg, G.A.S., London -Decca, Stax,
Sonus and over 50 others. Wisconsin's ONLY Audio Research
dealer with their new product line on demonstration. Plus one of
the truly largest displays of tape decks & accessories in the entire

country. Over 130 machines on display. WACK ELECTRONICS,
INC. 5722 W. NORTH AVE. MILWAUKEE, WI 53208

215-667-3048
SANSUI AND KENWOOD! Below mail order prices! Send to: GSH

RHODE ISLAND MUSIC
PHILES
faithful musical reproduction is what
you're after; and not the seductive deceptions of musical phantoms, then take a trip
If

to Newport.

of

musical, high -definition sound-now at Barclay Recording & ElecWynnewood,
19096
tronics,
233
East
Lancaster,
PA

Super Savings, P.O. Box 86, Eden, N.C. 27288.
LOW NOISE RESISTORS -1/4W, 5% from

1

to 4.7 Megohm for 31/2t

215-667-3048

each. Fifty per value $0.85. Postage and handling is $1.00 per
order. FREE catalog and resistor sample. Components Center, PO

THE KENWOOD PURIST Series solves the interface problems which

Box 295A, West Islip, N.Y. 11795

GRACE

raving's

KEF
CONNOISSEUR

233 East Lancaster, Wynnewood, PA 19096 215-667-3048

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount prices for
Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Grado and ADC. Send for free

RTR

CYBERACOUSTIC LABORATORY is a research and development

catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. A, Box 69, Kensington Station,
Brooklyn New York 11218. For fast service call toll free

KEITH MONKS
SUPEX
JVC
GRADO

AVID
STAX
BREUER DYNAMIC
FUJI

Definitive Systems
26

kilowatt

have limited amp/preamp/speaker performance. Hear what the

KIRKSAETER
LUXMAN
I.M. FRIED
DB SYSTEMS
ARISTAN
DAHLOUIST
DECCA
HARMAN KARDON
ORTOFON
SOUND CONCEPTS
AKG
SATIN

ENNE

THE AUDIO RESEARCH D-350, with a staggering

STEREO c AUDIO COMPONENTS

Memorial Blvd West, Newport.
847-5740

RI 02840

847-5741

MUSIC BY THE SEA

about-exclusively

at Barclay Recording & Electronics,

combined
with the most scientifically -advanced
audio/acoustics lab. Advanced products for '78 include AKG
pickups, Audio/Pulse ambiance system, Audio Research D -100A
& D350 (very musical), Badap-1 audio computer, Crown Digilogic
Control & SA -2 power amp, Dayton -Wright preamps and spkrs.,
dbx 38X. Dynavector arm, EMT & Entre moving -coil pickups, FM
center,

800-221-0906.
Immediate delivery all

BOTEL QUALITY AUDIO COMPONENTS:

Rotel products including RB -5000, RX-1603, RX-1203, RA -1412,
RA -1312, RI -1024, National Sound Company, Ft. Lauderdale,

Florida (305) 462-6862

Acoustics, Formula 4 arm, Fried B, D, H, L, M, 0, R2, S spkrs.,
Gale Maximum -Fidelity (and most direct -disc) recordings, Grado

INNOVATIVE AUDIO

Signature, IMF International spkrs., KEF (105!), Kenwood Purist,

129 Degraw Street, Brooklyn, NY 11231

(212) 596-0888 or 858-3493

Lux Laboratory Reference, Magnepan/Magneplanar, Mark Levinson Reference Recordings,

spkrs. & Cobra Cables,

Otani
RTR

decks (home and pro!), Polk

Direct -Drive Electrostatics,

Van

Alstine amplification, Verion transformers and cables, and MUCH
PA
19096
MORE! at 233
East Lancaster, Wynnewood,

Mark Levinson
Systems
BGW

Innotech

OHM

Ortofon

215-667-3048

AGI

Klipsch

Sequerra
Yamaha

Accustat
ADS

Dunlap -Clarke

Bryston

RAM

STAX

IMF Electronics

Revox

Radco

Infinity

Denon

Supex

Spendor
Grace

Keith Monks

AUDIO

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

DB

Harman Kardon

SAE

March 1978

FOR SALE

udio

MILWAUKEE!-The Audio Emporium-6900 W. Brown Deer Rd.

A

where ears and minds are open. Audio Research, Bang & Olufsen,
Connoissuer, Dahlquist, Decca, GAS, Genesis, Grado, Grafyx, Linn

Presenting Components from the Prestigious Companies of

Sondek, Lux, Magnepan, Polk Audio, Shreve-Rabco, Sonus,
Technics; Competitive pricing on systems from $395 to ? Open
Tues through Sat. 10-6. Other days and hours by appointment.

THRESHOLD BRYSTON PARAGON G/A/S
APT HOLMAN LUX EPA 100 VERION
SNELL ACOUST. JR 149 ROGERS C-12EK
BEVERIDGE HARBETH GRADO SIG. ENTRE

354-5082.

AUDIO'S HI-FI HANDBOOK
reference guide to over 1,000 components including
prices and specs. All arranged in tabular form for easy comComplete

AT LAST, AN AUDIO SALON IN NORTHERN CALIF. ADVANCING
THE ART IN THE ATMOSPHERE OF OUR ELEGANT SOUNDROOMS!

parison. Plus over 30 outstanding articles on audio topics, trends,
and advances. State-of-the-art reading for audiophiles. Only a

limited quantity available. Over 200 pages. Send $4.50 (including
shipping and handling) to: Jean Davis, Audio HI -Fi Handbook, 401
N. Broad

'rJxcellence

UNIQUE STEREO SHOWROOM DEDICATED TO THE PERFECTIONIST

584 Washington Street, San Francisco 94111
RENOUNCE ROTTEN RECORDINGS! Read selected British reviews

SAE

111 CM AMP $595, Thorons TD -125 $145, Decca V Export $35,
All mint, D. Thompson, 9998 Marlin Rd., Miami, Fla. 33157,
305-251-5261.

-monthly EURO -DISC GAZETTE, then order these European
discs judged the finest in technical and musical excellence. Selec-

In

Tuesday -Sunday
Van Alstine

Time Windows

Audire

O.E.D. 's

Polk Monitors

Rogers BBC

Armstrong

addition to Audiolab's 82 new

MARANTZ 7e tube preamp with case and new tubes. Recent test
data available $250. Wanwig, P.O. Box 1020, Stockton, CA 95201

jazz albums in the same tradition as Audiotab's is famous for.

The A-train library now consists of 120 albums and is growing

Frazier

Connoisseur
Fons Orphan Arm
Grado

and, of course no tape hiss.

order direct from A -Train Limited or visit your local dealer.
No decoders are necessary for these records,
A Train -Ltd.

high end lines available at lowest wholesale. Make 10%/40%

1010 S. Dunn, Bloomington, Indiana 47401.

1230 N. Horn Ave. W. Hollywood, CA. 90069.

most widely -copied audio publication of them all. It should be: We
pioneered subjective testing (by ear), devised a unique vocabulary
for describing nuances of reproduced sound, proved that a

the AUDIO FORUM, the only audio information publication devoted
to the interests of both the

terested public in an ongoing dialogue. Plus audiophile commentaries, free personal ads and much more. Whether you make a liv-

ing in audio or just want to be in on the action, subscribe today by
sending $15 ($18 first class, $22 overseas air) for six bimonthly
issues to: AF, Box 578-A, Fairfax, CA 94930.

1607,

Portsmouth,

Find out why the AUDIO FORUM is the

the entire industry. Our unique format offers you direct access to

the people you want to reach! Write today for details. Don't wait!

49S, Elwyn, Pa. 19063 for details.

AUDIO MODIFICATION MANUAL

More than 220 pages of priceless information, including general

audio philosophy, specific design criteria, general mod instructions for all classes of tubed equipment and loudspeakers, plus explicit step-by-step procedures for many common components. Proprietary modifications presented in detail. Latest printing includes
much new information, including

a

Nuvistor (tube) subpreamplifier,
SOUND COMPONENTS INC.

N.H.

novel variable VTA headshell

$25.00.

other countries U.S. $27.00. California residents add
$1.50 tax. Telephone orders accepted (M/C, VISA): (714)
278-3310. AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8898 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.,
San Diego, Calif. 92123.

INCOMPARABLE

COMPONENTS!!! Over

MARK LEVINSON H.O.D.

150 brands. Write for quotes. Audio Unlimited, 3386 Golf, San

construction project for a QUIET

a

and much more. Price includes free consultation service. U.S.A.

EXCLUSIVE SOUTHEAST

95127.(408)985-2285.

AUDIO PROFESSIONALS:

of music, Send $12 for 4 issues, or write to STEREOPHILE, Box

DEALER FOR THE

Jose, CA

quality audio tubes available at very competitive prices. Contact
Jim Wallace at 201 McMasters Drive. Monroeville, Penna. 15146
or (412) 373-2602.

Box 578-A, Fairfax, CA 94930

03801.

LOWEST PRICES ON STEREO -ESOTERIC

Custom Modifications

the neurotic compulsive who must own the Best On the Block, but
for the listener who wants the most natural possible reproduction

for AR TURNTABLES!! Proven counter -weight
design of nickel steel & aluminum construction. Install yourself in
minutes. $7.00 postpaid. (Dealer inquiries invited.) AUDIO INBox

Component Service

only audiophile -oriented publication that has earned the respect of

ANTI -SKATING

P.O.

Audionics

subscriber -supported magazine could be blunt without being
churlish, and led the industry by demanding higher standards of
reproduced fidelity than it could provide. STEREOPHILE is not for

HARTLEY 224HS WOOFER $250, Marantz 1206 tuner $350. N520
Bannen Rd., Spokane, WA. 99216

NOVATIONAL PRODUCTS,

Promethean

SIEMENS, TELEFUNKEN, GENALEX AND AMPEREX and other top

NOW ALMOST 15 YEARS OLD, STEREOPHILE has become the

WANT TO BE AN AUDIO INSIDER? You can be if you read

their competitors. Manufacturers and designers use AF to bring
their design philosophies and products to the attention of the in-

Formula -4

Repping/Demonstrating high quality loudspeaker line. Prices, info. $1 (refukdalbe w/order) + SASE. (812) 332-4252. AUDIO

213/653-4370

audiophile -music lover and the audio
professional. Every one can use the AF. Dealers, Importers and
Reps find out about the new products and companies-well before

Grace

Denon

Professional System; Engineering
Audiophile Recordings

CAMPUS REPS! CONSUMERS! DEALERS! Most medium and many

The fine equipment that you've invested your money in deserves

M & K

Fons

every month. These albums are guaranteed noise and static free

the quality recordings. Send for complete brochures now. You may

(415)447-7447
Livermore, Calif. 94550

337-A, Peterborough, NH 03458.

Have just returned from Japan and have acquired exclusive rights

Mice" records

AUDIO ARTS

2217 Second Street

fions mainly classical. Send for free sample issue. No obligation.
EURO -DISC GAZETTE, PO Box

to "Three Blind

BAY AREA & CENTRAL VALLEY MUSIC LOVERS

in the bi

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES-FLASH!

DO YOU

415-433-1335

St., Phila., Pa. 19108.

REFERENCE SYSTEM

The

H.0.0. reference playback system consists

of the following

components
YAMAHA B-1 V-FET amp with UC -1 control. Perfect $1200. Call

1-912-927-1190.

2

Hartley 24 in sub -woofers

4

Quad ESL loudspeakers

2

Decca ribbon tweeters (modified)

2

Levinson LNC-2 Crossovers
(100 hz & 7 Khz)

DISCOUNT MOVIE, Audio Supplies. Write: Coastal, 1428M San
1

Marco, Jacksonville, FL 32207

6
1

Levinson ML-1 (LEMO) preamp
Levinson ML-L amplifiers
pr. Hand-crafted oak or ash trestle

stands (for Quads & Decca)
MCINTOSH SYSTEM:

C-24, MC -240,

MR-71.

Good condition.

Original manuals, cartons. $575 (919) 492-3129 Henderson, N.C.

THE H.O.D.

Ti¡2 MOST
ACCURAT_-

SOUND COMPONENTS
2710 Ponce de Leon Boulevard
Coral Gables, Florida, 33134

305-446-1659
TWX: 812-848-7627

March 1978
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For more information, please write or call:

24060, (703)552-6850

leCT

TIMoBIl± Reiff/ SOuN9

SYSTEM WITH GOOD SOURCE MATERIAL. WILL

REPRODUCE A MUSICAL EVENT BETTER THAN ANY SYSTEM WE

KNOW OF:
ROGERS SPEAKERS AND ELECTRONICS: export monitor, compact
monitor, and of course, the LS3/5A-the most accurate of all the
mini-monitors, also, the Rogers A75 Series 2 integrated amplifier.
All at Audio Reproduction, 217 College Ave., Blacksburg, VA.

-re

fir;PARe

YWIeLr roR A JISc=RAL

CENTRAL OHIO

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

FOR SALE

Audiophile Art
Headquarters

NEW JERSEY -NEW YORK AUDIOPHILES -Audition JIM ROGERS
JR149 cylinder speakers & ROGERS sub -woofer; SONEX II Time
Aligned Speakers; AGI 's new 511A preamp; SUGDEN preamp &

AUDIO RESEARCH
LINN SONDEK
FONS
TASCAM
MAGNEPAN
MAGNEPLANAR
KLIPSCH
GRACE
KIETH MONKS
SUPEX FIDELITY RESEARCH
STAX
ROGERS
LUXMAN
AUDIO PULSE
GAS
SAE

amp.; GRACE tonearms; the superbly musical PROMETHEAN II
cartridge; DECCA products; SHEFFIELD discs and other musical
products.

G -B

ELECTRONICS P.O.

Box

N.J.

385, Hawthorne

07507 (201) 427-8885. Sales & Service since 1945.

MCINTOSH 275

usw 5 EaEo

amp.

power

Best

Offer.

Call

After

6PM.

NAKAMICHI 1000 like new. Wollensak 8075 also like new. Call

201-763-8040 ask for Keith Slobodien.

235-7575
ILLINOIS

TO CENTRAL

NEW MAGAZINE

By And

For Video Enthusiasts. FREE Sample

Promethean

PRESENT YOUR IDEAS to industry. Free Kit containing successful
invention background and disclosure information. Send for Kit -

AUD, IMI, 401 Wood, Pittsburgh, PA 15222

KEF

Grace

Thorens

Quatre

Allison

Cizek

Ariston

"Summer o1 '42", all your favorites. Send for your free catalon to
Columbia Pictures 8mm Films, Dept. PE, 711 Fifth Avenue, New

Rogers BBC

SME

COLUMBIA

FROM:

PICTURES/WARNER

BROS.

the

TAPCO-MIXERS AND
RG1

Ex-

pander $900.00. Technics SL1500 w/JH Formula 4/Sonus blue

$350.00

DB

Systems

and more. 115 N. Walnut, Champaign 61820. 217-359-3774.

York, New York 10022.
PIONEER SPEC1 PREAMPLIFIER Spec 2 Power Amp,

Unique no investment/experience business makes money! Others work for you. Free
details. "CAFM", Box 5516-N3, Walnut Creek, CA 94596
CABLE FM BROADCAST STATION.

Sonex

Micro -Acoustics

Quad

greatest films in Super 8, sound or silent, "Lawrence of Arabia",

MOVIES

PHASE 400 & 7009 OWNERS -mod kit to accurize meters -if interested reply: Parker Labs 2800 Madison #13 Fullerton Ca 90631

Audio Ltd is bringing the finest in components including
IMF

Copy: write TVA Box 250, Coyote California 95103.

Business presently grossing $600k annually. Cash requirement is
in the area of $25,000. Terms available on the balance to qualified

buyer. Reply in confidence to Box A83-2.

201-486-3874.

1391 S. Hamilton Rd. Columbus, OH 43227

FOR SALE -Interest in high -end audio shop located in one of the
top retail markets. managers position available to qualified purchaser if desired, with salary & benefits exceeding $25k annually.

EQUALIZERS

-Lowest prices anywhere,

$1000 MONTHLY POSSIBLE! Mailing Commission letters.
Information -FREE. Opportunities. Box 721 -AU. Lynbrook, N.Y.
11563.

Write to SONIX CO., P.O. Box 58, Indian Head, MD 20640. VISA

SERVICES

and MASTERCHARGE accepted.

SCX-A speakers All new condition 703-360-9214.

2 LKH

COLLECTOR'S TUBE EQUIPMENT, mint

to excellent condition:

McMR67 tuner, ARC EC4 crossover, (rare) Craftsman RC10 Amfm tuner-preamp. Amps: (2) Mc240. (2) Mc60, (1) Mc30. with

KENW000 MODEL SEVENS, DEMO PAIR, BRAND NEW UNDER
WARRANTY $2150.00. FREE DELIVERY TO N.Y., N.J., PENNA.
CALL:

CLIFF

COSTLEY

(201)463-1589,

WEEKNIGHTS

OR

WEEKENDS.

Tapes, discs, and cassettes.

CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE,

Live and copies. Editing. Masters and pressings. High quality at reasonable rates. Joseph Giovanelli, Audio Stereo and mono

Tech Laboratories, 2819 Newkirk Ave., Brooklyn. N.Y. IN9-7134.

manuals and/or schematics. Phone 612-475-1271 between 6-8
om C.S.T. for details

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS

DAHLOUIST OWNERS: Build inexpensive stands for your DU -10's.
Position same as the factory ST -10 stands. Plans $2.00: kits

available soon. W.E. Birbick, 1662 Skilift, Richmond, Va. 23225

CROWN INTERNATIONAL

Complete repair, overhaul, and rebuilding service for current and
early model Crown tape recorders and amplifiers. New Crown

recorders in stock for immediate delivery. Excellent selection of

118

INFINITY FET PREAMP, $550. 206-622-7985, 285-7151.

instruments. Catalog
Freeport Music, 114R Mahan St., W. Babylon, N.Y. 11704.
UP

TO

60%

DISCOUNT.

Name brand

Western Pennsylvania's

Street, Silver Spring, MD 20910 301-585-1118

HIGH FIDELITY

FINEST AUDIO
DEALER
Accuphase
AEI
AR

Ariston
Armstrong
Audire
Bryston
Connoisseur
Dahlquist Woofers
Dayton Wright
dbx
'

Janis Woofers
LUX
M&K Woofers
Magnepan
Mark Levinson
Optonica
Revox
Rogers LS3/5A

with

a

Measure loudspeaker

response accurately

microphone and voltmeter. 'h octave bands ± 1dB 31.5Hz
halttrack.

to 16Hhz 15 ips-S28 ppd 7'/º ips-$23 ppd. Both 'h

Cassette available. Instructions included for stereo system or P.A.

application. AUDIOLECTRO Audio Division. Box 5334-A, San Antonio, Texas 78201. QUALITY PRODUCTS SINCE 1929,

TAPE RECORDINGS
Opera, Box 3141 Steinway Station. L.I.C. N.Y. 11103.

CAS
Grace

Sonab
Sonus
Sound Concepts Delay
Sfax
Supex
Teac

Harman-Kardon
IMF International
Infinity

Thorens
Verion
Visonik

Fidelity Research
Fulton Music

"Headquarters for the Verlon Cartridge
Alignment System"

PLUS MUCH MORE

Shipping Prepaid & Insured

OVATION
6019 Broad St. Mall
Pittsburgh, Pa.
V/SA

NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL PRESS HIGH QUALITY
PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR TAPES. SEND FOR SAMPLE
RECORD AND PRICE LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC MASTERING.

469

Chestnut St.. NASHVILLE TENNESSEE 37203

MOVING

COIL

CARTRIDGES

RETIPPED.

$35.00

Elliptical or

Incredible variety. Reel, cassette. Magnificent Free catalogue. Live
TUBE AMP MODIFICATION SERVICE any model, any price. Refineall manufacturers don't bother with. All work
guaranteed. 5601 Barksdale Dr. Lou, KY. 40258. 502-937-0181.

ment that

RADIO PROGRAMS
GOLDEN

AGE

RADIO.

your best source for radio tapes. Box

25215-D. Portland, Oregon 97225.
YESTERDAYS RADIO ON TAPE.

Reliable Service.

Catalog

Place, Orinda, CA. 94563.

$1.00 refundable with first order.

ADVENTURES, Box 4822 -A. Inglewood, California 90302.

1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS.

REFINISHING-precisioin method restores full frequency response, $15.00 ea. one day service. E. Maher, 5 Evans
TAPE HEAD

Reels -Cassettes, Quality Sound.

TAPE &
TAPE RECORDERS

Beats television!! Tapes. $1.00

hour! Established esteemed dealer, informative 200 page catalog
$1.25. Cassette samples $2.00. AM Treasures, Box 192AU,
Babylon, N.V. 11702

EVERYTHING

ON

OPEN

REEL!

VINTAGE RADIO: Lowest rates, post free, traders welcome; shows
for comics, etc. signals. Box 5063, Station E, Edmonton, Alta..

Canada.

Popular.

Classical.

Dolby.

Quadraphonic. Latest releases. For "Reel News," send $1.00.

Barclay -Crocker, Room 857 A.

11

Broadway, New York 10004.

STATE OF THE ART CASSETTE

magazine.

Free

Recordings. Quartely cassette

brochure. Audio Art,

P.O.

Box

2961,

St.

Petersburg, FL 33731.

RENT RADIO SHOWS: Make your own copies or just listen. Great

way to build your collection reasonably. Catalog $1 refundalbe.

412-441-4550

available. King Cobra Sound Co., 291 Kings Highway,

DJ

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11223. Tel: 212-375-4062.

Shibata. Diafix, Box 762, Hightstown, N.J. 08520.

SAE
THRILLING LIVE OPERA TAPES. PERFORMANCES SINCE 1930'S.

Dennon

DISCO SOUND SYSTEMS -installations, sales, service & rentals.

Mobile
PINK NOISE TAPES.

Sherwood
Snell Acoustics

Decca

reconditioned Crown recorders for sale. Used Crown recorders
purchased and accepted for trade in. TECHNIARTS 8555 Fenton

OTR Rental, Box 1146, Livermore,

Ca.

94550

STEREO SWITCHING UNITS built -your specs, write (no obliga-

tion) Switchbox, 421 Balboa St., San Francisco, CA 94118

AUDIO

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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TAPE &
TAPE RECORDERS

SYNCHRONIZER, lap -dissolve plans, $5.50. With
mixer, compressor, preamp schematics, $8.50. The Millers, 1896
Maywood. S Euclid, OH 44121.

TDK:

UDXL-C60 II or II)
UDXL-C90 II or III
UD -C90
LN -C90

$2.39
3.35
2.75

SA -C60
SA -C90
AD -C90

2

Minimum order 12 pieces. All tapes can be assorted.
PA add sales tax. Shipping $2.50 per order.
Or write for complete catalog.
Tape World, 220 Spring St., Butler, PA 16001
BIG PROFITS:

LINEAR AMPLIFIER amateur

MHz, 100 watt solid state.

FREQUENCY COUNTER, 300 MHz, portable/mobile,

.4"-7 digit

desplay, memory. Splatter free VOX- COMPRESSOR modulation
booster. OMNIPOLARIZED BASE ANTENNA. Complete plans $3.00
each, any 3197.50, all/$10.00. Free catalog. PANAXIS Productions, Box 5516-N3, Walnut Creek, CA 94596.

HELP WANTED

Sell top quality blank recording tape to stores,

friends. $2.00 for details, sample. Refundable. Custom Audio,
4226 Robert, Red Wing, Minn. 55066

MAXELL, MEMOREX, BASF, cassettes, reels
Lowest prices. New, Guaranteed. FREE CATALOG S &
TDK,

P.O. Box 56039. Harwood

2-30

Hts.,

IL

8 -tracks.

JOBS -Now

OVERSEAS

hiring

all

New, Fully Guaranteed. FREE CATALOG. Write:

High

HUMBARD MINISTRY has immediate opening for Audio
Maintenance Engineer. At least five years experience in recording
REX

RECORDS

year of release. Over 100 songs per year. Free brochure. Rock N'
Reel Rental, Dept. C. 4 Prescott Ave., Dix Hills, NY 11746.

1971-50.000

computer shells. FREE literature. STANFORD INTERNATIONAL.
Box 609A, San Carlos, CA 94070.

WANTED TO
BUY OR TRADE
MARANTZ 7C, 9. State price, condition, phone J. Fong, 1238
Green St., San Francisco, CA 94010.
RABCO SL -BE need not be in

working order. Dean Slindee, Bax 55,

Lansing, Iowa 52151.
REEL, pre-recorded tapes. Rock, folk. jazz, classical.
stereo, quad. Ray. 2282 Woodward. Lakewood. Ohio 44107.
OPEN

CASH FOR your unwanted LPs & reel to reel tapes. Records, Box

R.

-International Service Since
@ Auction -Jazz: Soundtracks, Orig.

LPs Sold

Folk. Comedy, Country Western;

R

& B, R. &

Rock; etc. Specify Category or Artist from: Ray Macknic (or)
P
Box 7511 Van Nuys, CA 91406. U.S.A.
.

d CASTS CATALOG! Personalities ST/OC

FREE SOUNDTRACKS

Valuebook: $4. RTSA, 711 W. 17th, G-1, Costa Mesa, CA 92627

lowest prices TAPE CENTER Box

43058 Washington. D.C. 20012. USA, APO. FPO

.0

RECORDS

Cast, Personalities,

Theo's,
CASSETTES d REEL TAPES, lowest prices, name brands, also
custom loaded w/TDK or SCOTCH. Super mastering cassettes in

.

323, Hillburn, New York 10931.

COLLECTORS
STEREO d QUADRAPHONIC
OPEN REEL
TAPES. Popular,
Classical, Jazz. Lowest prices. Catalog $1.00 (refundable). Real
Sound, P. 0 Box 71A. Shillington. PA 19607.

L

316 VK 86 St Downtown L.A.ICs900114 T.1,488-0341

Transportation. Computerized Reports, $2.00. TRANSWORLD. International Airport, Box 90802-K, Los Angeles 90009.

OLDIES TAPES ON OPEN REEL TAPE. Rock n' Roll songs by their

TAPE,

Whreä
r;
=

pay.

studio type equipment. Some National and International travel required. Send resume to David Ginaven, 2690 State Rd., Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio 44223

MAGNE HOUSE

2015 -17th Street, San Francisco. CA 94103

SCOTCH RECORDING

( 800)421.853

AUSTRALIA -NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU!! 50.000 Jobs! Report
$2.00. Austco, Box 8489-K, Long Beach, CA 90808.

-8 -TRACKS -OPEN REEL -ACCESSORIES.

AR

CAIVIER,A, HI -=1 VIDEO

Occupations.

RECORDING TAPE -OUTSTANDING VALUES

CASSETTES

...r oz

I/.lI' rI/I2Pni äffläi SONY
To order caZ toll tree

Audio.

S

60656

INFINITY

PIONCER
IMAM
TANC BERG DOKORDER

_I\

KENWOOD B1 -C

97

2.85
1

4.83
5.89

UDXL-35-908.

$1

39
D -C90
54
BASF Studio C-90
2 35
BASF Chromium C-90 2 35

1.93

UD -35-90

i>3Chai5

TAPE -SLIDE

BLANK TAPE SALE
MAXELL:

BIG DISCOUNTS ON
STEREO COMPONENTS

PLANS & KITS

RARE

JAll

AND POPULAR Vocal LP's Sold by Auction. Leon

Leavitt. 8241/2 North Las Palmas, Los Angeles. Calif. 90038

ALL MUSIC mfg. companies: Wanted to buy any type of
musical instruments, drum. horns. stereos. synthesizers, etc.,
etc.. etc. at manufacturers cost. Send information, Gary Lewis
TO

Wholesale Co.. 1813 Norwood, Toledo, Ohio 43607.

QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT from reriaole firm in U.S.A. & Europe,
Kazuhiko Murota. Al2-103, Misechn 2187. Kashihara City Nara.
Japan 634.

SANSUI AU777 or AU999 in good condition. D. Gilbert, 106 Union
St., Rockville, Ct. 06066. 1-203-872-9769.
PAIR AR3 SPEAKERS ALSO TURNTABLE. Scheub, P.Q.B. 354,

Moultrie, GA 31768
OPEN REEL TAPES.

71/2 ips, Dolbyized releases from RCA. London, DG, Warner and others. Airline tapes and quad. Catalog $1,

refunded on first order. THE REEL SOCIETY; 8125-A Lankershim

CATALOGS. Broadcasts, soundtracks.

Personalities

of

Thirties,

Forties. Box 225, New York, N.Y. 10028.

Blvd., N. Hollywood. CA 91605
WHILE
CUSTOMIZED TAPES, Jazz. Big -Band. Select standard tracks or

YOU WERE
LOOKING for out -of -print records, you
should've been looking for us. DISContinued, 444 S. Victory
Blvd., Burbank, Ca. 91502

available artists. Free catalog 80 minute reel cassette or
$8.00 Tapes Unlimited, Box 163, Portsmouth, R.I. 02871

SHOW ALBUMS

MAXELL,

AMPEX,

CAPITOL. Columbia

Tape Bulk

8

track,

UNIQUE, COLLECTOR'S TAPE RECORDINGS, NEW and old radio

Exclusive shows,

features, oddities,

Out of Print LP's,

64 page list

$1.00.
Bakers Wife cast LP $9.95. Broadway/Hollywood Recordings,
Georgetown, Conn. 06829.

& Custom

Loaded reels, cassettes. Reels, boxes, leader, splicers. For complete catalog write Omega Audio, Box 39253-B, Redford, MI 48239

programs.

-Rare

"RECORD JACKETS. Replace old, torn, LP jackets with clean,
glossy, pure white or black jackets. Plastic lined inner sleeves, 78
sleeves, opera boxes. Free catalog. CABCO A6, Box 8212, Columbus, Ohio 43201."

music! $3.00

SOUNDTRACKS

brings 30 minute demo (reel/cassette), literature included! MCP
Studios, Box 521-A, Newberry, S.C. 29108.

WANTED: WESTERN ELECTRIC RECEIVERS, Models 555. 594A,
713C & TA4181A. K. Ishikane 175-20 Wexford Terr. 11T Jamaica
Estates, N.Y. 11432.
KLH MODEL 9 Pair. State price & condhnion 615-543-2622

JBL HARTSFIELD'S, other top of the line speakers J. Wolff 15228
Mettetal Det. Mich. 48227 1-313-837-3811 eves.
WANTED

MCINTOSH

MC -1900

Receiver

J.

Richardson,

58

Heather Lane, Orinda Calif. 94563.

MISCELLANEOUS
ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS from B&W, color prints/slides. All subjects. Fantastic quality/prices. For information, quotes: American

Art Discoveries,

387 South Broadway, Yonkers,

N.V.

10705.

(914)476-7140.

RECORD GRAB BAG. Thousands of top

8 -TRACK CLOSEOUT TAPES $1.00 EACH MINIMUM, order ten.

Clarkesville Record Sales, 608 N. Washington St., Clarkesville,
Ga. 30523.

INSTRUCTION &
EDUCATION

quality 1977 album releases
just waiting to be grabbed. All records guaranteed new and in
perfect condition. 5 different records only $7.00 or 10 different
records for an incredibly low $13.00. Valle Enterprises, Box 21-B,
Hollywood, CA. 90028
INTO RECORDINGS? The

collectors

-all categories -full

get -it information, ads,

Directory
EXTERNAL DEGREES. CULA, 1111 Wilshire, L.A. 90017. [2131

481-0950.

Kastlemusick Monthly Bulletin
of

is for

articles, record news, where-to -

"Broadcasting' Box 5516-N3, Walnut Creek,

AUDIO

CA

94596.

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAXERS REPAIRED

AMPRITE SPEAKERS SERVICE
655 Sixth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010
212-CH3-4812

$9.00/12 big issues. Biggest worldwide

of sources -over 1,200 dealers, stores, importers,

record companies, $12.50. Special -Directory plus 12 months
Bulletin $14.95 (Canada, $US16.95; foreign $US24.95).

Kastlemusick, 170-M Broadway, NYC 10038.
BECOME A DJ! Learn how to receive free records, tapes, get an
FCC broadcast license, start your own station. Free details.

SPEAKERS

SURPLUS SPEAKER CABINETS
FINSIHED & READY FOR YOUR DRIVERS
Send for your FREE pictured literature to America's largest surplus

cabinet dealer:
JAZZ, ROCK, CLASSICAL Big Band LP's Tapes, Current Imports,
Cutouts Catalogs $1, NERT. Box 268-A, Lawrence Mass. 01842.
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2825 S. MAIN ST., AKRON, OH10-44319
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Now, professional
3 -head

monitoring

in a cassette deck.

accurate tape -transport method. Speed accuracy is superb, with Wow and Flutter below
0.05% (WRMS).

To adapt the Model 5030 to any of the three
most
popular tape formulations, press one of
Up to now you had to choose between a
the three buttons marked "Tape EQ and BIAS"
cassette deck for convenience. Or, reel-to-reel
for professional recording features. Now have it There are settings for standard Ferric -Oxide,
Chromium Dioxide (CrO2) or Ferri -Chrome
both ways in the Marantz 5030 cassette deck.
(FeCr) tape.

Here's how:

With Mic/Line Mixing, two sources can be
recorded at the same time, combining line and
The Marantz 5030 has separate record and
playback heads ... the same as reel-to-reel. This microphone inputs. The Master Gain Control
gives you an instant check of the quality of your lets you increase or decrease the overall volume
recording as you record. And, like some of the of the total mix.
most expensive reel-to-reel decks, the record
What else could we pack into a front load
and playback heads on the Model 5030 are
cassette deck?
super -hard permalloy-a long-lasting metal
and
response
frequency
better
alloy that gives
More features. Like a 3 -digit tape counter
signal to noise ratio than Ferrite material.
with memory function. Viscous Damped
Vertical -load Cassette Door. Switchable Peak
For precise azimuth alignment, both the
Limiter. Fast-response LED Peak Indicators.
heads
are
set
record
and
playback/monitoring
3"
Extended -range Professional VU Meters.
side -by -side within a single metal enclosure.
Locking Pause Control for momentary shut-off
They can't go out of tracking alignment.
in record or play... and Total Shut-off in all
modes when the tape ends.
"head
outstanding
this
Complementing
technology" is Full -Process Dolby* Noise
And, of course, the unbeatable Marantz 5030
Reduction Circuitry. It not only functions
is front loading. Easy to stack or fit on a shelf.
during record and playback ... but during
The styling is clean and bold. The sound is the
as
well.
monitoring
truest recreation of what was put on tape. Your
Marantz dealer has Model 5030 as well as the
What drives the tape past the heads is
full line of Marantz cassette decks.
every bit as important as the
If you want the best-then do
heads themselves. For this reason
what you really want to dothe Model 5030 has a DC -Servo
go for it.
Motor System. The
Go for Marantz.
steadiest, most
.

*TM Dolby Labs, Inc. © 1978 Marantz Co., Inc., a subsidiary of Superscope, Inc., 20525 Nordhoff St., Chatsworth, CA 91311.
Prices and models subject to change without notice. Consult the Yellow Pages for your nearest Marantz dealer.
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It's Maraniz.
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Don t settle for less than

Superior performance,
v,hyl safety,
real walnut.

CÑJ1IONÌBE WARE OF IMITATIONS

d discwasher;Q.inc.

1407 N. Providence Ed.
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